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The problem of sun scalds, the scourge of
orcharding, is an old problem, but at the same time it
retains its novelty owing to the huge damage caused
by this phenomenon to our orchards until now.
S. Tseshevskiy, 1916.
The above conclusion, made nearly a century ago, is still correct today in general. The irony
of it is that the external factor of the stated injuries was known long ago; it‘s a unilateral solar
radiation of fruit trees‘ boles and branches. That‘s why in the northern hemisphere, sun scalds
appear on the southern side of trees, and in the southern hemisphere – on the northern side.
However it is unclear how and under what conditions solar radiation leads to such injuries of trees,
hence low efficiency of existing methods of prevention and protection from sun scalds.
That sun scalds are a complex natural formation is testified by the fact that a lot of hypotheses
are made to explain their origination. But no one of them is experimentally verified. Sun scalds
were not reproduced as unilateral injuries of different in age, and consequently in bole massiveness
trees, from mature trees to yearlings; that is when tissues die only on the sunny side while on the
shady side they remain healthy.
The Author.
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HYPOTHESES OF WINTER SSs FORMATION
The hypotheses of winter SSs formation, so far stated, can be divided into two groups. The
first group contains statements that initial tissue injuries on the sunny side of trees are formed
latently, they are not visible outwardly during winter-spring period, but during vegetative period
they become evident as cankerous spots and strips soon turning into open wounds. According to the
second group, winter SSs begin with mechanical injuries: cracks, open wounds, appearing in
winter-spring time on the sunny side of trees; during vegetative period open wounds become
fulvous due to oxidation in open air, so that after some time winter SSs look alike in both cases. By
initial formation and development of injuries, SSs of the first group have in their dynamics
physiological nature, and SSs of the second group – joint mechanical and physiological nature.
Each of them has its own detailing.
Physiological hypotheses
These hypotheses, explaining winter SSs as a result of frost injuries, had been considerably
changing depending on the views on frost-killing, prevailing at this or that time. Thereat, it was
justly presumed that plants injuries are not caused by subzero temperature itself, but by ice crystals
forming in plant tissues.
The first hypothesis. For the first time the causes of plant tissues frost-killing and winter SSs
formation were described in the memoirs ―Observations on various effects of winter frosts and light
spring frosts on plants‖ presented at the Parisian Academy of Sciences in 1797 by botanists Buffon
and Duhamel: when tissues thaw the sap in vessels gets moving and if the movement is too rapid,
the ice is drifting inside the vessels, their walls get torn by ice crystals, the sap leaks and the tissues
become fulvous or blacken (quoted from N.A. Maksimov, 1914). The emphasis in this first naive
hypothesis is not made on strong winter frosts but on the spring tissues thawing.
The second hypothesis. Thorough microscopic researches performed by the German plant
physiologist J. Sachs (1860), have shown that freezing and thawing is not tearing the vessels in
tissues, it is injuring cells. And at subzero temperatures, ice crystals are not formed inside cells but
outside, in intercellular spaces. Sachs found out that rapid thawing is highly dangerous for plants as
when large quantity of water bursts into cells, protoplasm is unable to absorb it and is torn; owing to
this, cells, tissues and the whole plant dies.
After Sachs‘s researches, an opinion was widely spread in biological and horticultural
literature that winter SSs appear during rapid thawing of tissues caused by sun rays heating. The
point of view that winter SSs appear under the influence of rapid thawing prevailed for a protracted
period, its after-sounds can be met in horticultural literature to the present day.
Persistent discussions were held in biologic literature of the middle of XIX century on the
issue: when are plants cells and tissues dying – during freezing or thawing? Sachs and other
scientists of the day considered that as freezing is not changing plants exterior, the plants are dying
during thawing when tissues become fulvous or blacken.
However, H. Göppert (1871) and, shortly after him, W. Detmer (1886) found plants (petals of
indigo orchids and begonia leaves) the death of which (irrespective of the cause) was attributed with
sharp changes of colouring. It was shown that during freezing itself, the orchid petals became blue
and begonias became fulvous. So, their tissues died during freezing, and thawing speed didn‘t
matter any more.
The third hypothesis. Formation of winter SSs from the viewpoint of tissue injuries caused
by frost and not by rapid thawing was for the first time discovered by the German plant physiologist
H. Müller-Thurgau (1886). He measured the bole temperature of a mature walnut tree (mercury
thermometers were inserted into drilled holes) in March, at noon of a cloudless day, and discovered
that on the sunny side, the tissues temperature was positive and made up 18.0°C, on the shady side
it was negative and made up -1.8°C. However, winter SS, as such, did not appear on the walnut in
this case.
Nevertheless, Müller-Thurgau developed a hypothesis that winter SSs are formed because
solar heating in the daytime leads to early activation of tissues vital functions on the southern side
of trees (in modern terminology – withdrawal from quiescence), their frost-resistance is lost, and
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tissues die of night frosts. There is no intensive solar heating on the northern shady side of trees,
tissues are not decreasing their initial frost-resistance and therefore endure night frosts without
injuries.
It should be noted that Müller-Thurgau‘s hypothesis, connecting winter SSs with tissues
withdrawal from quiescence under the solar heating effect, was very popular.
However, direct measurements of the degree of solar radiation heating of different-aged parts
of apple-trees crowns, taken with miniature thermocouples with diameter of 0.5 mm, gave other
results (A.D. Kizyurin, 1950). Thus, in February, at one and the same time, in the Omsk
Agricultural Institute orchard, at the ambient air temperature of -8.0°C and with the same solar
pointing, at noon, the temperature of bark tissues was: -1.5°C of a shoot with diameter of 1 cm,
+8.8°C of a trunk with diameter of 10 cm. Rise of tissues temperature against the ambient air made
up 16.8°C for the trunk and only 6.5°C for the shoot. If to believe that withdrawal from quiescence
of fruit-trees tissues is determined by heat, it has to be admitted that it will be more intensive for
massive mature crown parts than for thin young parts and shoots, but the latter are also injured by
winter SSs.
The fourth hypothesis. Basing on numerous experiments, a famous American fruit cultures
physiologist W. Chandler (1908) ascertained that fruit cultures are very sensitive to rapid freezing.
Rapid decrease of temperature is especially dangerous during initial period from 0°C to -12…-15°C
within 1 hour. Hereof, Chandler suggested that winter SSs are caused by the death of tissues from
rapid freezing on the sunny side of trees during evening and night-time when the tissues, heated up
during daytime, are trying to equal in temperature with the ambient air. He instructed his pupil
A. Mix (1916) to check up his hypothesis as well as Müller-Thurgau‘s hypothesis.
In his researches, Mix measured apple-tree tissues temperature with chemical- type glass
thermometers with mercury ball diameter of 6 mm. They were inserted into holes of corresponding
diameter cut out in boles in tangential direction in such a way that mercury balls are in the southwestern and opposite north-eastern sides of boles in cambia area (axially, one half of the measuring
ball was located in exterior layers of wood while the other half was in interior layers of bark).
The method of measuring temperature of trees‘ tissues in Mix‘s researches was far from
perfection, so that his findings should be taken with a grain of salt. For example, just consider his
remark in the method description that ―we did not pay much attention to the fact that there was an
air space between thermometer balls and tree tissues‖. Whereas, tight thermal contact between the
temperature-sensitive element and a measured body is the main requirement for correct measuring
of the body‘s temperature. The second sufficient drawback is not only infliction of considerable
mechanical injuries on live tree tissues where thermometers were inserted, but also the fact that
thermometers were set in during winter time within quiescence period, when instead of healing, tree
wounds oxidize and die off on large areas. As it is, the temperature was measured in dead tissues.
Nevertheless, Mix‘s work is interesting and important because it included researches on
checking up the previous hypothesis of Müller-Thurgau about solar heating effect on withdrawal of
tree tissues from quiescence and decrease of their frost-resistance. With this purpose, for two years
(1914 and 1915), Mix was monthly (from January to May) fixing cambia elements condition with
collodion on the south-western and north-eastern sides of boles of old and young trees with
diameter of 90 and 8 cm correspondingly. He received the following results: only in the second half
of April and beginning of May of the specified years he noted beginning of cambium awakening,
new wood and vessel cells were formed, but these changes were equal on both south-western and
north-eastern sides of old and young boles.
Taking into account that cambium division starts later, when severe night frosts necessary for
winter SSs formation have passed, Mix was artificially freezing in cooling salt mixtures the samples
of tissues from the opposite sides of apple-tree boles under examination. He justly considered that if
frost-resistance of tissues on the south-western side irreversibly decreased compared to the northeastern side, this difference could be noticed. However, in reality, fro st-resistance of wood and
cambium tissues was equal on both sunny and shady sides of thick and thin boles.
Basing on his researches, Mix came to the conclusion that the hypothesis made by MüllerThurgau (formation of winter SSs as a result of irreversible withdrawal of tissues from quiescence,
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hence decrease of frost-resistance under the influence of unilateral solar heating) was unsound, and
concluded that it had to be annulled.
When studying temperature regime of fruit-trees in clear weather, Mix paid his main attention
to the speed of tissues freezing in the evening after their thawing under the influence of solar
heating in the daytime. He found out that the highest speed of trees ‘ tissues freezing is observed for
a rather short period just before the sunset, at the moment of sunset, and immediately after sunset.
Considering the importance of rapid freezing in the study of winter SSs nature, we shall quote
Mix‘s data in a separate table 1.
Table 1
Variation of te mperature of tissues in cambia area of apple-trees’ boles during freezing in the
evening pe riod (Mix, 1916)
Date

Observation hours*

Bole diameter,
cm

Temperature, °C
The southwestern side

The northeastern side

Air

01.01.1916

3:30

45

8.3

–4.4

–5.6

01.01.1916
14.02.1916

5:00—
3:00

45
10

0.0
5.5

–4.4
–5.5

–8.3
–12.5

14.02.1916

4:00

10

3.9

–7.2

–13.5

14.02.1916
14.02.1916

5:00^
6:00^^

10
10

–0.3
–14.4

–9.4
–18.3

–14.4
–22.2

*Observation hours – PM : — - at the moment of sunset; ^ - 30 minutes before sunset; ^^ - 30 minutes after sunset.

We shall dwell upon the temperature of a bole with diameter of 10 cm on 14.02.1916. As a
result of solar heating, tissues on the south-western side of the bole thawed during daytime, and
owing to the phase transformation from solid state of ice into liquid water, the latter accumulated
latent heat. Hence, when bole temperature decreased in the evening and its tissues froze back, the
phase transformation from water to ice had to release the latent heat which had to inhibit the rapid
drop of bole temperature. However, Mix‘s measurements are not reflecting this (see Table 1). He
did not pay due attention to the tight contact between thermometer balls and tree tissues, as was
mentioned above. As it is, Mix recorded the speed of decrease of thermometer‘s own temperature,
not the speed of tree tissues freezing. The latter, as will be shown below, makes up only 2-3°C/h for
boles with the diameter of 10 cm.
The fifth hypothesis. A. Winkler (1913) found out that in winter time branches of deciduous
tree species, including fruit-trees, are much more injured by multiple freezing and thawing then by
single exposure to a certain subzero temperature. Winkler‘s experiments allowed Mix to consider
multiple freezing–thawing as one of hypotheses of winter SSs origination. However, Mix performed
no experiments confirming his supposition.
At the same time, fruit-trees wintering above the snow cover, like any living organisms, are
capable of accustomization or hardening to difficult environments, including multiple freezing after
multiple thawing. Thus, according to the data of M. Dorsey (1934), frost-sensitive peach-tree fruitbuds were freezing and thawing 49 times and remained healthy. According to our data, in the winter
of 1960/61 abundant in thaws and subsequent falls in temperature, fruit-buds of mid-Russian appletree varieties in suburban orchards near Saint-Petersburg froze and thawed 95 times from December
to March and remained uninjured. Thus, the freezing and thawing frequency itself is not a priori
destructive; it takes other factors reducing resistance to temperature variations of plant tissues and
organs, as well.
It is a common hypothesis lately, according to which winter SSs are determined by rapid
freezing as well, but only if ice crystals are formed inside cells. This hypothesis was made by
American physiologist of plants winter- hardiness J. Levitt (1966). He also determined the speed of
plants freezing. To make formation of ice crystals inside cells possible, the speed should be 520°C/h; plants freezing speed of 1-2°C/h is not accompanied by ice build- up inside cells.
K. Weiser (1970) believes that winter SSs are injuries caused by intracellular ice formed at the
freezing speed of 8-10°C/min. But such speeds of plant tissues freezing were not discovered in
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natural environment either by Weiser himself, or by other scientists. Naturally under laboratory
conditions these plant freezing rates is obtainable.
G.A. Samygin (1974) suggested the following scale of plant freezing speed, based on
intracellular ice formation:
- rapid freezing at a speed of more than 60°C/h with ice crystals building up in cells, which is
always destructive;
- slow freezing at a speed of less than 6°C/h, ice crystals are not building up in plant cells.
Thus, none of the listed physiological hypotheses of winter SSs formation was experimentally
confirmed, that is, unilateral destruction of tissues on the sun-heated side of fruit-trees’ parts,
simultaneously retaining tissues healthy on the shady side, was not attained.
Mechanical and Physiological hypotheses
The first hypothesis. It is interesting to note that the term ―sun scald‖ for the first time was
applied to mechanical cracks, eventually transforming into large injuries on the sunny side of fruittrees boles under the influence of air oxidation and drying of bare phloem and wood tissues
(T. Burrill, 1887). This is how Burrill described the mechanism of formation of a crack typical for
the sunny side of fruit-trees: ―Owing to the late autumn growth, large quantity of water is freezing
in the cambia area; ice formation together with simultaneous tissues compression at night due to the
temperature shrinkage of bark tissues leads to its fracture and separation from wood‖.
The second hypothesis. F. Stewart (1900) noted bark cracking on the south-western side of
bird-cherry-tree, apple-tree and plum-tree boles from the bottom upward to 60 cm. The injury was
considered to be a winter SS. During winter period, mechanical cracks are baring internal tissues on
boles and scaffold branches of fruit-trees and such wounds are not healing, as they do in
summertime, instead they become a source of intense water evaporation and ingress of atmospheric
oxygen causing oxidation of bare phloem and wood tissues.
The third hypothesis. Professor Ye.I. Aleshin, who translated into Russian W. Chendler‘s
book ―Fruit- growing‖ (1935), brought out in the notes his views on winter SSs formation:
―In the East near Saratov, a scald, that initially appeared as a small bark crack leaking sap, is
rapidly developing, transforms into a large ulcer and obviously shortens the tree‘s life. To the West
(Moscow region), the first scald stage is approximately the same as in the East, only the bark crack
is not large and often inconspicuous. Further the crack may not grow, but the bark around it
gradually dies-off. The ulcer often remains hidden for long but finally leads to untimely death of the
tree. ‗Chinese apple‘suffer scaids less, ‗Aport‘ and ‗Black Tree‘ more‖. Unfortunately, the author
does not specify the bark cracking mechanism of SSs.
Consequently, the same conclusion as above can be repeated in respect of p hysiological-andmechanical hypotheses: there is no information on reproduction of mechanical cracks on different
in age parts of fruit-trees, leading to SSs.
Actually, hereon we can conclude the review of the literature explaining formation of winter
SSs, which we managed to collect by the moment when we started writing this book.

MY FIRST OBSERVATIONS OF WINTER SSs
Very early, being a teenager I saw SSs on apple-trees in the orchard of our former
―Chabaevka‖ family estate located in the Brest region, Byelorussia (before 1939 – Poland). After
the exceptionally frosty winter of 1939/40 in spring of 1941, I, a 10-year old boy, was instructed by
adults to rip the bark off dead apple trunks for stove kindling. I remember that the bark was only on
the sunny side of trunks.
Next time I saw SS in the spring of 1954 on two-year-old apple-tree nurselings which I
brought from ―Skreblovo‖ fruit-nursery to repair an orchard in the Stalin collective farm where I
passed field practice before graduation. They were taken from heeling, all of them had bark cracks
formed near the soil surface. The apple-trees were of ―Rizhskiy Golubok‖ variety. Fruit-nursery
specialists referred to these injuries of nurselings as sun scalds.
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After graduation in 1955 from the Fruit-and-Vegetable faculty of the Leningrad Agricultural
Institute, I was sent to work as an agronomist-gardener in ―Skreblovo‖ fruit-nursery state- farm in
Luzhskiy district of the Leningrad Region. The state- farm was created on the base of orchards
planted before the revolution in some estates in the area of Cheremenetskoe and Vrevo lakes under
the patronage of S.P. Glazenap, a famous professor of astronomy and ardent promoter of orchards.
Once again the destiny brought me to former landowners‘ orchards; there were around 300 ha of
them in three ―Skreblovo‖ sections.
My first working winter of 1955/56 turned out to be very frosty. As an agronomist-gardener, I
had to determine dynamics of frost injuries of fruit-trees in orchards and nurslings in nurseries.
Having at my disposal big experimental material of apple-tree varieties, I made a coloured
scale for assessment of frost injuries of wood tissues and phloem of this culture in points (using
magnifying glass): 0 – the colour of a fresh tissue section is light, background is light- green or
light- yellow, tissue is healthy; 1 – fulvous streaks and small stains on a light colour background of a
fresh section, tissue is slightly injured; 2 – fresh section background is slightly fulvous, light streaks
and small stains can be seen, tissue is moderately injured; 3 – fresh section is fulvous,
homogeneous, tissue is heavily injured; 4 – fresh section is dark fulvous with black streaks, tissue is
dead.
The specified numerical scale was used for assessment of wood and phloem frost injur ies.
Buds viability was assessed by germination of branches in water in a warm light place indoors,
cambium viability was assessed by the ease of stripping phloem off the wood when buds start
unfolding.
Frost injuries of tissues on boles of entering fructification apple-trees of some varieties on
different dates of the winter of 1955/56 are shown in the Table 2. Tissue samples were taken with a
jumper.
Table 2
Enhance ment of frost injuries of apple-tree tissues (in points) from February 15 till March 15,
1956 on the south-western and north-eastern sides of vertical boles with diameter of 10-11 cm
(“Skreblovo” fruit-nursery, the Leningrad Region)
Varieties and bole sides
―Papirovka‖

Date and bole
tissues

―Antonovka‖

―Purple rennet‖

The southwestern

The northeastern

The southwestern

The northeastern

The southwestern

The northeastern

February 15
phloem
wood

0
4

0
4

0
3

0
3

0
0

0
0

March 15
phloem
wood

3
4

1
4

1
4

0
3

0
0

0
0

For the period from February 15 till March 15, the frost injuries were enhanced most of all on
the bole of ―Papirovka‖ apple-tree variety, and much less on ―Antonovka‖; ―Purple rennet‖ bole
had no frost injuries at all during this period.
Further, in May-June, the bark of ―Papirovka‖ on the southern side of bole became fulvous
and died, in dry weather it was drying, in rains it was getting sodden. On the northern side of bole
of this variety, cambium and phloem survived on some area in June-August. But by autumn,
―Papirovka‖ trees died in full in all orchards of the farm, where they had been planted right after the
war for compaction of former thinned out plantings with growing space of 10x10 m.
So why did the ―Papirovka‖ variety trees die after the winter of 1955/56? According to
autumn records, just because of freezing-out, but if to consider the dynamics of injuries
development, they died of winter SSs. If it would have been possible to completely protect boles
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and scaffold branches of this variety from multiple thawing and freezing caused by solar radiation
heating, they would have survived. But such protection should be done as early as possible.
On one hand, lime water white-washing can be applied on trees only at positive temperatures.
In 1956, temperature conditions allowed to apply lime white-washing after March 15, which was
done. Workers were white-washing boles on skis (Fig. 1 Block image is at the end of the text. For
an instant transition to the image, click the mouse on the figure number).
Unfortunately, due to late white-washing, winter SSs of fruit-trees had not been prevented.
On the other hand, if the ―Papirovka‖ variety trees would not have been injured by frosts of
the beginning and middle of winter, they would have endured multiple daily temperature variations
without injuries in the beginning of spring. Correctness of the last supposition is testified by the
condition of the ―Purple rennet‖ variety, selected on the basis of ―Siberian berry‖, an exceedingly
frost-resistant apple-tree variety. In ―Skreblovo‖ fruit- nursery, ―Purple rennet‖ was grown to get
seeds of frost-resistant parent stock. Boles of this variety endured heavy frosts without injuries by
the middle of February, and therefore, were not injured by solar heating and daily temp erature
variations at the end of winter and beginning of spring (see Table 2).
Further, in spring and summer of 1956, wood (sapwood), cambium and phloem tissues on the
south-western side of approximately half of the boles of ordinary ―Antonovka‖ died-off; on the
northern side the specified tissues survived but were injured (3 and 2 points respectively). But SSs
on this variety acquired their classical look only on the second year after the initial frost injury of
tissues, during vegetation period of 1957. We could assume that it was determined by the dry and
hot summer of 1956, and that the trees were poorly leafed which led to a drop in cooling
transpiration flow from soil along the boles. Hence phloem tissues, partially injured by frost, could
get additionally damaged by high temperature. In other words, summer SSs overlapped with winter
SSs. This principle of winter and summer SSs synergy will be developed in further researches.
In the winter of 1955/56, light SSs also injured yearlings in ―Skreblovo‖ fruit- nursery. Injuries
started from the sunny side of yearlings with ring transition to the shady side. In the spring of 1956,
the nurslings were cut ―for back growth‖. In that winter, it was also noted that needles became
fulvous on the sunny side of fur-trees in the orchard-protecting belt; the injured needles fell during
the spring and summer.
Observations in orchard and fruit-nursery conditions, during the severe winter, showed that
fruit-tree injuries are strongly influenced not only by severe frosts but by their interaction with solar
radiation as well. It was necessary to clarify the influence of solar radiation on the temperature of
fruit-cultures, and not only of mature trees in orchards, but of nurslings in nurseries as well.
Naturally, huge mercury or alcohol thermometers were altogether unfit for measuring tissue
temperature of different in age fruit-trees.
I suddenly came across a brochure of A.F. Ioffe, Academician, Director of APhI: ―Physics and
Agriculture‖, Academy of Sciences of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 1955. One of the
tasks set by the Academician before physicians in agriculture was: ―to clarify the reasons of fruittrees death in winter and to find the methods of co ntrolling their death‖. He is also specifying a
method of resolving these problems: ―a simple thermistor-based device for measuring plants
temperature‖.
Upon recommendation of Professor N.G. Zhuchkov, Chairman of the Fruit-growing
Department of the Leningrad Agricultural Institute, I entered APhI post-graduate courses.
METHODS OF RESEARCH TECHNIQUE
Fruit-tree tissues temperature was measured with semiconductor micro-thermistors developed
by V.G. Karmanov, Director of APhI Instrumental laboratory, specifically MT-57. The thermosensitive part of these sensors was semiconductor balls with diameter of 0.2 mm sealed at the ends
of glass capillaries. MT-57 favourably compared with thermocouples: by chemical stability (the
surface contacting with plant tissues is sealed with glass), by use of simple measuring equipment
with automatic recording and considerable remotability of measurement, up to some hundred
meters.
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As semiconductor materials are ageing, their initial calibration has to be checked after 2-3
years, which we did. However, the practice showed that MT-57 micro-thermistors are very stable
and the consequent check can be performed 7-9 years after the first one.
We were tempted to use a no-contact method of measuring trees temperature with radiometer.
But it was discovered that use of this method is giving satisfactory results only when measuring
temperature of massive parts, such as mature trees boles having large surface area. When measuring
temperature of thin shoots, other objects get into the ―sensor‘s field of visio n‖ distorting the plants
temperature.
Temperature of tree parts was measured with MT-57 in various implementations. To measure
the bark surface temperature we used micro-thermistors in glass capillaries with diameter of 0.7 mm
and 30 mm long. Thermal contact between thermistors ball and bark tissues was secured by a
holding down device. It consisted of a V-shaped galvanized steel wire 0.5 mm in diameter. The
distance between the bend top and wire ends made up approximately 70 mm. A micro-thermistor
was glued to the bend top by the middle of the glass capillary. The loose ends of the pressing wire
were brought down to 10 mm and were fixed in this position with elastic tape, serving as a base for
the device. Further they were put under the elastic banding on the bottom tree part, and these
holding down devices were ensuring fixed thermal contact between the temperature sensor and bark
tissues. Upon final installation, the distance between the base fixing point and the point of bark
surface temperature measuring made up 80-85 mm. Fixed like that, the thermistors were tilting at an
angle of 60° to the bark surface and were not shading the point of measuring (Fig. 2).
To measure temperature of bark, cambium and wood internal tissues, we cut capillaries off the
MT-57, and semiconductor beads were glued to the ends of elastic plastic tubes 1.5-2 mm in
diameter. Prior to that, holes of required depth were drilled in tree parts at an angle of 60°, MT-57
in plastic tubes were inserted into these holes. But the trial installation demonstrated that drilling out
such holes during winter time, the trees‘ quiescence period, led to dying-off (oxidizing) of tissues
around the holes, on the area by 5-7 times exceeding the area of holes themselves. Former
researchers kept silent or didn‘t pay due attention to the tissues dying-off during installation of
temperature sensors into tree deep tissues, though actually, the temperature was measured in dead
tissues. Taking into account the above, in our researches, when it was necessary to measure the
temperature of internal tissues of fruit-trees in winter period, we were setting the sensors in during
summer, the holes were healing by the end of vegetation, and there was no necrosis of tissues
during winter. This method of pre-installation resulted in loss of temperature sensors as it was
impossible to pull them out of trees, so overgrown they were.
In our researches, we were measuring both tree tissues temperature and the temperature of
ambient air, using the same MT-57, which were placed behind a two- layer cylinder screen made of
aluminium foil. Besides, using meteorological instruments we were determining the inflow of total
solar radiation and its components, and wind velocity.
Temperature of fruit-tree tissues and related microclimate parameters were recorded by
electronic recorders in the APhI MES experimental orchard since 1965 till 1977. These years- long
observations were performed with two purposes: to study the nature of SSs, and to collect data for
creation of mathematical model of fruit-trees solar heating.
Upon agreement with Samara garden association experimental station, APhI placed there the
above mentioned devices recording fruit-trees temperature and related orchard microclimate.
K.K. Nekrasova participated in the work on the part of the Samara experimental station. The results
of these researches were published jointly (K.K. Nekrasova, I.N. Kotovich, 1980).
We assembled a portable unit for field observations, consisting of 25 temperature sensors on
MT-57 base for measuring the temperature of tree tissues without damaging them and of ambient
air, anemometer for measuring wind velocity, pyranometers for measuring direct and scattered solar
radiation, and a non-equilibrium bridge switch-transformable into a galvanometer for measuring
electromotive force. This unit fitted in a small traveling-bag and was used for specified
measurements during our trips to the orchards of suburban farms near Saint-Petersburg and in the
orchard of ―Birskiy‖ bee-farm in the Jewish national district of the Khabarovsk Territory.
To reproduce winter SSs, we simulated the weather conditions in cooling chambers where we
put cuttings of fruit-tree crown branches which were illuminated and heated by electrical emitters
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with different spectral characteristics. The tissues temperature of branch cuttings was measured
with the specified MT-57 micro-thermistors.
We used two types of coolers. The bigger one, with the cooling chamber volume of 12 m3 ,
contained simultaneously tree parts cuttings and light and heat emitters, only measuring instruments
were placed outside the chamber (Fig. 3). The smaller one, with the cooling chamber volume of
0.5 m3 , contained only the fruit-tree parts under study, while light emitters and measuring
instruments were placed outside (Fig. 4).
Formation of winter SSs is also connected with distortion of water regime of fruit-tree tissues
through moisture evaporation and movement under the influence of temperature gradient. In both
cases it is necessary to know the moisture content of their tissues which was determined by
complete desiccation of samples in thermostat at a temperature of 102°C to a constant weight. The
moisture content of tissues was expressed as a percentage of dry weight, absolute humidity was
determined, which can be above 100% for vegetation objects.
Ever since APhI was founded, the sphere of its scientific interests included the issue of
computational method of determining plants temperature, including fruit-trees. As far back as prewar years, B.P. Aleksandrov (1941) formulated radiant and thermal balances of a fruit-tree branch
in natural conditions. Further, this issue was dealt by D.A. Kurtener and G.G. Simikina
(D.A. Kurtener, A.F. Chudnovskiy, 1969). Using electro-thermal analogy method, they received a
fruit-tree bole temperature pattern showing that due to unilateral irradiation simulating solar
heating, isotherms on the bole cross-section were concave from the radiant heat source.
Unfortunately, this work was never continued.
The abundant experimental data, obtained by me regarding the temperature condition of trees
in orchards and nurseries depending on meteorological conditions in various climatic regions, raised
a question of creating a physical-and- mathematical model of radiation and temperature condition of
fruit-tree boles of different ages in connection with their damaging by SSs. Such model was
developed with the participation of I.A. Ioffe and L.A. Sokolova (I.N. Kotovich, I.A. Ioffe,
L.A. Sokolova, 1980). Out of 100 cases of comparing the measured and calc ulated temperatures of
apple-tree vertical boles surface, standard square law deviation for diameters of 0.5-2 cm made up
±0.7°C; for diameters of 2-7 cm – ±1.1°C; for diameters of 7-12 cm – ±1.7°C. The smaller the bole
diameter is, the more accurate the calculation is.
As was previously underlined by B.P. Aleksandrov (1941), solar heating of trees is much
affected by wind velocity. Keeping this in mind, we, together with G.I. Voronov, jointly carried out
researches and developed a mathematical model of wind speed pattern for an orchard depending on
trees planting density, their height, foliage availability and other factors (I.N. Kotovich,
G.I. Voronov, 1988).
Basing on the three specified models, A.G. Topazh, APhI member, developed with my
participation a general computer program allowing to calculate the temperature of vertical boles
surface for any geographic area and at any time of daylight, using data of meteorological conditions
and physical properties of vertical boles.
SSs of all types appear within the specified bole diameters: both winter and summer SSs, both
light and thermal SSs. At the same time, precise thermo-physical temperature calculations for boles
with diameter of more than 20 cm are considerably complicated by thermal insulation layers of
thick cork (outer bark) appearing on their surface. Besides, making these complicated calculations
is senseless as mechanisms of formation of all types of SSs can be studied on fruit-trees boles with
diameter of 20 cm.
Experime ntal check of previously suggested hypotheses of winter SSs formation
Vertical position is most typical for fruit-tree boles. At the same time, they are more often and
worse injured by winter and summer SSs, while fruit-bearing and longevity of the whole fruit-tree
depend on a healthy bole.
Let us consider peculiarities of total solar radiation influx to boles. Unlike the horizontal
surface, used at meteorological stations for registering the solar radiation influx, we are dealing with
a vertical circular cylinder, which is, without straining a point, a fruit-tree bole. In this case, direct
solar radiation is absorbed only by the bole semicircle presently facing the sun.
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Fig. 5 shows that at an angle of 90°, the direct solar rays are falling only on the vertex of the
vertical bole semicircle, where they are absorbed to the fullest extent. The closer to the arc base
from both sides of semicircle, the more acute are the angles of falling rays, and the less they are
absorbed. On both sides of semicircle the rays are only grazing over the surface.
Additionally to direct rays, vertical surface is subjected to scattered solar radiation from the
firmament, and reflected from the surface of surrounding soil cover; the latter is particularly
significant when the soil is covered with snow which is characterized by high reflecting capacity.
Influx of total and direct solar radiation to vertical and horizontal surfaces, depending on the solar
altitude, is shown in Fig. 6.
The curve 1 is characterizing the influx of direct and total (direct plus scattered from the
firmament) solar radiation to horizontal surface. With increase of the solar altitude (from 5°, in our
example), the influx of both direct and scattered, and in general total radiation is increasing.
Dependency of the influx of total and direct solar radiation to vertical surface, to boles, is
completely different (curves 2 and 3). They are showing the influx of radiation at every instant to a
spot on a bole top strictly facing the sun. With the sun moving along the firmament at the angular
velocity of 15°/h, radiation is going over to new spots around the bole. The curve 2 applies when
soil surface is open, dark, its reflecting capacity is low, 20% or 0.2 expressed as decimal fraction; in
meteorology, this quantity is referred to as albedo. The curve 3 is characterizing the influx of total
solar radiation when soil is covered with snow with albedo of 70% or 0.7 expressed as decimal
fraction.
Analysis of the curve runs (see Fig. 6) leads to the conclusion that maximal influx of total
solar radiation to vertical boles is observed at solar altitudes of 30-35° provided the soil is
obligatorily covered with snow with high albedo amounting to 0.7; in the case of open soil with low
albedo (0.2), maximum total influx of solar radiation falls on solar altitudes of 25-30°.
Table 3
Maximum total solar radiation (W/m2 ) on the southern side of vertical surface by months
within a year in various geographic latitudes*
Northern lat itude
Month
December

60°

55°

50°

45°

550*

780*

800*

1000*

January

700*

860*

1010*

1035*

February
March

1000*
1060*

1020*
1070*

1050*
830

1070*
795

April

815

770

725

675

May
June

730
690

680
640

635
565

550
490

July

710

655

590

520

August
September

780
955

750
830

695
790

640
750

October

980

960

860

850

November

740*

910*

1000*

1060*

*Suburbs of the following towns are located, with litt le deviation, in latitude 60° north: Saint -Petersburg, Vo logda,
Berezniki; in 55° north: Moskow, Nizhniy Novgorod, Kazan; in 50° north: Samara, Lipetsk, Bryansk, Khabarovsk; in
45° north: Krasnodar, Stavropol, Ussuriisk.
Total solar radiat ion in snow conditions is marked with *.

Table 3 contains data for some Russian fruit-producing areas; the influx of the total solar
radiation to the southern side of a vertical surface is calculated considering the solar altitude and
soil surface albedo given the clear sky, by months of a whole year. The table shows that the highest
influx of total solar radiation (more than 1000 W/m2 ) on the southern side was observed in all fruitproducing areas during winter period when the snow cover was available. Besides, in latitude 50°,
and especially in latitude 45°, the most intensive influx of total solar radiation occurs during the
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first half of winter and even during the autumn months if the snow is falling. In the central belt and
in the north-west, intensive solar radiation is affecting fruit-tree boles during the second half of
winter and early spring.
In summertime, the southern side of vertical boles receives minimum of solar energy, but we
shall expand on this issue in the chapter about summer SSs.
Rapid thawing
In the earliest hypotheses explaining winter SSs formation (Duhamel and Buffon, 1797;
Sachs, 1860), rapid thawing under the influence of trees solar heating during winter period was
considered to be a damaging factor.
Thawing rapidity is quantitatively assessed by the speed at which the plant tissues temperature
increases when they pass from frozen to thawed state. When A. Mix (1916) was studying different
hypotheses of winter SSs formation, he considered thawing rapidity to be a rather weak injuring
factor and didn‘t even carry out proving tests.
Summing up the big experimental material on plants rapid thawing, I.I. Tumanov (1940) and
then G.A. Samygin (1974) came to the following conclusion related to the winter SSs formation
mechanism: plants in frozen condition can be injured by frost, in such case rapid thawing can
completely kill them, whereas thawing slowly they do survive.
Measurements of tissue temperature of fruit-trees in various climatic regions showed that the
maximal thawing speeds are noted in March on fairly massive boles 10 cm in diameter, before a
multilayer heat- insulating protection skin is formed on them. The most rapid thawing is found on
the south-eastern side of boles. Maximum thawing speeds of fruit-trees can reach 9-11 °C/h in
Saint-Petersburg suburbs and the Leningrad Region and 13-15 °C/h in the Samara Region and
Khabarovsk Territory.
Proceeding from the above I.I. Tumanov‘s observation, we carried out appropriate tests in
order to ascertain the harmfulness of rapid thawing on one-year shoots of middle-Russian apple-tree
varieties with prior frost injuries.
Our choice of one-year shoots as experimental objects was not accidental, as they are most
frost-sensitive and can be used in big quantities necessary for receiving consistent results. Such
shoots of middle-Russian apple-tree varieties (―Ordinary Antonovka‖, ―Autumn striped‖ and
―Papirovka‖) 30 cm long, taken in Saint-Petersburg suburban orchards, were preliminarily slowly
frozen to -35°C in the first half of March during two winters. Frost injuries of 3 points were
concentrated in wood and pith; phloem, cambium tissues and leaf buds had no injuries. After
freezing, the shoots were rapidly and slowly thawing. The results of these experiments are presented
in Fig. 7. Regardless of the acute difference in thawing mode (2-3 °C/h and 50-60 °C/h), the shoots
had no tissue injuries and the buds unfolding was even. Similar experiments with one-year shoots of
―Amur fruitful‖ and ―Eastern Chinese‖ apple-trees, brought by me from ―Birskiy‖ bee- farm in the
Far East, gave the same results.
As the shoots in the above experiments were frozen to very low temperatures (-35°C) which
are rear in the night hours in March both near Saint-Petersburg and in the Far East, they were
thawing by 5-6 times faster than the ones observed in the nature, hence we can conclude that rapid
thawing, not only in itself but also in combination with severe frosts, can not be the cause of winter
SSs.
Solar heating of different in age (massiveness) boles
of fruit-trees
When making this or that hypothesis of winter SSs formation, it was a priori considered that
regardless of age, hence of massiveness and diameter of boles, their tissues are equally heated by
solar radiation by day, and after the sunset are freezing with the same speed, and simultaneously
level up with the ambient air temperature. In reality, these values are different for massive boles of
mature trees and thin boles of young trees and nurselings. In this section we shall stop only on their
solar heating.
A.D. Kizyurin (1950) was the first to experimentally show that massive boles of mature fruittrees are heated with sole radiation in wintertime by several times more than young thin crown
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parts. The discovered dependency is confirmed in our researches by a great number of in-situ
measurements (I.N. Kotovich, 1960). Basing on the many-years experimental observations, taking
into account APhI researches orientation and using mathematical methods, we made a thermophysical model of fruit-trees solar heating in natural conditions, which was further transformed into
a high-speed computer program, as is mentioned in the ―Research Methods‖ section.
Solar heating of different in age parts of fruit-trees, simulated according to thermo-physical
calculations, is likewise most objective when comparing the degree of their solar heating in various
climatic regions, as these calculations are based on long standing meteorological indices (Table 4).
Table 4
Maximum daytime solar heating and duration of tissues being above 0°C on the southern side
of vertical apple-tree boles of different massiveness, on a clear day as of March 1. *
Bole diameter, cm
Climatic regions

Air temperature, wind velocity
10.0

5.5

2.5

0.7

14.7

9.0

1.7

-5.8

Maximu m by day -11.0°C

8

6

2

0

Minimu m by night -20.0°C

The North-West
(Saint-Petersburg suburbs, in 60° north)
maximu m heating, °C
tissues being above 0°C, h
average wind velocity in an orchard by
day at the height of 0.5 m
The Mi ddle-Volga region
(Samara suburbs, in 53° north)
maximu m heating, °C
tissues being above 0°C, h

1.6 m/s

12.1

5.5

-3.7

-11.3

Maximu m by day -16.5°C

7

7

0

0

Minimu m by night -25.0°C

average wind velocity in an orchard by
day at the height of 0.5 m
The Far East
(Khabarovsk suburbs, in 48,5° north)
maximu m heating, °C
tissues being above 0°C, h
average wind velocity in an orchard by
day at the height of 0.5 m

1.8 m/s

8.0

2.1

-5.8

-12.6

Maximu m by day -18.4°C

6

4

0

0

Minimu m by night -28.0°C

2.0 m/s

*We used the following long standing meteorological data for only clear sky: a) the influ x of direct, scattered from
the firmament and reflected fro m the snow-cover surface (scaling these components) solar radiation to a vertical
surface; b) the air temperature by day equaled to the difference between the average of absolute min imu ms and the
average day amplitude of the air temperature; c) wind velocity was calculated for the height of 0.5 m (for the middle of
boles 1 m h igh) in an orchard during winter-t ime depending on different ages with planting density of 900 trees/ha.

Thus, the data in Table 4 raise no doubts that the more mature and massive fruit-tree boles are,
the more they are heated with sun rays, and the longer they remain in a thawed state by day.
Moreover, thin boles stayed at subzero temperatures in the sun by day. These conclusions apply to
all compared climatic regions. However, we have to additionally explain decrease of solar heating
of tree boles when going over from the high northern latitudes to the lower southern ones. It
happens for the following reasons.
Firstly, solar heating of boles by day is characterised in this table by the actual temperature
and not by the difference between tree tissues and the ambient air; temperature of the latter by day
when moving from the North (Saint-Petersburg) to the South-West (Khabarovsk) is lower by more
than two times.
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Secondly, in Table 4, the wind velocity, contributing much to weakening of tree parts solar
heating, was the following: Saint-Petersburg – 2.6 m/s; Samara – 1.8 m/s; Khabarovsk – 2.0 m/s.
In order to assess the danger of the discovered value and duration of daytime solar heating of
different by age and massiveness tree parts, as well as in different climatic conditions, when
studying the mechanism of winter SSs, it is necessary to find out specifics of their freezing in the
evening and night time, which is set forth in the next section.
Rapid freezing
As was stated above, the hypothesis, explaining winter SSs on fruit-trees by rapid eveningtime freezing of the tissues that had thawed during the daytime under the influence of solar heating,
was presented by A. Mix (1916), who is W. Chandler‘s post-graduate student. Indeed, freezing in
general, and especially rapid freezing, is highly injurious to plants.
At the same time, the danger of rapid freezing is not only connected with the value of the
tissue temperature drop within a certain time period, for example °C/h, but is also determined by a
number of other conditions. Duration of tissues remaining in thawed state and the value of positive
temperature before rapid freezing are very important.
In natural conditions, even the thinnest branches are not immediately cooling dow n to the air
temperature after solar heating; it takes some time. Naturally, the more massive a tree part is, the
slower its temperature is levelling up with the ambient air.
There are equations and nomograms in thermal physics set for cooling heated bodies of
various geometry, including a circular cylinder varied thermal conductivity and volume weight, to
determine the timing of levelling up these bodies temperature against the ambient air (A.V. Lykov,
1967). During cold seasons, scaffold parts of fruit-trees are in the deep quiescence, biological
processes are stopped, hence they can be considered as ordinary physical bodies. Fruit-tree boles are
of circular cylindrical form, their volume weight and tissues thermal conductivity are known. Thus,
the volume weight of pome-fruit-trees (apple-tree, pear-tree) amounts to 800 kg/m3 , of stone-fruittrees (cherry-tree, bird-cherry-tree) – 700 kg/m3 ; tissues thermal conductivity is 0.5 and
0.4 kcal*m*h*°C correspondingly.
The approximate time with which the surface temperature of heated apple-tree boles of
various diameters levels up with the ambient air is the following:
Bole diameter, cm
Time o f temperature leveling up at the air movement
speed of 1 m/s

0.7

2.5

5.5

10.0

6 minutes

24 minutes

1 h 36 min

4 h 20 min

We see that boles with diameter of 0.7 and 2.5 cm level up with the ambient air temperature
within 6 and 24 min, while for boles with diameter of 5.5 and 10 cm it takes already 1 h 36 min and
4 h 20 min correspondingly.
At negative temperatures, cooling of boles after the sunset is held back not only by their
massiveness, but also by emission of latent heat when water is freezing in their tissues. Half of the
volume of apple-tree boles is filled with water, tissues absolute humidity in average equals to 100%.
The mentioned above monograph of A.V. Lykov (1967) also contains calculation methods for
determining emission of latent phase heat when water is freezing in cylindrical pipelines. It turned
out that these methods can be applied for approximate assessment of the slowdown of boles
temperature leveling up with the ambient air. Our calculations showed that for the apple-tree bole
diameters, specified above, this slowdown of cooling, due to emission of latent heat when ice is
forming, is the following:
Bole diameter, cm
Time o f temperature leveling up at the air movement
speed of 1 m/s

0.7

2.5

5.5

10.0

2 min.

9 min.

30 min.

2h
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The sum of the two above slowdowns of temperature levelling up between bole surfaces and
ambient air, when they are cooling after the sunset with emission of latent heat during ice formation
in tissues (at the air movement speed of 1 m/s):
Bole diameter, cm
Time o f the bole temperature leveling up with
amb ient air

0.7

2.5

5.5

10.0

8 min.

33 min.

2h

6 h 20 min

Thus, the bigger a tree bole is, the slower it is cooling down to the temperature of the ambient
air; this slowdown can go on for hours. Thin yearlings and shoots level up with the ambient air
temperature very quickly – within minutes. A. Mix (1916) discovered that in clear frosty weather,
tree tissues are freezing most rapidly one hour before sunset, at the moment of sunset and one hour
after sunset. Table 5 shows the temperature of different in massiveness (diameter) apple-tree boles,
measured by us (Kotovich, 1960) for these hours in Saint-Petersburg suburban orchards.
Table 5
Surface temperature (0°C) on the south-western side of apple-tree boles and the air
temperature.
Date
19.03.1958

Ambient air
05.03.1960

Bole
diameter, cm
11.0
2.5
0.7
6.3
1.5
0.7

Ambient air
04.04.1960

Ambient air

11.0
6.3
1.5
0.7

Sun position on the firmament
1 h to sunset

at the sunset

0.2
-1.4
-4.2
-6.2
4.6
0.0
-3.6
-7.0
30.0
21.2
8.8
4.2
-3.4

-2.2
-7.2
-8.4
-8.4
-2.0
-10.6
-12.4
-12.8
14.0
7.6
-1.3
-4.7
-7.4

1 h after
sunset
-3.1
-11.4
-11.8
-11.8
-4.5
-14.2
-14.6
-15.0
2.6
-0.8
-9.4
-9.8
-10.6

Minimu m air temperature
by night

-17.8

-26.7

-21.6

The data presented in Table 5 show that freezing speeds of young trees with bole diameter of
1.5 cm are very high and equal to 10.6 °C/h. Our observations in other, more continental, areas,
specifically in the Middle Volga Region and in the Far East, showed somewhat higher speeds of
freezing: up to 14-15 °C/h for the trees with bole diameter of 2-2.5 cm.
Tissue freezing slows down both downward to yearlings bole diameter of 0.7 cm and upward
to mature trees bole diameter of 6-10 cm.
Proceeding from the above thermo-physical premises, it follows that thin boles of 0.7 cm in
diameter: firstly, can not considerably heat up in the sun against the ambient air temperature due to
the small area of sun rays absorption and large cooling area; secondly, when they are freezing, a
minute amount of latent heat is emitted during phase transformation of water into ice, which does
not affect the rapidity of their freezing. As a result, the speed of their freezing in connection with
the sunset is considerably lower and does not exceed 4-5 °C/h, naturally, for the cases when
yearlings boles are thawing by day under the influence of sun rays heating.
Boles with the diameter of 6-10 cm are more capable of substantial heating up with the solar
radiation by day, but after the sunset, owing to the great massiveness and presence of a considerable
amount of thawed water, are slowly freezing, usually at the speed of 0.5-1 °C/h. Only when the
phase transformation of liquid water into ice is finished, the speed of internal tissues freezing
increases again. Judging by the chart, showing the fall of bole sapwood temperature of an apple-tree
11 cm in diameter, the highest speeds of freezing (5-6 °C/h) occur around midnight, Fig. 8
(Kotovich, 1960).
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The above measurements of fruit-trees temperature show that in order to correctly assess the
freezing rapidity during formation of winter SSs in February-March, it is necessary to simulate the
preceding temperature conditions as accurately as possible, and to perform the freezing itself at
different speeds, inherent in tree parts different by massiveness.
The progress of temperature of yearlings imitating the most rapid freezing to various negative
temperatures is presented in Fig. 9. We see that the lighter is the frost in the cooling chamber, the
earlier and more actively starts this process of tree tissues (is determined by emission of latent heat
during ice formation): at the frost of -15°C freezing starts at -2.5°C, at the frost of -30°C freezing
starts at -6°C. It was characteristic of severe rapid frosts of -25…-30°C that during the initial
cooling period freezing was not complete and part of the ice in tissues was formed later against the
low stationary temperature, shoots temperature variation became dentate. According to
O.A. Krasavtsev (1972), such shape of a thermogram of plants tissues freezing testifies to formation
of ice inside their cells, which is always fatal for them.
Fig. 10 is showing the condition of annual shoots of ―Autumn striped‖ apple-tree variety in
the experiments considered above: option 1 – control, without freezing; option 2 – freezing within 1
hour to -20°C; option 3 – freezing within 1 hour to -25°C; option 4 – freezing within 1 hour to 30°C. And frost injuries of phloem and cambium tissues in points, and dead buds of shoots in %
made up: option 1 – tissues – 0, buds – 0; option 2 – tissues – 0, buds – 0; option 3 – tissues injuries
– 3.5 points, dead buds – 15%; option 4 – phloem and cambium tissues completely died-off – 5.0
points, dead buds – 100%.
Hence, it takes a very high speed of freezing to considerable frost in order to cause injuries to
middle-Russian apple-tree varieties after short thawing. Injuries appeared on yearlings after a short
thawing and subsequent drop of their temperature from 0°C to -25…-30°C within 1 hour. This
freezing speed is by 2-2.5 times higher than the speed we observed on medium in massiveness
apple-tree boles 1.5-2.5 cm in diameter not only at APhI MES, but at the Samara garden
association experimental station, and in the orchard of ―Birskiy‖ bee-farm in the Far East as well.
Thinner yearlings 0.5-0.7 cm in diameter are sparsely heated in the sun, and their freezing speed in
the evening does not exceed 7 °C/h, which is lower than the noted deadly freezing speed by 3-3.5
times. Comparing the laboratory experiments with in-situ observations allows us to conclude that
rapid freezing of thin boles less than 2.5 cm in diameter, in connection with their short and weak
solar heating by day, can not be the initial cause of winter SSs.
Thus, different in age and massiveness, crown parts of tree plants are observed to have an
original protective system, allowing them to endure without injuries unfavourable temperature
conditions, created by the clear weather of the cold season. This system implies that young and thin
crown parts 0.5-2.5 cm in diameter can not be sufficiently and for long heated by sun rays up to
positive temperatures by day, thus, their tissues do not lose the frost hardening and later endure
freezing after the sunset without injuries. Big parts of mature tree crowns, starting from the
diameter of 6-7 cm and more, on the contrary, are subjected to intensive and protracted solar
heating by day, their temperature can reach high positive values. However, after the sunset, owing
to great heat retention of big crown parts and to emission of a considerable amount of heat, when
water, thawed by day in tissues, is transforming into ice, freezing is going slowly and only in the
dead of night their temperature is levelling up with the ambient air; concurrently, tissues frost
hardening is restored.
Besides experiments on yearlings, simulating the temperature conditions of different in
massiveness boles, during my post-graduate studies in 1959-1960, I carried out researches on
reproduction of winter SSs in laboratory conditions using radiant heating of cut apple-tree parts,
different in massiveness (diameter). With this purpose, I used the abovementioned freezing chamber
with the volume of 12 m3 .
The main characteristic of solar radiation is that its intensiveness is equal throughout the
whole area of its influx. Therefore, we developed a special lighting and heating unit, approaching
the solar radiation by areal uniformity of the radiant flow: small incandescent lamps, placed at a
distance of 7 cm from each other, gave the necessary radiant flow uniformity on the area of
50x100 cm. As a result, we had a luminous mobile wall generating at a distance of 35 cm a radiant
flow consisting of visible and near infra-red radiation with intensiveness of 750±15 W/m2 (see
16.

Fig. 3). To the left, you can see apple-tree branches fixed vertically on stands with wires coming
from sensors measuring the tissues temperature. In our experiments we used frost hardened
branches of two varieties: ―Ordinary Antonovka‖ and ―Papirovka‖. A fan mixing air was
continuously running in the freezing chamber.
Fig. 11 is showing temperature regime during the thawing process, stationary state from 11:30
till 16:00, and during freezing. The minimal air temperature in the freezing chamber made up -25°C
by night. These experiments were repeated 5 times with a diurnal period and were carried out in the
beginning of March of the stated above years. As we see, when we use electric lamps in the freezing
chamber as artificial emitters of thermal and luminous radiation, we observe the same dependencies
of temperature conditions of different in massiveness fruit-tree crown parts as in the clear weather
by day and after the sunset in natural conditions. Thus, the bigger was a branch, the higher was the
overheat value against the ambient air temperature; the slowdown of thawing speed is also more
distinct on big branches, which is related to the freezing of a big amount of liquid water in them.
After the lamps were switched off, in the process of cuttings cooling, as well as in natural
environment, the highest freezing speed was observed on medium branches 1.8 cm in diameter and
it made up 17 °C/h; both towards the smaller diameter (0.6 cm) and the bigger diameter (5 cm) the
freezing speed was 11 °C/h and 4 °C/h correspondingly. Tissue injuries were assessed three days
after the experimental branches were held at the temperature of +23°C. To avoid drying- up, the
branch ends were kept in water. Two independent methods were used to assess injuries:
microscopic examination of sections and measuring electrical resistance of branches phloem tissues.
Microscopic examination showed that phloem, cambium and wood tissues were uninjured
both on the side of radiant heating, as well as on the shady side. No fulvous cells were detected, and
anthocyan coloured cells were preserved in phelloderm.
Results of laboratory experiments in realistic conditions showed in accordance with the
specified above researches that hardened healthy apple-tree tissues are highly proof against the
temperature conditions which they are observed to have when solar- heated during winter and
winter-spring periods. So, we should seek other reasons, or their complex, of why tissues are dyingoff on the sunny side of fruit-trees, while on the shady side they remain alive, even though they can
be injured to some extent.
During performance of experiments in freezing chamber, it was noted that insignificant
mechanical injuries of phloem, specifically pricks of needles for determination of electrical
resistance, caused necrosis (browning) of tissues on large areas of the heated side, while on the cold
side they resulted only in insignificant necrosis. Thus, on the heated side of a branch 5 cm in
diameter, they caused necrosis of phloem tissues on the area of 153 mm2 , while on the cold side –
only on 9 mm2 ! It was stated above that winter SSs appear in mechanical cracks owing to oxidizing
of stripped tissues with air oxygen and intensified by solar radiation. Actually, we reproduced one
of particular cases of winter SSs formation.
However, the question still arises as to how cracks and other mechanical injuries appear on
scaffold parts of tree plants in the natural environment? This question will be answered in the
section ―Ice Regime of Fruit-Trees and Winter SSs‖.

Bark blacking as a method of reproducing SSs
To speed up SSs formation, A. Mix (1916) used blacking of fruit-trees bark surface with tar.
Scalds formation was accelerated, but it turned out that it was connected with tar‘s poisoning effect
on live bark tissues – phloem. In order to avoid similar mistakes, in my researches on reproduction
of winter SSs in natural environment, I used to black bark surface with harmless compounds based
on chemically inert aqueous dispersion of polyvinylacetate with fine soot.
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Blacking apple-tree boles at the age of 1, 2 and 10 years was performed on middle-Russian
apple-tree varieties in the orchards of ―Udarnik‖ and ―Lesnoye‖ suburban farms near SaintPetersburg. Measuring the temperature of bark surface tissues of trees showed that blacking
increased their solar heating in March and, depending on bole diameter, made up:
Bole diameter, cm

10

2

0.7

Overheating against natural bark, °C

7-9

2-3

0.5-1

In the winters of 1957/58 and 1959/60, bark blacking contributed to injuring tissues of the late
last- year wood on the south-south-western side of boles (deviation from the point of south by 22.5°
westward), but it was weak and scored 1 point according to the accepted by us complete assessment
of frost injuries of tissues of 4 points. Increase of frost injuries on wood sections was noted only on
boles 10 cm in diameter of coming into fruit-bearing apple-trees of ―Papirovka‖ variety. This
negative influence of bark blacking was not noted on young trees with the diameter of boles of
2.3 cm, and yearlings 0.7 cm in diameter. As in the winters specified above, boles of mature trees of
this variety with natural bark had no traces of winter SSs, while black painting considerably
increased solar heating of boles, we can conclude that increased temperature caused frost injuries of
the wood of the preceding year.
But it is necessary to write clarifications here concerning cambium. Apparently, it would be
correct to stick to the modern viewpoints of P. Kramer and T. Kozlovskiy (1983), who believe that
a true cambium is a single-row layer of cells. It is abutted with: from the inside – a layer of
fissionable mother-cells of wood; from the outside – a layer of fissionable mother-cells of phloem.
Wood mother-cells are less frost-resistant. It is important to stick to this classifying while studying
winter SSs, as the term ―cambium dying-off‖ is often used for the death of wood mother-cells. The
cambium proper is preserved and given favourable conditions restores anew both wood mothercells and the wood itself.
It should be noted that blacking bark surface of mature fruit-tree boles leads in winter-time to
the increase of their solar heating by day, which in the first place affects the increase of frost
injuries of the late last-year wood, often immature. Let us recall that in ―Skreblovo‖ in the severe
winter of 1955/56, winter SSs started developing on boles of mature fruit-trees from inside, from
injuries of late immature wood.
In the winter of 1962/63, numerous surface or flash winter SSs were noted on nurselings and
young trees (we shall go into details about this type of winter SSs in the next section, such sca lds
start from injuries of phelloderm tissue containing chlorophyll). In this case, blacking nurselings
and boles of young trees protected them from flash winter SSs due to formation of a light-tight
cover on the bark surface, as the natural covering of yo ung fruit-cultures is rather translucent.
Painting thin boles in black did not increase their solar heating against unpainted ones due to their
small massiveness.
At the same time, in the winter of 1962/63, winter SSs did not appear on massive boles of
mature apple-trees with natural bark, while its painting in black, owing to intensive solar heating,
caused injuries of the last-year wood up to 3 points. In the spring, blackened boles showed injur y,
which can be rightly called a winter thermal SS.
It became obvious that winter SSs formation mechanism is not the same for boles of mature
fruit-trees and nurselings and young trees. Further on, our research is performed separately for
mature and young fruit-trees.
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RESEARCHING WINTER SSs ON MATURE FRUIT-TREES
6-7-years old parts of fruit-trees crowns 5 cm and more in diameter (boles, trunks, scaffold
branches) are considered to be mature, the main feature is that instead of film- like smooth thin cork
tissue, a complex rough covering tissue called crust is formed on their sunny side. On fruit-cultures
of the specified age, it can be 0.5 mm thick and more, and it stops light.
Experiments in natural conditions by way of covering different in age crown parts of fruittrees with light-tight black paint, as well as laboratory researches in freezing chambers, proved that
winter SSs can appear due to the heating effect of solar radiation only on mature massive crown
parts of fruit-trees. Hence a new explanation of formation of this type of winter SSs was put
forward, formulated as far back as 1962 (Kotovich, 1962). Its sense is that on clear days in winter
and yearly spring, multiple thawing under the influence of sun and freezing after the sunset lead to
formation of winter SSs, given these factors are affecting the tissues already having frost injuries.
This conclusion is confirmed by direct observations o n formation of these injuries in natural
environment and by calculations of fruit-trees temperature regime with our computer program in the
winters well known for scalds, in various fruit-producing zones.
The North-West Region
Amateur fruit-growing, sometimes industrial too, is widespread in this region, reaching up
into high latitudes (more than 60° of the north latitude) only in the south of Karelia, in the
Leningrad, Vologda and some other regions. In the North- Eastern fruit-producing area, severe frosts
reaching -40°C and lower and leading to fruit-tree injuries, are observed in clear weather in the
beginning and middle of winter. What is notable, mostly injuries are caused to the previous year
wood also called sapwood. Owing to weak solarization and short light-day fruit-tree boles are not
heated up by the sun in frosty weather. Thus, on December 15 and January 15 at noon, solar altitude
was equal to 6-8° for ―Voeykovo‖ meteorological station located in one of Saint-Petersburg
horticultural suburbs; light day duration does not exceed 3-4 hours.
Climatic conditions in the north-western region are sharply changing in the second half of
February and in March. As of February 15, solar altitude for ―Voeykovo‖ meteorological station
increases up to 17°, as of March 15 – up to 24°; light day duration for the specified dates increases
up to 8 and 10 hours correspondingly; number of sunny days increases by 3 times. But the night
frosts, which usually do not exceed -25…-30°C, are considerably weakening during this period;
such temperatures can not cause direct frost injuries of tissues of fruit species and varieties grown
here long since if the latter approached this period in healthy state. Besides, as our researches
showed, mature crown parts of fruit-trees, which are considerably heated up by sun rays by day,
after the sunset are slowly freezing and their minimal temperature by night may not reach the
minimal temperature of ambient air.
But if fruit-cultures approached the end of winter with frost injuries caused by severe frost in
the beginning and middle of winter, tissues are dying off affected by thawing by day on the
southern and south-western sides and freezing by night (owing to multiple repetition of these
processes), and winter SSs are forming. This is the principle scheme of mass winter SSs formation
on mature tree crown parts in the north-western fruit producing region of Russia.
Moreover, if low temperature of the beginning and middle of winter cause heavy frost injuries
(3-4 points) on wood of insufficiently frost-resistant trees, multiple thawing and freezing in the end
of winter and beginning of spring lead to their complete death, but tissues dying off always starts
from the southern side.
We shall illustrate the fact that winter SSs in the north-western fruit producing region are
really forming according to the above stated scheme, by the example of ―Skreblovo‖ farm in the
Leningrad Region, where I happened to observe development of such injuries in the winter of
1955/56 on apple-tree species of various frost-resistance (see Table 2). The most severe frosts of
this winter were registered on the following months and days (―Nikolaevskoe‖ meteorological
station):
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December 10: -19.6°C by day, -34.6°C by night; direct solar radiation on horizontal surface of
97 W/m2 ;
December 11: values in the same order: -27.7°C, -35.0°C; 63 W/m2 ;
January 30: -25.1°C, -34.0°C; 273 W/m2 ;
January 31: -27.7°C, -36.6°C; 307 W/m2 ;
February 5: -29.1°C, -39.1°C; no direct radiation, haze;
February 6: -25.0°C, -39.6°C; no direct radiation, haze.
Substantial solar radiation in that winter appeared only from the middle of February.
It should be mentioned that tissue injuries of analyzed apple-tree varieties, both on the southwestern and north-eastern bole sides, were equal on the abovementioned date of February. We are
speaking about ―Papirovka‖ and ―Ordinary Antonovka‖ varieties, as ―Purple rennet‖ variety had no
traces of injuries at all.
Of course, tissue injuries on ―Papirovka‖ and ―Ordinary Antonovka‖ variety boles increased
on the southern side under the influence of multiple thawing due to solar heating and freezing after
the sunset from February 18 till March 18. The data presented in Table 6, which is showing the
calculated temperature of the boles surface of the considered apple-tree varieties, can give the idea
of temperature variations range, addition to Table 2. The following data of ―Nikolaevskoe‖
meteorological station (closest to ―Skreblovo‖ fruit-nursery) were taken for the time period
specified in Table 2, for sunny days only: influx of solar radiation (direct, scattered from the
firmament and reflected from the soil cover surface, specifically from snow), maximum air
temperature, and wind velocity by day corrected to the height of 1 m on the territory of an orchard
with planting density of 200 trees per 1 ha (I.N. Kotovich, G.I. Voronov, 1988).
For the apple-tree varieties specified in Table 6, we took reflecting capacity of bark surface as
0.2 and thermal conductivity of wood tissues as 1.2 W/(m·K), determining the flow of heat from the
sunny side to the shady side of a bole. Calculations were made with our computer program.
Table 6
The tempe rature regime of an apple-tree boles with diameter 10-11 s m at the clear days
(calculated data). The fruit-nurce ry “Skreblovo”, febrary-march 1956.
Minimal temperature by day, °C
Date
18.02
20.02
21.02
22.02
23.02
4.03
5.03
6.03
7.03
8.03
9.03
10.03
14.03
15.03
16.03
18.03

Solar radiat ion,
W/m2
153
279
300
251
286
230
230
391
377
384
384
398
356
405
384
440

Air
-12.1
-8.5
-11.9
-13.7
-12.9
-1.9
-1.4
-4.5
-5.3
-4.4
-6.6
-5.2
-2.5
0.2
0.0
0.2

Bole sides
south-western

north-eastern

2.8
5.8
14.9
10.2
12.4
10.1
15.2
14.6
17.4
18.1
17.5
16.3
17.5
18.9
20.0
20.6

-10.0
-6.2
-4.5
-8.1
-6.6
1.5
3.0
1.0
1.5
3.2
1.7
1.8
4.0
6.0
7.2
7.5

Minimal air
temperature by
night, °C
-16.5
-17.1
-23.1
-25.5
-26.5
-11.2
-9.5
-11.7
-18.3
-13.8
-20.6
-18.6
-13.5
-13.1
-13.9
-11.9

Having collated the data of Tables 2 and 6, we can discover that the lower is frost resistance of
a variety (for example of ―Papirovka‖ as compared to ―Antonovka‖), the more tissue injuries are
increased under the influence of multiple thawing and freezing on clear days in February and
March. Behavior of ―Purple rennet‖ which had no frost injuries of the beginning and middle of the
winter of 1955/56, is exemplary; this variety easily endured multiple thawing and freezing in the
end of winter and beginning of spring.
Climatic conditions of the winter of 1939/40 were similar to those of 1955/56 (I still saw the
consequences of winter SSs in ―Skreblovo‖ orchards – one-sided boles of ―Ordinary Antonovka‖;
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in that winter of initial SS injuries, trees were 10-12 years old, just as in the winters of 1955/56 and
1978/79, when mass winter SSs appeared on boles of similar in diameter apple-trees).
Data from ―Nikolaevskoe‖ meteorological station, °C:
December

January

February

March

Minimu m for the winter

-40.5

-39.9

-39.7

-32.0

-40.5

-23.9

-39.9

-29.2

-20.7

-39.9

1955/56

-35.0

-36.7

-39.6

-20.6

-39.6

1978/79

-40.5

-35.4

-34.3

-21.0

-40.5

Absolute minimu m of the air
temperature
Winters:
1939/40

The presented data show that winter SSs on mature crown parts of fruit-trees are forming en
mass when, during the winter months, frosts reach values comparable to absolute minimal air
temperatures; it happened in January 1939, February 1956 and December 1978. At the same time,
winter SSs appeared when the minimum temperature in March was only -21°C, which is
considerably higher of the absolute minimal temperature of this month of -32°C. This points to the
fact that, firstly, of all others, severe frosts of the beginning and middle of winter are most
dangerous and cause considerable injuries of fruit-cultures tissues; secondly, increase of injuries in
March and SSs formation occur at a subzero temperature very far from the absolute minimum for
this month. For more than a century of observations at ―Nikolaevskoe‖ meteorological station, the
lowest temperature in March that made -32°C and -29°C was registered only in the winters of
1898/99 and 1901/02 correspondingly. However, these two winters are not noted in the literature on
fruit growing as especially remarkable for scalds and particular injuries of fruit-trees.
Why are the trees which initially received insignificant frost injuries turn out to be very
sensitive to subsequent freezing? In our opinion, the reason is the following.
Firstly, microscopic observations (H. Müller-Thurgau, 1886; N.A. Maksimov, 1913;
O.A. Krasavtsev, 1972) showed that frost injuries of cells are very uneven in plant tissues. Some
cells are dying, some are partially injured, but some cells remain fully sound. When repeatedly
affected by frost, the cells, which were partially injured by the previous freezing, are the first to die;
the healthy cells pass into the category of partially injured cells. Thus, frost injuries of trees tissues
are increasing with each new freezing.
Secondly, already Heilbrunn (1928) discovered that frost-killed cells in thawed state can
injure neighbouring healthy cells owing to the diffusion of certain harmful substances.
O.A. Krasavtsev (1963) singled them out and established that they are referred to toxic agents –
polyphenols, resultant in plants dead cells.
Finally, the following phenomenon, mentioned for the first time in our researches, is also of
great significance: apple-tree injuries with slow frost of -35°C in the middle of December facilitated
withdrawal of cells from quiescence, and they unfolded in a warm room; in the same conditions,
cells without frost injuries remained inactive. Fig. 12 is showing sections of buds and tissues on
apple-tree branches: to the right – the wood is light, without frost injuries, the bud is inactive; to the
left – the wood is, dark, frost injuries of 3-4 points, the bud is unfolded.
The values of the total solar radiation influx and the number of clear days in early spring in
the north-western climatic region for the years with winter SSs hardly differed from regular winters.
Thus, in the winters of 1939/40, 1955/56 and 1978/79, these indices for March were
correspondingly equal to: total solar radiation of 375, 387 and 363 mj/m2 , with the years- long value
of 381 mj/m2 ; the specified winters contained 9, 7 and 10 sunless days, with the years- long value of
8 days.
Thus, in the north-western climatic region, winter SSs of mature crown parts of fruit-trees are
forming during the years when minimal temperatures reach the values of approximately -33ºC –
-35ºC in the beginning of winter. The frost injuries increase owing to multiple thawing and
freezing, which always happens in the end of winter and beginning of spring periods, and it leads to
thermal winter SSs. And they are forming on mature crown parts from inside, from injured wood, to
be more precise, from the layer of late wood (sapwood), often insufficiently mature.
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Let us consider how winter SSs are forming on mature parts of tree crowns in other climatic
fruit-producing regions.
The Middle Volga Region
The results of researches on the study of fruit-trees temperature during the period of winter
SSs formation in the Middle Volga Region, carried out at Samara garden association experimental
station using APhI instruments and mentioned in ―Research Methods‖ section, are published in the
joined article (K.K. Nekrasova, I.N. Kotovich, 1980). Apple-tree tissues temperature was measured
during two winters: 1976/77 and 1977/78. In the first winter, thermal and light SSs appeared, in the
second – they didn‘t. In this section, we shall only dwell upon thermal SSs, light SSs will be
considered later.
The following was established in the previous complex researches and laboratory and field
experiments (the latter were performed in the north-western fruit-producing area). When frost
injuries appear, they are usually formed due to severe frosts in the beginning and middle of winter
on fruit-trees with incomplete growth. Partially injured mature boles and scaffold branches become
very sensitive to weather conditions in the end of winter and beginning of spring. These conditions
are: intensive heating by total solar radiation coupled with night frosts, not necessarily severe. As a
result, winter thermal SSs appear even on the trees of recognized fruit- varieties.
It turned out that the Middle Volga Region is not an exception from the specified above
conditions of winter SSs formation on mature fruit-trees. Thus, intensive air temperature drop to
-31.6°C (to -38°C on the snow surface), in the middle of winter on the 7-8th of February 1977,
caused injury of the last- year wood (sapwood) on the boles of mature apple-trees of ―Spartak‖ and
―Zhigulyovskoe‖ varieties. Besides, these varieties had no proper fall of the leaf. The leaves were
injured by early frosts in October and dried on trees without falling. The plants were not prepared
for the winter, therefore, they were injured even under the influence of abovementioned frosts
considerably light for the Middle Volga Region. According to the years-long data, the minimal air
temperature in Samara is considerably lower and in January amounts to -43°C, -48°C along the
snow surface. Further, in clear weather, under the influence of multiple thawing and freezing, even
in conditions of light night frosts and slow freezing, injuries expand to phloem tissues, and, by the
end of March, typical winter thermal SSs are formed. They become visible in March upon
termination of frosty weather. Table 7 is showing the frequency of tissues thawing under the
influence of solar heating on different sides of boles depending on their thickness.
Table 7
Number of times apple-tree boles were heated up to thawing (temperature on the bark
surface 0°C) by sun rays from 25.12.1976 till 10.03.1977 in Samara suburbs according to the
direct measurements (K.K. Nekrasova, I.N. Kotovich, 1980)
Bole cardinal directions
Bole diameter, appro ximate age of trees
20 cm, 18-22 years
10 cm, 9-11 years
3 cm, 3-4 years

south

south-west

south-east

north

25
7
5

19
6
3

15
5
3

3
2
2

According to the years- long meteorological data, the average minimum of air temperature in
Samara equals to -28°C for February, whereas the absolute minimum is -37°C; for March, these
temperature values are equal to -21°C and -29°C correspondingly.
Thus, meteorological conditions, facilitating formation of winter thermal SSs on boles and
crown scaffold parts of mature fruit-trees, are often developing in the Middle Volga Region. We
shall return to this region once more in connection with winter light SSs on nurslings and young
trees.
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The South-Western and Southern Regions
I happened twice to see further south mass injuries of mature fruit-trees caused by winter SSs.
The first time, it happened when I was a teenager, after the severe winter of 1939/40, in the old
orchard of our ―Chabaevka‖ family estate, as was mentioned above. The second time, in 1973, it
happened during my business trip to the Ukraine Horticultural Scientific Research Institute with the
purpose of inspecting the use of BC-511 paint developed in accordance with my technical
requirements for protection of fruit-trees against SSs. I was invited to visit a farm in the Vinnitsa
Region where a garden had suffered winter SSs during the previous year.
In the Brest Region, closest to ―Chabaevka‖, meteorological and actinometrical station was
located in Pinsk, situated at a distance of only 45 km. In the middle of January of 1940, the minimal
temperature by night fell to -37…-38°C; by day, due to intensive solarization, the air temperature
rose to -15…-17°C. These values of meteorological data were used for calculation of solar heating
of the southern side of apple-tree boles 10 and 15 cm in diameter, and made up by day +7°C and
+12°C correspondingly.
Table 8 shows the calculated temperature of boles surface of mature apple-trees boles 10 and
20 cm in diameter, which were most of all injured by winter SSs in 1971/72 in the garden
association in the Vinnitsa Region located in latitude 49.5°. The data necessary for calculations (day
and minimal air temperature, wind velocity, cloud amount) were taken from Vinnitsa
meteorological station, actinometrical data (influx of total solar radiation, snow surface albedo)
were taken from Borispol meteorological station.
Table 8
Calculated te mpe rature of boles surface at 13:00 local time (the south-south-western and the
north-north-eastern sides) during the period of winter SSs formation on mature apple-trees in
the garden association in the Vinnitsa Region, 1972.
Date
12.01
13.01
14.01
15.01
16.01
17.01
18.01
19.01
24.01
25.01
26.01
27.01
01.02
03.02
*
**

Snow
albedo*

Total solar
radiation**,
W/m2

Wind
velocity,
1 m/s

Air
temperature at
13:00, °C

0.65
0.59
0.63
0.55
0.59
0.58
0.57
0.56
0.52
0.52
0.52
0.50
0.41
0.41

828
826
836
832
842
846
850
854
874
879
884
885
908
911

5.0
1.9
1.0
1.3
1.0
1.3
2.5
2.5
1.3
1.0
1.9
3.1
1.9
3.1

-6.5
-21.0
-20.0
-17.6
-18.2
-18.6
-15.2
-12.0
-13.0
-12.8
-14.1
-15.0
-13.2
-10.4

Temperature in °C of boles
with diameter of
20 cm,
10 cm,
south/ north
south/ north
8.6/-3.5
6.7/-4.2
8.1/-14.7
2.0/-16.7
17.2/-12.0
9.3/-14.1
15.0/-10.5
8.5/-12.7
16.5/-10.8
9.5/-12.5
13.5/-12.0
6.5/-12.5
9.1/-10.2
4.5/-11.7
12.3/-6.5
8.2/-8.2
16.5/-7.0
11.0/-8.7
21.0/-5.2
15.0/-8.0
14.2/-8.2
9.0/-10.1
8.1/-5.4
4.1/-11.5
14.6/-8.0
10.0/-8.7
10.9/-6.2
7.6/-7.5

Minimal air
temperature by
night, °C
-14.1
-24.7
-27.9
-26.5
-25.9
-27.1
-23.4
-21.2
-21.8
-23.8
-24.2
-22.9
-22.4
-21.6

Within the territory of the orchard, snow albedo is reduced by 10%.
Total solar radiat ion on a vertical surface.

The tabular data show that in the southern regions, when in the middle of winter (1314.01.1972) severe frosts reached -25°C – -28°C, solar heating up to thawing of tissues on the
southern side of trees occurred, simultaneously creating favorable conditions for winter thermal SSs
formation on big parts of fruit-trees. As was mentioned earlier, severe night frosts of the middle of
winter in the northern regions were not accompanied with tissues thawing by day; the latter
happened in the beginning of spring.
Less frost-resistant apple-tree varieties suffered winter SSs in the Vinnitsa Region: ―Winter
Golden Parmen‖, ―Simirenko Rennet‖, ―Jonathan‖. In the winter of 1971/72, winter thermal SSs
injured both boles of mature fruit-trees and crotches of scaffold branches. As you can see from the
Fig. 13: these injuries are companions: at the bottom of the bole – winter thermal SS; above –
tissues injury in crotches.
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Fig. 14 is showing a section of the northern side of a large scaffold branch indicating that
wood tissues on this side were also injured by frost in the winter of 1971/72. However, owing to
multiple thawing and freezing, tissue injuries on the southern side of this bole increased, causing
formation of winter thermal SSs.
It is also apparent that injuries on the northern side of a scaffold branch are healing due to
formation of light tissues of frosh wood (on the picture: the lightest tissues around the brown
injured wood), but the dark tissues remain deep inside. If you cut off a section of a scald wound,
you will see a darkened growth ring in tissues on the northern side corresponding to the year of
winter thermal SS formation. In our opinion,in 1971/72 low night temperature on the order of -27°C
– -28°C caused heavy wood injuries of apple-trees sensible to frost in the Ukraine. Frost injuries
increased under the influence of multiple thawing and freezing resulted in winter thermal SSs that
appeared on the southern side of mature tree parts. Indeed, the frost-resistant ―Ordinary Antonovka‖
variety had no frost injuries of tissues this winter, just as it had no winter thermal SSs.
Let us turn to climatic regions further south, concrete dates whereof are stated in literature,
and the meteorological conditions of which allow to reproduce the temperature regime of winter
thermal SSs formation on mature crown parts of fruit-trees. Specifically, they are contained in
A.A. Rybakov‘s description of fruit-trees frost injuries formed in the beginning of the winter of
1954 in Tashkent oasis (Horticulture in Uzbekistan. Tashkent, 1956). Although the author did not
use the term ―SS‖, the phrase ―the southern side of trees is more injured by frost than the northern
side‖ testifies to the fact that actually these were winter SSs. After the arrival of cold north air and
the snowfall in the night of November 26-27, 1954, the weather cleared and frosts in the Tashkent
Region reached -28°C and continued until the 8th of December with somewhat lesser intensity.
According to the years- long data, the average daily amplitude of air temperature on clear days in the
end of November in Tashkent makes up 13°C. Consequently, on frosty days, air temperature by day
was about -15°C. This temperature was accepted as a basis for our calculations of the degree of
solar heating of fruit-trees by day. Thus, bole temperature on the south-south-western side at 13:00
of local time in the clear days in the end of November had to be:
Boles diameter, cm
Boles temperature, °C

20
24

10;
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Similar day heating of trees tissues from the southern side coupled with severe night frosts
were observed for 12 days. Further, A.A. Rybakov is saying that in the early spring period, bark on
the southern side of boles and scaffold branches of sensible to frost fruit- varieties (―Simirenko
Rennet‖ apple-tree, ―Vengerka Arzhanskaya‖ plum- tree, ―Williams‖ pear-tree, all varieties of peach
and bird-cherry-trees) started to crack, bulge and exfoliate from wood. This is a typical description
of winter thermal SSs on mature tree parts. It sits well with our explanation of the mechanism of
these injuries formation: first, severe frost causing initial wood tissue injuries, and then, affected by
multiple thawing by day and freezing by night, frost injuries on the southern side increase after the
sunset till complete death of cambium and phloem tissues, that is till formation of winter thermal
SSs. These injuries remain light on the northern side as they are not increased by solar heating by
day and further freezing by evening. During my long-years researches, I‘ve never had a case, when
having cut winter SSs on mature crown parts I would have found that tissues on the southern side
were dead, while on the northern side they were absolutely healthy; I mean injuries in the growth
ring of the year when the winter SS formed.
A. Sarasola (1959) in Argentina, in the same latitude as Rybakov in Tashkent (only instead of
the northern latitude, he was in latitude 41° south), discovered that after severe winters frost injuries
of fruit-trees boles and on trunks of some forest varieties (maple, hornbeam) are always heavier on
the northern side than on the southern side. Argentina is in the southern hemisphere; therefore, the
sun is in the northern half of the celestial sphere. A. Sarasola is not referring to these injuries on the
sunny side as winter SSs, but in fact they are.
It should be noted that it was stated in literature that winter thermal SSs appeared in the years
noted for severe winter frosts which caused injuries of fruit-trees. Moreover, A. Selby (1908) made
a suggestion that the low temperature of the middle of the winter of 1906/07 was the cause of winter
SSs formation, though he didn‘t answer the question ―Why? ‖. A. Mix also discovered that it was
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during the severe winter of 1910/11 that new winter SSs formed on apple-tree boles, he didn‘t
answer however why it happened like that.
After the Mix‘s work, considering that his research advisor was W. Chandler, a popular
physiologist of fruit-cultures, an opinion widely spread that winter SSs are determined by the death
of tissues on the south-western side of fruit-trees in the result of a single rapid freezing. And this
opinion is still prevailing regardless of the fact that the rapid freezing, discovered buy Mix, at a
speed of 14.1 °C/h at the moment of sunset after thawing by day on the south-western side of appletree bole 10 cm in diameter, was an apparent measurement error.
Our researches showed that winter SSs are not determined by extra high speed of tissues
freezing and are observed at a normal freezing speed typical for the late winter and early spring
periods; multiplicity of thawing- freezing is important. It should be noted that referring to
A. Winkler‘s (1913) work on hazards of numerous freezing and thawing in winter period for tree
plants, A. Mix (1916) suggested that multiplicity of these processes facilitates formation of winter
SSs, he did not check this hypothesis however.
Thus, winter thermal SSs appear if tissues of mature massive crown parts become partially
injured by frosts of the beginning and middle of winter. Cambium tissues adjoining the layer of
wood mother cells heavily injured by frost (P. Kramer and T. Kozlovskiy, 1983) are also loosing
resistance to repeated freezing owing to diffusion of harmful substances such as polyphenols
(O.A. Krasavtsev, 1972). Further, injury expands to mother layer of phloem cells and phloem itself.
This is the way winter SSs develop on mature massive parts of fruit-tree crowns covered with lightimpenetrable bark tissues.
RESEARCHING WINTER SSs ON NURSLINGS AND YOUNG TREES
Both the above stated results of in-situ measurements of the solar radiation influence on the
fruit-trees temperature, and calculations in our computer program using years- long meteorological
data, for example, as of the 1st of March, the beginning of spring (see Table 4), consistently show:
on clear days in the North-West, the Middle Volga Region and the Far East, the younger and
thinner a tree part is, the less it is heated by the sun against the ambient air temperature. Hence it is
erroneous to explain formation of winter SSs on nurslings and young trees in Vladivostok area by
the influence of solar heating causing their unilateral thawing, withdrawal of tissues from
quiescence and their injuring with frost by night (I.M. Vasilyev, 1950; V.A. Tyrina, 1952, 1954), or
by mechanical bursting injuries of cover tissues owing to multiple thawing- freezing (Tyrtychnaya,
Fatyanov, 1974). The latter work is very circumstantial, but the authors accepted mechanical
bursting injury of cover tissues as a confirmatory factor, though it is a secondary injury.
In Vladivostok environment, where the abovementioned authors performed their researches,
regardless of abundance of the sun during winter period, heating- up of fruit-trees considerably
decreases owing to the strong wind. Thus, according to our calculations, nurslings and young trees
below 3-years age are not heated- up to positive temperatures under the influence of the sun in
winter months, i.e. their tissues are not thawing at all. In connection with strong wind reaching 89 m/s by day, the tissues temperature on the sunny s ide of a vertical apple-tree bole 1 cm in
diameter was below zero and made up: -7.0°C in December, -10.0°C in January and -5.8°C in
February.
Regardless of the fact that tissues of young tree parts in the Far East are not thawing, SSs still
appear. We should find other reasons to explain them. In connection with this dilemma we should
mention W. Chandler‘s statement that the sun rays have adverse chemical effect on tissues of frozen
plants. In the first edition of his book ―Fruit- growing‖ published in 1918 (translated into Russian in
1935), he made a reservation to the above suggestion about the absence of data on chemical damage
caused by the sun light to frozen plants. However, W. Chandler did not discard this thought and in
the second edition of ―Fruit-growing‖ (translated into Russian in 1957), he prophetically wrote:
―There are no data speaking for the harmful influence of direct sun light on frozen tissue of plants,
though its absence is not proved either‖. Now this injury is explained by photochemical reactions at
low temperature and is related to the presence in tissues of chlorophyll, a photoactive substance
(Rabinovich, 1951).
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In our researches on the mechanism of winter SSs formation, among the adverse factors
facilitating these injuries, we have long ago included ―specific effect of total solar radiation,
especially its visible and infra-red regions of the spectrum‖ (I.N. Kotovich ―On the mechanism of
winter sun scalds formation on apple-trees‖: Collection of works on agronomical physics, Issue 9,
1962).
Shortly, I.M. Kislyuk, assistant of Saint-Petersburg Botanic Gardens, published his works
(1964) showing that cooling down of macrothermophytes in the light to the temperature of 2°C
leads to photo-oxidation injury of leaf cells containing chlorophyll; leaves of this culture were not
adversely affected by cooling of the same intensity and duration in the dark. Later, P.R. Hasselt
(1972) wrote and published in Holland a work on the same subject and with the same result. These
publications hastened my researches on winter light SSs of young fruit-cultures plants.
Finally I succeeded to experimentally prove that the factor causing winter SSs on nurslings
and young trees of fruit-cultures is photo-oxidation (death) of live bark part tissues containing
chlorophyll (phelloderm tissues and partially parenchyma) during the cold season at low
temperature, including negative, under the long influence of the sun light radiation increased by
reflection from the snow surface (Kotovich, 1974).
Let us analyze anatomical structure of the bark of young parts of fruit-trees. In the general
view it consists of lifeless outer cork tissues and live internal phloem tissues adjoining the cambia
layer. A fruit-tree starts from the growth of graft. A yearling develops by the end of the first
vegetation period, and we shall start our study of the bark anatomical structure from it.
The primary covering tissue on a yearling, called cortex or epidermis (outer skin), is formed of
the outer layer of cells of the starter shoot vegetative cone. However, it functions for only several
summer months and starting from the second half of vegetation is replaced by multilayer secondary
cork tissue – phellem.
Fig. 15 is showing periderm (outer bark), a covering bark complex on apple-tree yearlings in
autumn period. In the order starting from the outer surface inwards: phellem (cork) of light yellowbrown colour (1); phellogen (cork cambium), a layer of colourless cells (2); phellogen is depositing
outside rapidly dying cork tissue cells, and inside it is depositing live phelloderm cells in which
chlorophyll is forming (3); live cells of the main phloem (bark) parenchyma (4).
Winter SSs on crowns of young fruit-trees start from injury (becoming fulvous) of phelloderm
live tissue containing chlorophyll. When they increase, injuries expand from phelloderm outwards
to phellogen (cork cambium), and inwards to the main parenchyma, bast, mother phloem cells, true
cambium, mother xylem cells, and late often immature wood – sapwood.
Thus, unlike winter thermal SSs on mature crown parts, which start from inside, from the late
wood (sapwood) injury, winter SSs on nurslings and young crowns, on the contrary, start from
surface phelloderm tissues containing chlorophyll and stop in sapwood as well. Scalds on nurslings
and young fruit-trees can be characterized as winter light SSs, and on mature trees, as specified
above, they are winter thermal SSs. We shall often refer to them as such in our further narration.
The consequences of injuries of nurslings and young fruit-tree boles with winter light SSs
depends on the degree of their manifestation. If only phelloderm died, distinctive ―exfoliation‖
(flaking of surface layers of covering cork tissue) appears on this part of the crown after 2-3 years
(Fig. 16). Shortly, green phelloderm tissue is restored under the cork covering.
Heavy light SSs facilitate focal or band death from oxidation of all live phloem tissues
(phelloderm, parenchyma, bast), cambium cells, and cause denuding of wood. As a result, their
influence causes formation of open long-unhealing wounds on young thin crown parts, finally
leading to the death of trees. Such SSs appeared on 3-years old bird cherry-trees (unknown variety
from the Brest Region, Byelorussia). In the winter of 1968/69, winter light SSs formed on boles and
scaffold branches of these cherry-trees (APhI MES). They were purposefully left uncured,
increased from year to year, and in 5 years time the trees died under their influence at the age of 8
years.
Fig. 17 is showing cross sections of a cherry-tree scaffold crown parts illustrating
development of these scalds. The scald wound on the left branch, that was not shaded by the crown
from the south-east, also appeared on the south-eastern side, was the heaviest and became the main
cause of the tree‘s death. The winter light SSs on the southern side of the central extension shoot
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were weaker, started to heal by the moment of cutting, all-round phloem formed on the surface,
covering the bursting injury in the continuous growth ring, however, the growth rings on the
southern side of the extension shoot were considerably thinner than on the northern side. Winter
light SSs did not form as such on the south-western side of the scaffold branch, though the growth
rings on this side were less developed than on the north-eastern side.
So, after a while heavy winter light SSs on big crown parts of mature trees become appear
very similar to winter thermal SSs, though are brought about by different reasons. The difference,
however, is that the open wounds, newly emerged on the south-western side of mature trees boles 710 cm in diameter, are typical winter thermal SSs. Old wounds on mature tree boles of the same
diameter and age, but on the south-eastern side, are winter light SSs formed when these tree parts
were covered with translucent external protective tissues.
It is known that photochemical oxidation activity depends on spectral composition, incoming
radiant energy intensity and oxygen availability. The shorter are the waves and higher is their
intensity, the more agressive they are during oxidation. However, photo-oxidation does not happen
if there‘s no access of oxygen. We established that photo-oxidation of chlorophyll-containing
tissues of one- year shoots of fruit-cultures does not happen in test tubes with distilled water in the
light.
Ultra-violet rays (wave- length of 295-380 nm) have the strongest photo-oxidative effect in the
total solar radiation. Fortunately, this radiation range is absorbed by covering cork tissues of even
the youngest shoots and does not take part in photo-oxidation of subjacent live bark tissues. Violetblue light (wave- length of 380-510 nm) having high photo-oxidative capacity is the next. In the
long-wave region of visible solar radiation, the green light (510-550 nm) is neutral, yellow-red light
(550-760 nm) has no photo-oxidative capacity.
Let us analyze solar radiation penetrability of protective cork covers on the bark surface of
different in age fruit-tree parts.
Spectral penetrability of external protective tissues
of diffe rent in age fruit-tree crown parts
Together with T.M. Radomyslskaya (Kotovich, Radomyslskaya, 1976) we measured UVradiation penetrability of external protective tissues of fruit-cultures on special installation that
allowed to desist from integrating sphere and use small-area (1 cm2 ) samples. We used UVradiation with the wave-length of 293-381 nm.
Measurements were performed on covering cork tissues removed from the southern side of
young parts of apple-tree crown, under which winter light SSs appear. Before being measured, they
were thoroughly cleaned from phelloderm cells. Results of measuring their penetrability, for appletree varieties differing in resistance to winter light SSs, are shown in Table 9.
Table 9
UV-radiation trans mission (%) of the bark external protective tissues of young crown parts of
some apple-tree varieties (Kotovich, Radomyslskaya, 1976)
Wave-length, nm
Variety

Cro wn age, years
361

370

376

381

―Papirovka‖

1
3
5

0.01
0.01
0.00

0.07
0.05
0.04

0.17
0.10
0.09

0.30
0.19
0.15

―Moscow
Grushovka‖

1
2
3

0.01
0.01
0.00

0.11
0.06
0.04

0.26
0.14
0.11

0.48
0.24
0.21

It is interesting to note that bark covering cork tissues even on one- year shoots do not transmit
UV-radiation with the wave- length less than 361 nm, most corrosive in photo-oxidation, to live
tissues. Transmission reaches appreciable values on the border with visible radiation (381 nm) and
makes up 0.3-0.5% for yearlings of the studied varieties, and only 0.15-0.21% for 3-5-years old
branches. It would seem that short-wave-length UV-radiation penetrability of external protective
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tissues of an apple-tree variety more resistant to surface winter SSs (for example ―Moscow
Grushovka‖) should be lower than of the non-resistant to these scalds variety ―Papirovka‖.
However, this assumption was not confirmed by actual measurements. Consequently, value of UVradiation penetrability of external protective tissues is not the main feature of resistance to winter
light SSs of this or that variety. Other factors are decisive; we shall discuss them further as the
experimental materials are set forth.
If you follow the spectrum, penetrability of bark external protective tissues considerably
increases in the direction of longer waves. Relevant measurements were performed on automatic
spectrophotometer SF-10 with integrating sphere (I.N. Kotovich, V.V. Baskin, 1975).
Visible radiation penetrability of fruit-trees covering cork tissues has a clearly defined spectral
pattern. It is lower in the violet-blue (380-510 nm) spectrum region than in the green-red (510760 nm) region for all varieties and different in age crown parts. Integral penetrability of covering
cork tissues on the southern side of different in age crown parts of the studied apple-tree varieties is
the following (% of incoming radiation):

Yearlings and shoots
5-years old boles
10-years old boles

Vio let-blue, wave-length
380-510 n m

Green-red, wave-length
510-760 n m

Cork tissue thickness, mm

19
7
3

65
41
35

0.05
0.08
0.19

Weathe r conditions during the pe riod of winte r light SSs formation on apple-tree yearlings in
some geographical regions
Let us compare total and spectral intensity of total solar radiation, air temperature and other
climatic indices in two geographical regions: in ―Scheglovo‖ fruit- nursery in Saint-Petersburg
suburb, 60° of the north latitude, and in Lukashev fruit-nursery in Khabarovsk suburb, 48.5° of the
north latitude, in the winters when winter light SSs formed on apple-tree yearlings. In ―Scheglovo‖
fruit-nursery it was the winter of 1962/63; in Lukashev fruit-nursery it was the winter of 1972/73
when I carried out observations of SSs in the Khabarovsk Region.
At that time I was often on business trips in various climatic regions of the USSR with the
purpose of the authorial supervision of the use of BC-511 water-based paint developed in
accordance with my technical requirements for protection of horticultures from SSs (Application
Instructions. Moscow, 1974). Winter light SSs were discovered in the first case on the 10 th of March
1963, in the second case on the 30th of January 1973. Apple-tree varieties are recognized:
―Papirovka‖ and ―Melba‖ in the North-Western Region, ―Eastern Chinese‖ and ―Amur fruitful‖ in
the Khabarovsk Region. Table 10 is showing the weather conditions and the temperature of
nurslings, calculated in our computer program on clear days, for 50 days during the period of winter
light SSs formation.
In ―Scheglovo‖ fruit-nursery, winter light SSs on yearlings (―Melba‖, ―Papirovka‖ varieties)
were noted in the first decade of March 1963. Externally they looked like the follows: near the
snow, deep brown focal points and bands appear on the reddened background on approximately 1/2
of yearlings‘ circumference with south-eastward orientation (22.5° from the south point to the east).
The sections showed that phelloderm and phloem parenchyma became fulvous (died) in them, that
is, winter light SSs appeared. Leaf buds on yearlings however survived. During 50 days there were
only two days, the 1st and the 2nd of March 1963, when in the clear weather temperature of yearlings
on the sunny side reached positive values of 1.2°C and 0.9°C (―Papirovka‖ variety).
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Table 10
Weathe r conditions for 50 days during formation of light SSs on apple-tree yearlings in some
geographical regions
―Scheglovo‖ nursery, Voeykovo
meteorological station, fro m 10.01
till 10.03.63

Lukashev nursery, Khabarovsk
meteorological station, fro m
10.12.72 till 30.01.73

Nu mber of cloudless days

36

45

Spectral intensity of solar radiation, daily
average, W/m2 :
ultraviolet
violet-blue
green-red

14
123
223

17
172
228

880

980

Fro m 5 to 11

Fro m 7 to 8

Air temperature by day, °C

Fro m -2.9 to -23.3, average -13.1

Fro m -7.8 to -23.5, average -15.6

Temperature o f the sunny side of nurslings
by day, °C

Fro m -1.2 to -15.3, average -8.0

Fro m -4.7 to -20.3, average -12.5

Nu mber of days with the minimal
temperature on the snow surface by night

Up to 10 days
-30°C

Up to 21 days
-35°C

Weather conditions indices

Total solar radiat ion, including infra-red,
W/m2
Photoperiod, h

In Lukashev nursery of the Khabarovsk Region, starting from the third decade of November
1972 and until the end of January 1973, according to our calculations of the temperature regime in
the computer program, tissues on the sunny side of nurslings did not thaw. W hen samples were cut
off in-situ on yearlings, no injuries were found. Nevertheless, after the samples were kept indoors in
polyethylene bags for two days, light SSs developed as a dark narrow strip (1/3 of yearlings‘
circumference) of a died-off phelloderm, with south-eastward orientation, deviation from the south
point by 45°. Leaf buds survived.
The table of weather conditions during formation of light SSs is clearly showing: this type of
winter scalds is developing when intensive solar light is coming to phelloderm tissues, mainly being
in frozen state or having been in low positive temperature. Light absorption by objects does not
depend on their temperature, and equally occurs both at its positive and negative values. It can be
assumed that oxidation and death of phelloderm tissues containing chlorophyll occurs owing to
absorption of intensive sun light by nurslings at subzero or low positive temperature of their tissues,
which is nearly annually observed in Khabarovsk weather conditions, and each 5-7 years in SaintPetersburg environs.
The above stated data of field observations show that the sun light is acting as a damaging
factor in winter light SSs formation.
Simulation of winte r light SSs in the natural environment on young parts of apple-trees
The formation of SSs is most clearly seen on a pear-tree as dead tissues of this specie become
practically black. The picture (Fig. 18) is showing 3- year old branches with removed covering cork
tissues that were vertically exposed during winter periods in the APhI MES orchard.
The branch to the left, after removal of cork tissue, was tightly covered with black
polyethylene film with cut out letters spelling the word ―СВЕТ‖ (light). The sun rays penetrated to
the phloem parenchyma only through the cut-out letters and caused photo-oxidation of tissues in
them. When the wrapping film was taken off, the word ―light‖, composed of dark dead cells of
phloem parenchyma, remained ―printed‖ on the light background of the uninjured phloem.
The branch to the right, after removal of cork tissue, on the contrary, was covered with
transparent polyethylene film with paste- up black paper letters on it, making the word ―ТЕНЬ‖
(shadow). Light freely penetrated to the branch, stripped-off of the covering cork tissue, and caused
its darkening owing to photo-oxidation, except for the surface under the paste-up letters of the word
―ТЕНЬ‖ (shadow), where bark parenchyma remained uninjured, light and healthy.
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The winter light SS, simulated according to the specified method, was reproduced on a peartree shoot as well, but instead of the Russian word ―ТЕНЬ‖ (shadow), the English word ―DARK‖
was used (Fig. 19).
Abrupt transition from healthy to dead tissues (see Fig. 18 and 19) indicates that light is acting
as a damaging factor in these cases. In cases of thermal injuries, boundaries between healthy and
injured tissues are diffuse, transition is gradual. In case of photo injury, paste-up letters are
―printed‖ with sharp outlines between healthy and dead tissues.
Stripping-off apple-tree branches of cork covers within the period of stable positive
temperature in April, when they resume their vital functions (more than +7°), and protecting them
from drying with transparent polyethylene film did not cause the tissues‘ death, on the contrary, it
facilitated formation of anthocyans, red protective substances, and mixing of red and green
chlorophyll renders violet colouring to tissues, which is seen in the Fig. 20.
After having established that winter light SSs are caused by visible radiation, we had to make
the second step, to determine which rays exactly of the solar spectrum are responsible for formation
of these injuries. With this purpose we used filters made of coloured polyethylene films, which
were wrapped around nurslings and young crown parts of fruit-trees.
With the help of coloured polyethylene films, the visible region of solar radiation coming to
the shoots was divided in two regions: violet-blue with shorter wave- length, and green-red with
longer wave-length. Two types of coloured film were used: blue film transmitting mainly violet,
blue and sky-blue rays; orange film transmitting mainly green, yellow, orange and red rays (see
Fig. 21).
The experiments were performed at APhI MES. Wrapping internodes of young apple-tree
shoots in the middle of June with the specified above coloured films gave the following results: by
November, anthocyans formed in shoots phelloderm under the blue film quite as much as in the
check without wrapping; under the orange film wrapping anthocyans did not form at all (Fig. 22).
Knowing that apple-tree shoots lacking anthocyans become sensitive to light injuries at low
temperatures in the beginning of November, after removing the orange film wrapping we painted
the word ―ТЕНЬ‖ (shadow) with black nitrocellulose enamel on the shoots bark. This way the
shoots went through the winter. Note that due to rapid vaporization of acetone, nitrocellulose
enamel does not injure plant tissues.
Observation of shoots condition did not reveal light injuries of bark during November,
December and January. It should be noted that solar altitude is low on the 60th parallel during winter
period, there are a lot of cloudy days, and only starting from the middle of February, illumination
intensity considerably increases. That is exactly when green colouring of phelloderm between the
letters painted with black nitrocellulose enamel started to gradually become fulvous and by the
middle of March completely died. At the same time, the black nitrocellulose enamel washed off the
shoots and we saw the following picture: on the southern side of shoots, phelloderm was green and
healthy under the letters; the rest of the tissue between the green letters became fulvous and lifeless.
During summer, anthocyans started to form in green phelloderm tissue where the letters were
formerly painted in black nitrocellulose enamel, and by the end of summer, it became similar in
colour to the healthy bark. Tissues between the former letters firstly blackened, then became lighter
and exfoliated, which is illustrated by Fig. 23.
Reproduction of winter light SSs on young crown parts of apple-trees in laboratory conditions
Below, we are giving, compared to the visible region of solar radiation, spectral characteristic
of electrical light sources of mercury arc lamp with fluorescent coating(ДРЛ), used by us in model
laboratory experiments:
Visib le spectrum regions, %
Vio let-blue

Green-red

Direct solar rad iation (according to S.I. Sivkov, 1968)

45

55

Lamp ДРЛ-1000, co mplex filter: organic g lass 2 + 2 = 4 mm, water 20 mm

43

57

The presented data show that lamp ДРЛ with a complex filter by its spectral characteristic is
approaching the solar light most of all. Besides the spectral composition, light intensity is also of
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great importance for simulation of winter SSs on young parts of tree crowns. In laboratory
conditions we could generate its intensity of up to 1500 W/m2 .
Finally, during solar irradiation, cuttings of one- year shoots or nurslings should be subjected
to various temperatures, including subzero temperatures. Therefore, all researches on simulation of
flash scalds were performed in thermostatic chambers, including freezing chambers.
During formation of winter light SSs on young parts of fruit-tree crowns in winter period,
their tissues‘ temperature on the sunny side by day in clear weather can be subzero (-2…-7°C), low
positive (+1…+5°C) and considerably high (+10…+15°C). We had to study how all three
temperature gradations influence formation of winter light SSs.
We had also to keep in mind that fruit-cultures (apple-tree, cherry-tree, bird-cherry-tree and
others) developed a kind of biological protection from winter light SSs by way of generation of red
anthocyans in phelloderm and phloem parenchyma. Biological protective role of anthocyans in
protection of young parts of fruit-tree crowns from winter light SSs was discovered by us for the
first time ever (Kotovich, 1974).
To shorten the time of laboratory experiments on simulation of winter light SSs depending on
the temperature we used one- year shoots of fruit-cultures with green phelloderm without
anthocyans. With this purpose, while the yearlings were growing, their internodes were periodically
covered with orange polyethylene film. The use of shoots, prepared in such a manner, in our study
of the temperature‘s influence during their light irradiation, considerably shortened the time of
experiments: from 240 h for the shoots with anthocyans to 48 h for the green shoots without
anthocyans.
Exposing the shoots with green bark without anthocyans under lamps ДРЛ with intensity of
the light flux of 1000 W/m2 gave the following results with the following values of their
temperature:
+1…+3°C and -2…-7°C, heavy winter light SSs formed within 48 hours, or, in terms of
natural conditions, 6 days for 8 hours of light;
+12…+15°C, periodical observations of the shoots condition during this experiment showed
that after 12 hours of light not only phelloderm tissues did not die, but anthocyans started to form in
them; after 48 hours, by the end of the experiment, they formed on the 1/3 of circumference of the
shoots facing the light; considerably high positive temperature not only didn‘t cause light SSs, but
even protected the apple-tree shoots from them by generation of protective agents – anthocyans.
It is believed that anthocyans in plant cells play the role of a light filters. At the same time
R.V. Nagornaya (1968) and lately T.S. Lebedeva and K.M. Sytnik (1975) showed that in addition to
the role of light filters they increase oxidation-reduction processes in plants, thus increasing their
resistance to unfavorable environmental conditions. Indeed, anthocyans are forming in plants during
autumn and spring falls in temperature when night frosts are coupled with clear weather by day;
leaves, shoots and other organs become reddish- violet. According to our observations, anthocyans
appear on the sunny side of one- year shoots and nurslings of apple-trees in the north-western
climatic regions already in the middle of July and their quantity is constantly increasing until the
stable frosts in the end of autumn.
In natural conditions, before winter season, phelloderm on the southern side of young parts of
fruit-tree crowns always contains anthocyans which cardinally increase the tissues resistance to
photo-oxidation. How do winter light SSs appear in this case? It becomes clear why it happens, if
you study the experiments presented in Table 11.
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Table 11
The influence of preliminary frost injuries on formation of light SSs in laboratory conditions
on one-year apple-tree shoots of “Papirovka” variety with anthocyan colouring
Freezing temperature, °C
-20
-25
-30
-35
-40

Frost injuries, points
Winter light SS inju ries of phelloderm, %*
Wood

Phelloderm

0
1
2
3
4

0
0
1
2
3

0
0
10-15
40-50
70-80

* Death of phelloderm tissues is shown in % according to my development of the colour dilution method of
determining frost injuries of fruit-trees (Scientific and Technical Bu llet in on Agronomical Physics. Leningrad, 1980.
# 44. P. 48-50).

You can see from the table that even the lightest frost injuries in phelloderm containing
chlorophyll (-30°C, injury of 10-15%) considerably increased under the influence of intensive light
of lamp ДРЛ-1000 with a complex filter simulating the natural light of the beginning of spring and
at small values of subzero temperature on the illuminated side of shoots (-1…-3°C) phelloderm tear
substantially damage increased, and caused injuries similar to winter light SSs appearing in
conditions of a nursery or a young orchard. As the frost increased during preliminary freezing to 35°C and -40°C, phelloderm injury increased proportionally, and light SSs increased accordingly.
Direct measurements and calculations in our computer program showed that values of the
temperature of one-year shoots and nurslings at noon in the strong sunlight for a long period were
small negative and positive in the orchards of Saint-Petersburg suburbs and the Leningrad Region,
in the Samara Region and in the Jewish national district in the Far East. This circumstance, as well
as the fact that the tissues were injured by night frosts, became the cause of winter light SSs
formation on young parts of fruit-trees and nurslings in nurseries.
We observed formation of winter light SSs on nurslings and young parts of fruit-trees in
natural environment:
– in the orchard of ―Lesnoye‖ farm in Saint-Petersburg suburb during the winter of 1962/63
on 3- year lower branches of ―Autumn striped‖ apple-tree variety at night frosts of -30…-35°C for
49 clear days in February-March (Fig. 24);
– in the experimental orchard of APhI MES in the Leningrad Region during the winter of
1968/69 when frosts reached -35…-37°C by night; continuous recording with electronic
potentiometer showed that the temperature of tissues on the south-eastern side of 1-2-year appletree nurslings on clear days in February and the beginning of March was negative or low positive
(-5…+2°C) for 30 days (Fig. 25);
– in Michurin All- Union Scientific and Research Institute of Horticulture in the Tambov
Region during the winter of 1971/72, observations during the tests of scald-proof paint BC-511
proved that winter light SSs appeared on apple-tree yearlings in the nursery on the 22 nd of February
1972; before that day they did not thaw on exposure to sun rays, the minimal temperature by night
until the 22nd of February reached -33°C (I.N. Kotovich, V.K. Koshelev, 1974);
– in the Samara garden association experimental station, where we recorded the temperature
of different in age apple-tree boles using APhI‘s electronic instruments; it turned out that winter
light SSs formed only on young boles 2.6 cm in diameter with partial frost injury, and were noted
on the 26th of February 1976; before that day their tissues did not thaw on clear days, the minimal
temperature for this winter equaled to -32°C (I.N. Kotovich, K.K. Nekrasova, 1980);
– in the Khabarovsk Territory where at the end of January, 1973, I discovered typical winter
light SSs in Lukashev fruit- nursery in near Khabarovsk and in the young orchard of ―Birskiy‖ beefarm; frosts reached -30°C already in the end of October, and caused initial injuries.
It should be noted that owing to frequent cloudy and cold spells of weather during vegetation
period, generation of protective agents, anthocyans, in the bark of young parts of fruit-cultures is
less intensive in the Far East than in the European part of Russia. This can be seen with the naked
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eye: near Saint-Petersburg and in central Russia, by the beginning of winter one- year fruit-culture
shoots have distinct violet-red colouring; in the Khabarovsk Territory it is nearly green. It is clear
that in the Far East, fruit-trees are not prepared for protection against intensive and protracted solar
radiation in winter period, coupled with negative temperature of their tissues by day.
The main conclusion from our researches set forth above is that winter light SSs on young thin
crown parts are often caused by preceding night frosts, just like winter thermal SSs on mature parts
of fruit-trees that we discussed earlier. Exposure to severe night frosts always facilitates formation
of winter light SSs on young parts of fruit-trees. In winter period, spectral reflection from snow
results in ―bluing‖ of atmosphere (as it was vividly expressed by I.A. Shulgin, 1973), which
increases even more the photo-oxidative influence of light on wintering fruit-trees.
ICE REGIME OF FRUIT-TREES AND WINTER SSs
Ice regime
In 1952-55 years, a new trend started to develop in APhI: water exchange in soil takes place
not only under the influence of its saturation with precipitation and water expenditure through
evaporation, and by way of plants transpiration, but also due to water transfer under the influence of
temperature gradient (Lykov, 1954; Deryagin, Melnikova, 1957). These researches were continued
by A.M. Globus (1959, 1960, 1962), including winter regime of soil when water is rushing to the
freezing-through layer from deeper levels.
Temperature gradient in all porous materials, to which plant tissues are referred, in its turn is
causing surface-tension gradient of water in vessel capillaries meniscuses and in intercellular pores.
Water starts moving towards the highest surface-tension, i.e. towards the lowest temperature. But
the cold side can not contain large quantity of liquid water as, due to the moisture gradient, water
volume shall be balanced on the cold and warm sides. However, if liquid water is fixed on the cold
side, by freezing for example, its transfer hereinto under the influence of temperature gradient can
be endless, and if there is no space on the cold side for ice crystals, the latter are bursting soil or
plant tissues.
The object of our researches discussed in this section was determining transfer of moisture
under the influence of temperature gradient in fruit-trees during winter period, i.e. with fixing the
moving liquid water by its freezing. A.M. Globus (1959) for the first time proved that freezing of
liquid water is the driving force for its further continuous ingress to the soil freezing front. This
principle was completely confirmed in our researches on transfer of moisture to freezing tissues
inside fruit-trees (Kotovich, 1962).
Transfer of water to the area of its freezing in plant tissues is a permanent process. It continues
as long as there are conditions for this process, specifically: availability of water in liquid phase at
the temperature above 0°C and of the contact with ice, its solid phase, the temperature below 0°C.
We shall present the data showing that it is impossible to explain the increase of moisture content
on one side of a tree part and its decrease on the other side of this part, except by the water transfer
between these sides under the influence of temperature gradient and its fixing by freezing
(Table 12).
Table 12
Average moisture content of phloem tissues (% on dry basis) on the southern and northern
sides of mature crown parts of some apple-tree varieties at the end of March after the winters
from 1958 till 1962, the orchard of “Lesnoye” suburban farm
Variety

10-year boles fro m

5-year b ranches from

the south *

the north

the south

the north

―Ordinary Antonovka‖

82.9

105.1

92.3

103.2

―Autumn striped‖

83.5

107.6

92.7

105.4

*The southern side – tissues are thawed, their temperature is above 0°C; the northern side – tissues are frozen, their
temperature is below 0°C.
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Indeed, the specified in the table crowns parts of fruit-trees are covered on the surface with
moisture-proof multilayer cork completely blocking off moisture evaporation (transpiration).
Therefore, decrease of moisture content of phloem on the sunny heated side and its increase on the
shady cold side of mature parts of an apple-tree crown are explained by moisture transfer under the
influence of temperature gradient.
The presented experimental material was studied with respect to the water transfer in tree
parts under the influence of temperature gradient in the transverse (horizontal) direction. In this
case, water is moving slowly, and in general, changes of tree tissues moisture content are moderate.
Let us go over to the water transfer along tree parts under the influence of temperature
gradient in the vertical direction. Compared to the horizontal, in this case water is moving in plants
in large quantities and faster along the vessels meant for this purpose. Besides, compared to the
horizontal, temperature gradients in tree tissues in the vertical direction are considerably higher in
absolute magnitude, which is connected with big temperature gradients in the environment (in the
air, on the air-soil boundary and in soil).
In natural environment, moisture transfer in freezing tissues of tree plants, especially young,
having thin bark, under the influence of temperature gradient is dangerous and causes its mechanic
bursting and facilitates formation of winter SSs.
The temperature conditions, in which the temperature on one end of one-year vertical shoots
of fruit-cultures was negative, and on the other end it was positive, were s imulated in a freezing
chamber horizontally divided with a thermal insulating partition into two compartments. The air
temperature in the upper compartment was negative -5…-7°C, coolant evaporator was used as a
source of cold, the air temperature in the lower compartment was positive 0…+2°C; both
compartments were not illuminated, which corresponds to the natural conditions for tissues of plant
nurslings parts under the snow.
The thermal insulating partition was made of foam plastic well separating the compartments
with negative and positive temperature. Softness and elasticity of foam plastic did not prevent
formation of ice crystals, caused by freezing, on one- year shoots inserted into slits in the foam
plastic.
The scheme of these experiments is presented in Fig. 26, where you can see that ends of
shoots in one version were in water and could freely transfer it to the freezing area, while in the
second version they were insulated, which limited the water ingress into the freezing area.
The time of shoots exposure in the freezing chamber equaled to 20 days. After that, they were
taken from foam plastic and irradiated at the temperature of +3…+5°C during 24 hours with a lamp
ДРЛ-1000 with a complex filter simulating the sun light. As a result, green tissues inside
mechanical injuries became fulvous and died.
Let us characterize the experimental objects, one-year shoots of hawthorn and apple-tree of
―Papirovka‖ variety.
Hawthorn shoots were in the state of growth, and cambium was in active state; new cells were
forming and there was a certain mechanical slackness. When temperature gradient is
superimposing, i.e. the temperature on one end of a shoot is positive, and on the other end it is
negative, the following processes are going on in the analyzed model experiments: moisture is
transferring aside, where it is fixed by freezing and where there is space for ice accumulation, i.e. in
cambium. As long as there is the ingress of moisture to the freezing front, ice quantity is increasing
and it is bursting bark tissues exactly along the cambium line, separating bark from wood (Fig. 27).
―Papirovka‖ shoots stopped growing; cambium entered the state of deep quiescence.
However, a somewhat lesser mechanical slackness remained in the bark – of connections between
periderm (a complex cover consisting of cork tissue, phellogen and phelloderm) and phloem
parenchyma. Influenced by temperature gradient, water is ingressing to this area from the root
system which is in thawed soil under the snow, and forming ice crystals cause mechanical bursting
of periderm and its tearing from phloem parenchyma. After the snow melted, winter light SS is
developing in the result of open tissues photo-oxidation in the sun light in both cases.
The said above is illustrated by the photos of the experiments on simulating formation of
mechanical cracks on one-year shoots of ―Papirovka‖ apple-tree, which were in the state of deep
quiescence (Fig. 28 a – a photo to the left). After the cork layer is removed from these shoots,
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phloem parenchyma, dead of photo-oxidation under the influence of the light of a lamp ДРЛ-1000,
becomes visible, which is a winter light SS (Fig. 28 b – a photo to the right). Exposure to subzero
temperature of -5…-7°C above insulating partition, and to positive temperature of 0…+2°C under
the partition during 20 days caused formation of ―bulges‖ and mechanical cracks in the bark, and
changed the moisture content of upper and lower parts of one-year shoots as follows (Table 13).
Table 13
Moisture content of “Papirovka” one-year shoots (% on dry basis) in expe riments on
moisture transfer under the influence of temperature gradients to freezing tissues *
Version
Upper part of shoots above foam plastic,
temperature of -5…-7°C:
without water ingress
with water ingress
Lower part of the same shoots under foam
plastic, temperature of 0…+2°C:
without water ingress
with water ingress

Before
experiment

2 days later

10 days later

20 days later

102±1.5
102±1.5

105
167

109
271

107
263

102±1.5
102±1.5

97
112

86
118

73
117

*Wet mass of tissues included ice lenses.

Collation of data from Table 13 with the outward appearance of experimental shoots shows
that the greater accumulation of ice lenses, leading to bursting injury of bark tissues, occurred in the
version in which the shoots ends were in water, and the water was ingressing to freezing tissues,
replacing the moisture that was transferring into ice. The shoots served as a kind of a wick for
water, transporting it to the layer with negative temperature where it froze.
In the version 4 (Fig.26) without water ingress, in which the shoots ends were insulated with
wrapping, water could move only inside the shoots. Moisture content of the shoots decreased in the
warm compartment with positive temperature.
The discussed above injuries can appear at a considerable height from the soil surface and be
of different length. We shall give examples.
Thus, in autumn of 1997 during the night frosts in October with apple tree nurces, longitudinal
cracks were formed at the height of 50-60 cm from soil surface and 15-20 cm length, covering 3-4
interstices (Fig. 29). The emergence of long cracks at such a height occured when the minimum
temperature was not on the soil surface, which often, but at the height where the cracks are formed,
which corresponded to the upper edge of the night fog of negative temperature observed during the
night.
Thus, in 2001, during late frosts in the beginning of June when shoots already had leaves
forming a canopy at the height of 50 cm, I also saw fresh cracks in the bark at this height in shoots
crowns where the strongest night cooling was observed (Fig. 30).
During the period of severe frosts, bursting tissues of fruit-trees are audibly crackling.
According to our definitions, frost bursting injury of tree parts tissues is related to their water
regime and peculiarities of summer growth. Bird-cherry-tree is extremely suffering frost bursting
injury of tissues. We performed the following researches. In the beginning of winter, its branches
were cut off, stripped of phloem, and a line was drawn length-wise. The branches were sawn into
discs which were further dried separately. The discs split and the rapture reached the center. The
drying shrinkage of tree part tissues is similar to the frosts shrinkage. As a result, despite the fact
that the discs were dried separately, they split along nearly one and the same line (Fig. 31). It
testifies to the fact that wood growth is not regular during vegetation. In order to prevent frost
bursting injury of tissues, it is necessary to normalize the growth of aerial portion of tree parts.
Our years-long observations showed that disturbances of the internal water regime of fruit-tree
tissues under the influence of temperature gradient play a substantive role by adverse effect on
wintering. If adverse effect of subzero temperatures on frost resistance of fruit-trees is proportional
to its value, then in the second case, frost is, regardless of its strength, the factor of directional
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transfer of moisture, over-accumulation of which causes cracking of wintering tree tissues. This can
be illustrated by the winters of 1959/60 and 1997/98, when after extremely wet autumn and interseason, fruit-trees entering winter became overfilled with water. Phloem cuts at the level of soil
surface caused water fountains. During these winters, despite light frosts, a lot of bark bursting
injuries appeared on boles and in crotches; a lot of trees died at the age of 7-10 years by the autumn
of 1998; dying of some trees stretched for 5-6 years (Fig. 32).
After the winter of 1976/77 in nursery of Samara garden association experimental station, I
observed mass bark cracks near the soil surface on apple-tree yearlings. The cracks reached 1015 cm in length; there were two-three of them on a plant. The cracks formed in cambia area,
separated phloem from wood, and owing to air photo-oxidation opened tissues became fulvous,
dead. Formation of these injuries is related to the moisture ingress from the thawed soil to the
freezing area of nurslings‘ tissues above the soil. Earlier, in the laboratory experiments with
nurslings it was shown that if ice crystals accumulate in cambia area, it causes formation of bulges
leading to bark ruptures; cambium was in active state. Hence, injuries in the form of cracks in this
case formed in the nursery already in the autumn of 1976, during the cold snap in October before
the nurslings entered deep quiescence period.
RESEARCHING SUMMER SSs
The closer to spring and summer, the less the sun affects the trees temperature, we mean its
excess over the ambient air temperature (Δt, °C). This phenomenon is caused by the following:
– owing to snow melting, the dark soil surface is opening and the quantity of reflected total
solar energy incoming to tree crowns decreases; thus, snow reflective ability equals to 70-80%,
while of open soil is only 10-20%;
– the flow of direct sunlight on the vertical part of the crown at altitudes of the sun for more
than 30 reduced, which is mentioned above (Fig.33);
– at the height of spring when soil starts to thaw, sap starts to flow inside trees owing to the
root pressure; as a result, the root xylem sap ingresses from the cold soil into the aerial part, and
despite the solar heating, the tree tissues temperature becomes lower than the ambient air
temperature, Δt reaches negative values;
– unfolding of leaves and start of transpiration water flow from the colder soil along the
scaffold parts of trees; the latter can not be substantially heated by the sun rays against the ambient
air, the more so as there is also the shading effect of the foliage.
From the aforesaid it follows that SS appears during vegetation period if there are
extraordinary weather conditions exceeding heat and light resistance of tree tissues.
Just as when we studied winter SSs, the study of the mechanism of summer SSs formation
was performed both on mature tree parts with light-tight covers, and on young tree crowns having
rather translucent outer covers. Therefore, the high temperature effect was studied against their
irradiation with the light of different spectral composition. The intensity of both temperature and
light factors in model experiments did not exceed their intensity in natural conditions during
summer SSs formation.
Summer SSs often overlap with winter SSs. Besides, frost injuries of trees decrease their
resistance to the effect of summer high temperatures, and therefore summer SSs form in the natural
environment. The above mentioned and similar such questions were in the sphere of my years- long
researches, the results of which are set forth below.
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Critically high te mperature
It is believed that summer SSs appear if mature parts of fruit-trees, covered with light-tight
outer bark, during vegetation period are exposed to high temperature exceeding the threshold of
heat-resistance, characteristic of tissues of a certain fruit specie and variety. It should be noted that
critically high temperatures were fairly often determined in earlier researches, and for the majority
of tree plants they are considered to be from 50°C to 60°C (Meyer a. Anderson, 1952).
There is a number of methods of determining plant tissues heat-resistance, from simple to
complicated ones using technical equipment. We are giving as an example a comparison of similar
methods from the work of S.A. Stadnik, T.V. Falkova and V.V. Chernyak, 1974 (Table 14).
Table 14
Comparative analysis of the methods of determining heat-resistance of plants (on the example
of Japanese honeysuckle).
Method description
Cessation of protoplasm movement in cells
Outgo of electrolytes fro m t issues
Plas molysis in cells
Colouring cells in neutral red
Direct warm-up in water for 30 min :
without hardening
with hardening (38°C for 3 hours)

Death of tissues, °C
48
57
55
57
48
51

It follows from the table that heat-resistance of one and the same culture, depending on the
determination method, can make up from 48°C to 57°C. The obtained results can be interpreted so
that the methods showing the heat-resistance within the limits of 48-51°C are not connected with
100% death of cells, but only with part of them. The methods of determination showing the heatresistance of 55-57°C are characterised by complete death of all cells in a tissue.
It attracts attention that, direct warm- up of plant samples in water with designed temperature,
suggested by the German plant physiologist J. Sachs already in the century before last (J.Sachs,
1860), as is visible from the table, is as good as modern technically perfect methods, but is notable
for the ease of performance. Exposure to high temperature in water of 20-30 min is not accidental.
The point is that heat-resistance of tissues shows itself during this short period, while adverse effect
of water medium at the high temperature does not affect the plant samples condition.
According to the data of V.Ya. Aleksandrov (1975), the upper bound of plants vital activity in
the temperate climate is limited by the temperature of 35°C. The statement of B.S. Moshkov (1987)
about the upper temperature bound of plants vital activity is eloquent: ―All our works with
temperature effects on plants led us to the conviction that all most vital physiological processes of
plants, just as of the majority of other organisms inhabiting the Earth, are running more actively at
the temperature lying within the limits of 25°C to 37°C. This phenomenon may be connected with
the general course of evolution of biosphere on the surface of our planet‖.
Basing on my years- long experiments, it may be concluded that 36°C is the optimum
temperature for fruit-cultures tissues; above this limit, injuries of various kinds start to form.
Researches of plants heat-resistance established a number of other relationships. It is testified
that heat-resistance of plants having completed their growth is higher than of actively growing
plants. Hence, the maximal heat-resistance of wood plants, including fruit-trees, is observed in
winter when plants are in the quiescence, and not in summer when they are actively growing. In
summer period, within 24 hours, the maximal heat-resistance of plants is developing in the second
half of the day, which coincides with the maximum of the plant tissues temperature, and they are
heat hardened. Heat-resistance is minimal in summer by night; it is lower than the day heatresistance by 1-3°C.
In our researches, water thermostat TC-24, with the accuracy of maintaining the designed
temperature within the limits of ±0.1°C, was used for determination of heat-resistance of fruitcultures tissues. The samples, cuttings of 2-3-years leafless branches 20 cm long placed in a wire
net, were warmed- up for 20 min. As water was actively mixed in the thermostat, there were
practically no differences in the thermal regime of the branch samples. After the warm- up, they
were placed in film bags and kept for 24 hours in darkness at the temperature of 20°C; then injuries
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were registered by the degree of tissues fulvousness, with the same points as when assessing frost
injuries, namely: 0 points – light, healthy tissue; further 1, 2, 3 points with growing injuries;
4 points – fulvous, completely dead tissue.
Heat-resistance of tissues was determined for the fruit-species and varieties recognized in the
Leningrad Region and grown at APhI MES: ―Papirovka‖ and ―Moscow Grushovka‖ apple-trees,
―Russkaya Malgorzhatka‖ and ―Desertnaya Pavlovskaya‖ pear-trees, ―Vladimirskaya‖ and
―Lyubskaya‖ cherry-trees, ―Leningradskaya‖ yellow and black bird-cherry-trees.
We determined the warm- up temperature of branches of the specified above species and
varieties, at which:
- initial injuries (1 point) appeared on tissues of healthy branches;
- dying of cells and tissues of braches, already having frost injuries, increased.
The latter was achieved by slowly freezing the branches in March to a certain subzero
temperature (up to -25…-35°C, depending on a fruit-specie), keeping them in film bags at the
temperature of -2…-3°C, and then warming them up in May together with healthy branches for
20 min to the temperatures causing thermal injuries of tissues (Table 15).
Table 15
Temperature (°C) of the initial thermal injury (1 point) of fruit-cultures tissues in winter and
summe r seasons: heat-resistance of healthy tissues is over the heat-resistance of tissues with
moderate frost injuries (2 points).
Winter period

Vegetation period

Fruit-cu lture
Apple-tree
Cherry-t ree
Pear-tree
Bird-cherry-Tree

Phelloderm

Camb iu m

Wood

Phelloderm

Camb iu m

Wood

54
50
51
49

56
52
51
51

55
54
51
51

49/ 44
49/ 43
49/ 42
46/ 41

50/ 46
51/ 45
49/ 43
51/ 42

50/ 45
53/ 47
48/ 41
51/ 42

Direct determination of heat-resistance of fruit-tree tissues showed that in winter, when trees
are in biological quiescence, they easier endure any adverse effects, including high temperatures.
According to V.Ya. Aleksandrov (1975), a non-specific hardening against any adverse factors is
observed. One of the main inferences from the presented data is that tissues of various fruit-cultures
with preliminary frost injuries become highly sensitive to warming- up. It was demonstrated that
compared to healthy tissues, resistance of tissues with frost injuries to high positive temperatures
decreases by 5-9°C. As will be shown further, this condition is decisive in formation of summer SSs
on mature parts of fruit-trees.
Temperature of mature fruit-trees
W. Chandler (1935) is noting that in the summer of 1921 in California, the temperature of
tissues was 49°C and 56°C on the southern side of boles and scaffold branches of peach-trees
correspondingly, and the air temperature was 47 °C. The author is pointing out that moisture content
of soil at that time was very low. If to compare the tree tissues temperature measured by
W. Chandler with the data from Table 15 for bird-cherry-tree (by heat-resistance it approximate to
the peach), it is obvious that summer SSs had to appear, and so it happened. In his later work, the
author (W. Chandler, 1955) is giving a picture of a peach-tree that died from summer SSs in 1921.
According to the geographical atlas (Moscow, 1967), the absolute air temperature maximum in
California makes up 48°C, so the heat-up of fruit-tree tissues can be somewhat higher than the one
measured by W. Chandler. Within the territory of the former USSR even in the most southern
republics, the absolute temperature maximum is lower and makes up in June-July: 43°C for
Dushanbe, 44°C for Tashkent, 46°C for Ashkhabad.
Researches on injuring of fruit-cultures by summer SSs in Turkmenia were performed by
M.P. Kolachev (1955). According to his data, in this climatic region they are injuring both mature
and young apple-trees, pear-trees, plum-trees, cherry-trees, bird-cherry-trees, peach-trees and other
fruit-cultures. Their main orientation is the south-western and the western sides of boles; they are
often observed on the southern side and very rarely on the eastern side. The injuries took the form
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of cracking of the bark which later fell; then the wood split and hollows formed; finally the trees
died. We shall note that both winter and summer SSs are forming on mature tree parts under the
above scenario.
I happened to be in the Kara-Kum desert in 1983 with a portable instrument for measuring
plants temperature. When visiting the Repetek reserve of this desert, I discovered an information
stand dedicated to APhI and its researches in the field of sand stabilization by means of mineral oil
emulsion application and planting saksaul trees in 1934-1936. SSs were not discovered during
inspection of different in age saksaul trees within the reserve territory. Measuring the surface
temperature of trunks 10 cm in diameter with MT-57 micro-thermometers showed that on October
10, their heating up by solar radiation at the wind velocity of 1 m/s and the air temperature of
17.0°C was 25.6°C, Δt equaled to 8.6°C. In autumn period, there was no overheating dangerous for
trees.
M.P. Kolachev believes that there can not be winter SSs in Turkmenia‘s conditions and he
classifies all SSs as summer SSs appearing under the influence of solar overheating. He measured
the temperature of an apple-tree bole and noted that it was particularly high around 17:00 when the
sun is in the south-west and in the west; direct rays in this case get through the crown to the boles,
during other parts of day they are shaded by foliage. The temperature of boles phloem tissues
recorded by the author at 17:00 made up 55-60°C; at other day hours and in the crown foliage
shadow, the phloem tissues temperature did not exceed 40-43°C, which is, by his opinion, not
dangerous.
Phloem tissues of fruit-trees can reach the heat-resistance threshold in regions farther north
too. Thus, F. Ferkl (1953) discovered in Czechoslovakia that the phloem temperature was regularly
rising up to 52°C on the southern side of an open bird-cherry-tree bole on sunny days of summer
months, which caused summer SSs.
Cooling effect of the transpiration water flow on mature trees temperature
We shall briefly go into the question of absorption of moisture from soil by root system and
its transportation along aerial organs of tree plants. There are two mechanisms of soil moisture
absorption: initial active – in early spring, causing root pressure and resulting in sap flow be fore
leaves unfolding; and subsequent – passive, inherent to intensively transpirating tree leaves in
vegetation period during mass moisture ingress from soil. Transpiration of leaves causes water
strain in wood capillaries, which is transferred to roots, and the latter start to intensively absorb the
soil water. As cohesive strengths of water molecules in wood vessels are very high, the strain is
transferred from leaves to tree tops and to roots in the soil. The most comprehensive explanation of
the interconnection between the specified processes is an idea of a tree as an integrated
hydrostatical system (P. Kramer and T. Kozlovskiy, 1963; 1983).
The influence of transpiration water flow on the temperature was assessed by the speed of its
transfer in different tree parts depending on their age and, consequently, diameter. It was supposed
that there was no moisture deficit in soil. Besides, it was considered that the capillaries carrying
water occupy 50% of a fruit-tree cross section.
The experiments performed by us in July, 1975 in the ―Vityazevo‖ farm orchard in the
Krasnodar Territory near Anapa were quite demonstrative. As it was supposed to cut trees,
temperature measurements were performed on sprouting cherry-trees in a shelter belt. We failed to
measure the temperature under the covering cork tissue with needle sensors as root xylem sap
intensively leaked from the punctures, which changed the tissues temperature unpredictably.
Therefore, temperature was measured without injuring the bark, by means of miniature MT-57
micro-thermistors with thermo-sensitive beads 0.2 mm in diameter, which were retained against the
bark surface with an elastic shackle.
We can judge how great is the cooling effect of a leaved crown compared to a crownless bole
(stump) by the results of measuring temperature at 15:00 local time, 24 hours after the crown
cutting-off (in both cases the bole diameter at the height of 50 cm was 7 cm):
- 35°C of the air;
- 57°C at the soil level on the south-western side of a crownless bole (stump), only 38°C of
the bole with a crown.
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We can make a conclusion that without transpiration, without the cooling effect of the
transpiration water flow from the cooler soil, bole tissues can get summer SSs due to overheating.
We‘d like to note that measuring the tissues temperature on apple-trees, pear-trees, birdcherry-trees and other fruit-trees in the farm orchard revealed no dangerous overheating despite the
fact that during measurements the air temperature was reaching its absolute maximum for the
Anapa area. Thus, on July 17, at the air temperature of 36.4°C, the temperature of boles 10-12 cm in
diameter did not exceed 40-42°C which is not dangerous for healthy fruit-trees (for tissues without
light). Good natural protection from solar overheating (summer SSs) is explained by the fact that
during this period, high moisture content of soil was observed in the orchards, and boles and
scaffold branches of trees were cooling due to intensive transpiration flow.
Table 16 is showing the specified surface temperature on the south-western side of mature
trees boles at 15:00 with and without transpiration for some geographical locations.
The characteristic property of total solar radiation influx to a vertical surface in summer
period is that at midday it considerably reduces compared to before noon and after noon hours. You
can perfectly see it on Fig. 33. The farther to the south, the more the ―collapse‖ of intensity of total
solar radiation influx to vertical boles is felt at midday hours. Besides, in summer months, the
highest air temperature is also observed in the after noon period. Hence it is important to find out to
what limits fruit-tree tissues can heat up in summer period without transpiration, and if transpiration
can cope with boles cooling.
Table 16
Calculated te mpe rature (°C) of vertical fruit-tree boles (0.1 mm in diameter) in some
geographical locations (at 15:00 on July 15).
Location

Saint-Petersburg
Moscow
Samara
Khabarovsk
Anapa
Kara-Kola

North
latitude, °

Solar radiat ion
on a vertical
surface, W/m2

60.0
55.5
53.0
48.5
45.5
38.5

906
930
891
915
915
919

Maximal temperature, °C

Bole temperature, °C

of the air

of the soil
20 cm deep

without
transpiration

with
transpiration

28
31
33
31
31
39

17.1
17.8
22.1
20.6
26.5
31.8

50.8
55.3
55.7
54.6
54.6
63.8

31.4
36.6
36.3
35.0
38.4
45.4

It follows from the Table 16 that without trees‘ transpiration, which can be disturbed by
various factors (leaf blight caused by diseases and pests, soil dryness, mechanical injuries, frost
injuries, etc.), boles can heat up to the temperatures causing direct death of tissues.Particularly this
applies to the growing tissues of the phloem, cambium and young wood, which are damaged,
respectively, at 46-49, 49-51 and 51-53C (see Table 15.) At the same time for trees with the
transpiration rate, when the soil contains sufficient amount of water and trees are healthy,solar
heating of the tissue in the boles of all the above regions are not dangerous. The determining factor
in the degree of heating vertical boles in different geographical areas is not the value of the total
solar radiation, which varies slightly, and the high air and soil temperature. Fabrics with frost
damage to fruit crops in the previous winter period, significantly lower at 5-6C heat-resistant
fabrics in the subsequent growing season. Here observation on this issue are given.
After the winter of 1962/63 garden farm ―Lesnoye‖ due to frosts in the most corrupted boles
17-year-old trees varieties ―Borovinka‖, phloem of boles had medium and heavy frost damage in
the 2-3 points, in early summer, the trees were weakly foliated. In July, after the hot weather in the
bole of class from the south-west side of the phloem tissue died, damage was 4 points.
Measurement of the temperature on this side of the bole (14-16 cm in diameter at the height of 50
cm of soil) showed that they were heated to 43-45C and such heating was repeated every day
during the week, any typical summer heat of SSs on adults often fruit trees.
The fact that the decisive factor in their formatio n was preceded winter frost damage to the
phloem tissues (not total loss, and partial rupture), we monitor other trees more cold-resistant
varieties of apple. Thus, the same age and diameter of the boles of apple varities ―Grushovka
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Moskovskaya‖ in the winter under consideration in the farmhold were not damaged by winter
frosts, were well- leafed and temperature of their boles on the south-west side was 23-24C.
Later, the also calculations by our computer program the temperature specified boles of these
two varieties of apple trees on the meteorological parameters of the external environment (weather
station ―Voyeikovo‖) were performed:
Temperature,C
Measured
Calculated
―Grushovka Moskovskaya‖ healthy trees
23.2
21.9
―Borovinka‖ trees damaged by frosts
42.9
22.0
If the trees in this class would not be damaged by frost.
In the column ―measured‖ shows the actual temperature, which includes the effect of solar
heating and cooling of their boles through the current of colder water from the soil under the
influence of transpiration from leaves. A healthy tree ―Grushovka Moskovskaya‖, in connection
with the leaf-bearing crown transpiration is active and there is intensive cooling of the bole, despite
the heat of the sun. Summer SSs in this class is not found. In heavily damaged class ―Borovinka‖
leaves in the crown was not enough, transpiration cooling current of water from the soil is weak, in
addition, the frost-damaged tissues, blood vessels are sealed with gum. Without boles duct to the
cold water from the soil and under the influence of solar heating on the background of high daytime
temperatures reach the bole tissue damaging thermal theres holds in the presence of frost injuries, in
result summer SSs appear.
The column ―Calculated with transpiration‖ gives a chilling effect transpiration current, mean
soil temperature at the depth of 20 cm. The data show that in the healthy stems class ―Grushovka
Moskovskaya‖ measured and calculated temperatures at the solar heat in July are very close to each
other, 23.2 and 21.9C. ―Borovinka‖ apple varities with strong frost damages the difference
between the measured and calculated temperature boles is significant 2 times.
It is necessary to mention that conditions of summer SSs formation were noted by me earlier.
After the severe winter of 1955/56 when I worked as an agronomist-gardener in ―Skreblovo‖ fruitnursery, the summer was hot and dry. ―Papirovka‖ variety apple-trees died of winter SSs already in
May of 1956. However, ―Ordinary Antonovka‖, ―Autumn striped‖ varieties survived and in the
summer solitary leaves unfolded in the middle part of one- year shoots in the upper portion of a
crown. Lacking the necessary amount of leaves, without their shading effect and, above all, without
the cooling effect of transpiration flow along the trees conducting system, bole tissues on the
southern side were overheated; summer SSs laid on winter SSs. Indeed, real scalds of the classical
type (Fig. 34), specifically death of bark on the south-western side of fruit-tree boles in ―Skreblovo‖
fruit-nursery orchards, finally formed in the summer of 1957.
Thus, the main damaging factor of summer SSs for mature parts of fruit-trees with light-tight
surface covers is the critically high temperature of tissues on the south-western and western sides in
the following conditions:
– availability of frost injuries acquired during winter period, which considerably reduces the
tissues heat-resistance;
– lack of foliage reducing the cooling effect of the transpiration water flow from the cooler
soil along the trees conducting system.
Nurslings and young trees
Our researches showed that under certain conditions, the damaging factor of SSs for nurslings
and young crowns of fruit-trees in summer and winter is the sun light. These conditions are: severe
frosts for winter and extremely high temperatures for summer. In both cases, owing to adverse
temperature conditions, the sun light energy absorbed by chlorophyll is not used for photosynthesis
of necessary substances; it is spent for oxidizing phelloderm tissues and chlorophyll itself instead.
Green tissues of plants become fulvous – get light SSs. Let us follow up the development of these
injuries on nurslings and young trees.
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We determinated a resistance of young tree tissues by means of irradiation it by different
artifical sources of warm and light radiation at a warm period of year.We describe this experiments.
Thus, in the middle of summer, in July, two-year branch cuttings of ―Papirovka‖ and
―Ordinary Antonovka‖ varieties 1.5 cm in diameter, the ends of which were placed in vessels with
water, were heated in a dark room with infrared radiation without visible light for 24 hours. The
branches surface temperature was kept at the level of 40-42°C on the side of radiation. The
experimental results were the following: the most surfacial live tissue, phelloderm containing
chlorophyll, which lies directly after the cork cover, suffered no injuries, just as the rest of the
tissues – parenchyma, cambium, wood. The temperature of 40-42°C was not critically high for
apple-tree tissues.
Similar heating up was applied to the same apple-tree branches, but using lamp ДРЛ-1000
with a complex filter (it was mentioned above). Radiation maximally approached the solar radiation
by spectrum, irradiation duration made up 24 hours and the tissues temperature was 40-42°C. But
the result of this experiment completely differed from the above.
Injuries spread over the most surfacial live phloem tissue, phelloderm containing chlorophyll.
Instead of green, this tissue became fulvous, as can be seen on the experimental branch (Fig. 35).
The injury was so autonomous that the paste-up letters of the word ―ТЕНЬ‖ – ―shadow‖ and the
letters of the word ―СВЕТ‖ – ―light‖ stenciled in black paper clearly ―printed‖ on the branch. The
branch was preliminarily stripped of the covering cork tissues and during illumination it was
wrapped in transparent polyethylene film for protection from moisture loss.
The above presented experiments we appear to have proven that injury of phelloderm
chlorenchyma on young parts of crowns of fruit-trees is determined by photo-oxidation under the
influence of the violet and blue regions of the solar spectrum at sufficiently high temperature,
summer light SSs are formed; we shall point out that the high temperature should be considerably
lower than the one that leads to instant death of plant tissues. Earlier, we showed that during winter
period when the photosynthesis process is slowed down by negative and small positive temperature,
irradiation of young parts of fruit-trees with solar radiation enriched with violet and blue light in
snow conditions causes oxidation and death of tissues; winter light SSs are formed.
In conclusion of these experiments we shall mention an interesting phenomenon. On pear-tree
green one-year shoots of the current year, death of phelloderm, which started on the light side at the
temperature of 46°C, in the process of unilateral irradiation with a lamp ДРЛ-1000 with a complex
filter, immediately spread to the shady side with the temperature of 42°C. A typical photodynamical effect took place, when photo-oxidation instantaneously spread in its dynamics on all
sides of a shoot, including the shady side (Fig. 36). Basing on these experiments we may conclude
that summer light SSs, which initially form on the sunny side of thin young shoots and branches,
can annularly injure phelloderm tissues containing chlorophyll in a nursery or orchard environment.
The highly heated soil surface is very dangerous for sprouts and seedlings of fruit-cultures in
vegetation period. Thus, it was important to determine distribution of temperature in thin air layers
above the surface of soil and in its depth. Corresponding measurements were made at APhI MES
on a clear windless day in July on a plot with sandy loam soil. We used a stand with a micro-screw,
to which an MT-57 micro-thermistor was fixed. By moving it with the micro-screw, we determined
the following temperature in thin layers of air and soil:
air above the soil surface at the height of:

soil surface:
soil at the depth of:

10 mm
5 mm
2 mm
1 mm
0 mm
1 mm
2 mm
5 mm

28.7°C
30.1°C
38.2°C
42.0°C
52.5°C
54.2°C
54.0°C
46.3°C

How is the said temperature regime on the air-soil border affecting seedlings germs of fruitcultures?
Reproduction of the temperature and illumination conditions in sandy loam soil for ―Ordinary
Antonovka‖ apple-tree seedlings was performed in laboratory conditions, germs in the seed- lobe
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phase were illuminated by ЗН-7 incandescent lamps and а lamp ДРЛ-1000 with a complex filter.
Air, plants and soil temperature was measured with MT-57.
Experime nt with ЗН-7 incandescent lamp, irradiation duration 15 hours. The temperature
conditions were the following: temperature of the air at the height of 2 cm was 37.5°C; temperature
of the seed-lobes at the same height was 44.5-45.3°C; temperature of peduncles in soil at the depth
of 1-2 mm was 54.2-55.5°C, in roots area at the depth of 5 mm was 52.3°C.
The plants condition after 24 hours: the seed- lobes remained green but the seedlings fell
owing to the injury (fulvousness) of peduncles from the soil surface to the depth of 2-3 mm; roots in
soil became fulvous to the depth of 7 mm. 50% of seedlings survived after 48 hours, they continued
growing, but had kinks and swellings in places of thermal scalds, but due to the growth they raised
2-3 mm above the soil.
Experime nt under a lamp ДРЛ-1000 with a complex filte r, irradiation duration 15 hours.
The soil and preliminary condition of germs were the same as in the previous experiment. We
should remind that, unlike ЗН-7 incandescent lamps, radiation spectrum of lamps ДРЛ-1000 is
enriched with violet and blue rays, and in general is closer to the solar radiation. At the same time,
a ДРЛ-1000 lamps radiate few infrared rays, hence weaker heated up the soil and germs in our
experiments. The temperature conditions in this experiment were the following: temperature of the
air at the height of 2 cm was 37.0°C; temperature of the seed- lobes at the same height was 39.740.5°C; temperature of peduncles in soil at the depth of 1-2 mm was 48-49°C, in roots area at the
depth of 5 mm was 45-46°C.
The plants condition 24 hours after exposure to light: seed- lobes of 90% of plants became
fulvous (died). Typical flash SSs formed on green seed-lobes containing chlorophyll. Peduncles
above the soil contained no chlorophyll and they had no injuries.
Basing on the performed experiments, we may conclude that open soil surface is of serious
hazard to fruit-cultures in the natural environment, especially in nurseries and young orchards, as on
one hand, it is strongly heated with sun rays and can therefore cause thermal SSs, and on the other
hand, a thin layer of overheated air is forming on the soil surface, facilitating formation of light SSs.
Nurslings, planted young trees and replanted trees particularly suffer from summer light and
thermal SSs. The most dangerous place for tree tissues overheating is on the south-western side,
somewhat above the soil surface.

Thermal and light SSs in summe r period in some geographical locations
Provision of good water supply is the base of protection of fruit-cultures from all types of
summer SSs. We can judge how great is the cooling effect of the transpiration water flow on solar
heating up of fruit-trees boles in vegetation period in some geographical locations by Table 17
presenting the results of calculations in our computer program.
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Table 17
Maximal temperature of the bark surface on the southern side of different in age apple-tree
boles from the 15th of May till the 15th of September, with and without transpiration.*
Indices
Saint-Petersburg, in 60° north
Air temperature, °C
Solar radiat ion, W/m2
Wind velocity, m/s
Soil temperature, °C
Boles temperature, °C:
10 cm in diameter, with/without
transpiration
1 cm in d iameter, with/without
transpiration
Khabarovsk, in 49° north
Air temperature, °C
Solar radiat ion, W/m2
Wind velocity, m/s
Soil temperature, °C
Boles temperature, °C:
10 cm in diameter, with/without
transpiration
1 cm in d iameter, with/without
transpiration
Tashkent, in 41° north
Air temperature, °C
Solar radiat ion, W/m2
Wind velocity, m/s
Soil temperature, °C
Boles temperature, °C:
10 cm in diameter, with/without
transpiration
1 cm in d iameter, with/without
transpiration

May

June

July

August

September

24
920(15)
1.6
7.3

27
906(16)
1.6
13.3

28
906(16)
1.4
17.1

26
928(15)
1.3
15.4

21
981(14)
1.5
10.4

25/ 44

29/47

31/49

30/48

26/ 43

27/ 28

30/ 31

31/ 32

29/ 30

24/ 25

26
922(16)
2.0
8.0

30
900(16)
1.7
15.9

31
915(16)
1.5
20.6

30
922(15)
1.7
20.1

29
985(14)
1.8
15.1

26/ 44

31/49

35/52

34/50

32/50

29/ 30

33/ 34

34/ 35

33/ 34

32/ 33

35
940(16)
0.9
21.7

38
905(16)
0.9
27.9

40
906(16)
0.8
31.7

39
942(16)
0.7
30.2

35
974(15)
0.8
24.5

36/56

41/59

45/66

45/67

44/66

35/ 36

38/ 39

44/45

43/44

42/43

*Calculations were made on the base of long standing meteorological data fro m ―The Reference Book of the Climate
of the USSR‖, Leningrad, Gid ro meteoizdat, 1966. In bold figures: for the mature trees boles 10 cm in diameter,
temperature fro m 47°C and higher causing thermal SSs in tissues showing the signs of frost injuries of the last winter,
and for young trees boles 10 cm in d iameter, temperature fro m 40°C and higher, causing flash SSs.
The air temperature by day is given by months as an average of its maximal values for many years.
Total solar radiation is given for a vertical surface, assuming that fruit -tree boles take vertical position; hours of the
maximu m influ x of total solar radiation to a vert ical surface after noon is stated in brackets.
Soil temperature is an average value for many years, measured at meteorological stations with cranked
thermo meters at the depth of 20 cm.
Wind velocity is calculated for the height of 0.5 m fro m the soil surface.

The following conclusions on protection of fruit-trees from SSs in vegetation period ensue
from Table 17:
1. Transpiration by leaves of water flow along the conducting system of considerably massive
boles from the colder soil is the basic mechanism of preventing dangerous solar heating of boles
and other scaffold parts of fruit-tree crowns, and naturally of other wood plants. Therefore, the main
concern of horticulturists for protection from summer thermal SSs is, on one hand, maintaining soil
in moist and friable state, and on the other hand, maintaining foliage in healthy condition
facilitating intensive transpiration.
2. Despite transpiration, formation of light SSs on young trees‘ boles is possible in the far
south namely in Tashkent. Therefore, in the southern regions, apart from maintaining soil in moist
and friable state, it is necessary to additionally blue the surface of young tree boles in summer and
autumn months in order to facilitate formation of natura l protective agents – anthocyans; besides,
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boles of mature trees should be white-washed from July to September, because of the danger of
thermal SSs formation; both bluing and white-washing can be done only on the south-western side
of boles.
3. Acceleration of the sap- flow start in the early spring period is greatly affected by polymer
mulching film facilitating earlier thawing of soil and earlier raise of root xylem sap from the soil for
cooling of boles and their protection from solar overheating.
PROTECTION OF FRUIT-TREES AGAINST SSs
Amateur fruit- growing on garden and household plots is widely spread in modern Russia.
Wide strata of population got engaged in it. They had to adopt the experience of the older
generation, the latter however, due to well known reasons, has no experience in modern fruitgrowing. So, views of the century before last are prevailing among the amateurs, these views are
based on application of great amounts of manure, deep plant holes, etc.
Planting and separate tending of each tree are essential in amateur fruit-growing. In Russia,
results of researches in this field became published only now; the protection of fruit-trees from all
types of SSs, suggested by us, is referred to these results.
Why did we take injury of fruit-trees with SSs as a basis of resistance to adverse climatic
conditions? Firstly, because fruit-trees are grown sparsely, and their crowns are exposed to
intensive irradiation with solar radiation year-round. Secondly, because SSs cause final death of
fruit-trees, which are only damaged by other factors, by the severe frosts effect during winter
inclusively.
The main conclusion from the results of our researches can be expressed with one phrase:
without severe frosts, species and varieties of fruit-trees recognized in the given locality have no
SSs. The wider interpretation of the results of our researches, related to protection from winter SSs,
is that in the first half of winter, i.e. in December and beginning of January, fruit-trees are not
hardened enough. But critical frosts may happen in this period too, causing initial injuries
increasing in February-March and resulting in complete death of tissues on the sunny side of fruittree crowns, which leads to formation of winter SSs under the influence of the following concrete
factors:
– on massive mature crown parts covered with a light-tight cover, under the influence of
multiple thawing by day and freezing by night, according to our classification, winter thermal SSs
are formed with the southern and south-western main orientation;
– on 1-5-year young trees covered with a thin translucent cork tissue, under the influence of
multiple solar illumination by day intensified by reflection of the light from the snow surface,
according to our classification, winter light SSs are formed with the south-eastern and southern
main orientation.
We shall emphasize that during normal winters, species and varieties of fruit-trees of any age,
recognized in the given locality, endure frosts and solar radiation without injuries.
It follows from the data presented above that protecting from winter SSs should start from
one-year nurslings and continue on mature trees. It should involve protection of trees of different
age from severe frosts of the beginning and middle of winter, sub sequent solar radiation in the
second half of winter and early spring, as well as in summer period when winter SSs are intensified
with summer SSs. We developed protection of fruit-trees ranging from one-year nurslings to mature
trees both from separate adverse factors of wintering and from the sum of them.
How a nursling, and later a mature tree, will grow, prepare for the winter and endure its
consequences, depends on one hand, on frost-resistance of the chosen variety, and on the other
hand, on the soil conditions and protection methods applied by horticulturist himself. Let us analyze
the latter in more details.
High frost resistance is the main feature of wood determining its resistance to winter thermal
and light SSs. Indeed, isolated birch, willow and other forest trees irradiated by the sun are never
injured with winter SSs as they have absolute resistance against frosts, and their tissues defy
subsequent solar heating and illumination. According to the data of Sakai (1956), Parker (1960),
Tumanov and Krasavtsev (1959), branches of the specified wood species hardened at -20°C
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endured dipping and keeping in liquid nitrogen (-196°C) and hydrogen (-253°C) and had no frost
injuries, buds broke in warmth.
Unfortunately, fruit species possess no such frost resistance. According to our years- long
determinations, middle-Russian varieties, such as ―Ordinary Antonovka‖, ―Autumn striped‖ and
others, in Saint-Petersburg suburb are most frost-resistant from the end of January-to the middle of
February. Injuries appeared the wood most sensitive to frost starting from -35°C (Kotovich, 1962).
Approximately the same frost resistance of middle-Russian apple-tree varieties is noted in the
Moscow area, its maximum also falls on January-February (O.A. Krasavtsev, 1972).
As in the foreseeable future we shall deal with large-fruited apple-tree varieties possessing not
much frost resistance, nothing to say about other, less frost-resistant fruit species, it is necessary to
apply methods and ways which on one hand increase resistance of fruit-trees to frosts and solar
radiation, and on the other hand are protecting trees from these adverse factors.
Creation of favourable soil conditions for fruit-trees
Starting from the century before last and until present time, suggestions on improvement of
soil conditions for fruit-trees are the following. A famous Russian agronomist A.T. Bolotov (1800)
came to the conclusion that apple-trees planted into plant holes on an even place in the Tula
province, where he lived, never yielded such heavy fruit-crops as when planted into a sort of hills
3 m wide, divided with furrows 70 cm deep. Such orchard yielded crops of sixteen thousand
kilograms of apples per 1 ha. A. Bolotov explained the acquired results by improvement of air
regime of soil due to discharge of excess water from orchards in autumn and spring.
R. Regel(1909) advised, when growing orchards in Saint-Petersburg suburbs, proceeding from
the excess of moisture in the soil, to plant nurslings of fruit-trees into little hills which later, due to
addition of soil, become hills.
Also near Saint-Petersburg, Professor N.G. Zhuchkov suggested to grow fruit-trees on banks
50-80 cm high and 5-8 m wide at the bottom. Planting on banks was performed semi- mechanically:
soil was ploughed to form a bank, on the top of the bank, supports were erected at required
intervals, and nurslings were tied up to them (without digging holes), roots were manually covered
with soil 10-15 cm in thickness. Then, a repeated plowing was performed to form a ridge, the bank
now reached the required height, and the roots were mechanically covered with soil, which together
with the first covering made up 30-35 cm; after settling, the nurslings‘ root system was under the
soil layer of 15-20 cm (I.I. Kuryndin and others, 1954).
I was glad to read in the ―Ogorod‖ newspaper (Saint-Petersburg, 2001) a paragraph titled
―Apple-trees on banks‖ written by an amateur gardener A. Ryabenko about long-term growing of
trees in a number of different ways in Saint-Petersburg suburb. Apple-tree nurslings were grown in
three ways: normally, in holes 1 m deep with the area of 1x1 m; on banks 0.5 m high with the area
of 1x1 m; on banks 1 m high with the area of 1x1 m. The results of the trees life duration were the
following. In the first version, the trees normally planted into holes lived only for 10-15 years; in
the second version, the trees planted on moderate banks lived for 15-20 years; in the third version,
the trees planted on big banks are still fruiting well, 25 years have passed.
Our observations of orchards wintering after severe winters both in northern regions
(―Skreblovo‖ and ―Scheglovo‖ fruit-nurseries in the Leningrad Region) and in central regions of
Russia (―Ryazanskie Sady‖ and ―Aleksandr Nevskiy‖ farms in the Ryazan Region, as well as in the
experimental orchard of Michurin Scientific and Research Institute of Horticulture in the Tambov
Region) revealed the following regularity. Against safe wintering on an even surface, fruit-trees in
micro- lows of only 15-20 cm against surrounding even surface were greatly injured with frost and
winter SSs. To our opinion, the reason of this phenomenon is the same as A.T. Bolotov once noted
in the Tula province – poor air regime in soil. The practical conclusion is that both in northern
regions and in central regions of Russia, instead of planting fruit-trees in holes, they should be
planted on heights.
At the same time, the drawback of hills and banks is that in summer, soil in them dries up. Our
researches showed that protection from moisture loss on terrain elevations can be easily provided by
mulching them with polymer films. Besides, for this purpose, mulching films killing weeds should
be used. Film mulching is a modern method of maintaining soil when growing fruit-trees.
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Film mulching of fruit-trees
As soon as a translucent acetyl-cellulose film was used in APhI for mulching
(N.I. Makarevskiy, 1937), and rapid growth of weeds under it was discovered, it became obvious
that it had to be light-tight in order to suppress weeds. Then, a nitro-aniline based black film was
manufactured, and it was demonstrated that weeds do not grow under such mulch.
In the post-war years, when bulk production of polyethylene film began, soot was used for
manufacture of a black film. APhI works (L.I. Abrosimova, I.B. Revut, 1967) determined that in
order to manufacture a mulching film blocking weeds sprouting, soot should be added to it in the
amount of 1-3%. Thermo-ameliorative effect of transparent and black polyethylene film mulch on
soil was studied by many APhI assistants, and results of their researches are generalized in
fundamental works: ―Calculation and Regulation of Thermal Regime in Open and Protected Soil‖,
D.A. Kurtener and A.F. Chudnovskiy, Gidrometeoizdat, 1969; ―Climatic factors and Thermal
Regime in Open and Protected Soil‖, D.A. Kurtener and I.B. Uskov, Gidrometeoizdat, 1982.
However in connection with strong heating of the black film by day, a question arises: ―Is it
causing injuries on leaves, stems and other organs of grown cultivated plants touching it from
outside?‖ Such plant injuries do happen above the black polyethylene film mulch. Sometimes above
highly heated black polyethylene film mulch such injuries became mass appearence especially in
the South. Taking into account that there is such danger, I developed a mulching polyethylene film,
filled with other pigments less heated with sun rays; our film is silver in colour. The trade mark of
this film is Stabilen®- mulch, certificate # 214133; it is registered in the State Register for Trade
Marks and Service Marks of the Russian Federation with the following priority of 07.06.2002, as
regards the goods of the 17th class (plastic films, specifically polymer films for hothouse and hotbed
covering and soil mulching). Tests showed that compared to black film, solar heating of Stabilen®mulch film itself reduces by 15-17°C. Weeds are killed under the film, while its scalding danger for
cultivated plants above is distinctly reduced. The killing of weeds under the mulching film is
environmentally friendly, as it is done by way of blocking the light, without which no plant can
exist. Another feature of Stabilen®- mulch film is that it is penetrable for oxygen and carbon dioxide
molecules by way of diffusion through it, i.e. root system of mulched cultivated plants is
―breathing‖.
Let us see what happens with open soil and soil mulched with a film during winter. The
greatest differences are observed in the beginning of winter when there is no snow cover. Thus, on
November 22-24, 1966, the temperature on the open soil surface in an orchard made up -18.0…
-19.5°C, the temperature under polyethylene film mulch made up only -3.5…-4.5°C. You can see
from the picture (Fig. 37) what was the cause of such great differences in temperature, namely:
icing of moisture condensate between the film and soil surface; continuous moisture flow ingresses
to this area from deeper thawed levels. According to G.G.Godun and O.D.Rozhanskiy(1957) on the
banks in the garden in a suburban household ―Lesnoye‖ in St-Petersburg suburb to freezing in the
surface layer of soil from the depths during the winter, it goes over 100mm of water.
Elevated temperatures and moisture content of soil in the summer, its friable state under the
mulching film facilitate intensive development of microorganis ms, vital activity of which is greatly
influencing the fruit-trees supply of fertilizer elements, specifically nitrogen. The content of
nitrogen increases in the process of nitrification under the film mulch, nitrogen is not washed out
from the upper root layers, like in open soil under tree crowns.
One of the main advantages of soil mulching with dark films is possibility to give up
trenching the soil under tree crowns. Indeed, film mulching is killing weeds, improving water,
temperature and nutrient regimes of soil. In this case, why do labour-consuming and inconvenient
work of trenching soil under tree crowns, especially as it causes injuries of absorbing rootlets?
My 23-year experience proved that fruit-trees are fruiting well without soil trenching but with
Stabilen®-mulch silver film mulching. Fertilizing after film mulching is used only when rate of
growth of one-year shoots on the crown top reduces to 20 cm. The upper part of banks is opened
and organic and mineral fertilizers are distributed on its surface, but without working them into the
soil. Intensive microbiological activity is observed under the film mulch, dew worms are
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reproducing in great numbers and rapidly ―processing‖ the applied organics into forms available for
tree roots.
Protection against SSs from the time of nurslings planting
Support protection. Modern manuals and books on fruit- growing are not paying due
attention to the protective function of supports for nurslings and young trees. A strange name
―stick‖ sounds unclear and is not revealing protective nature of supports.
Our experience showed that in this capacity, standard rectangular picket boards, with section
of 2.5x5.0 cm, 1.5 and 2.0 m long, should be used for nurslings and young trees. Nurslings are on
the northern side of picket boards at a distance of 1-3 cm (Fig. 38). Such support is well protecting
both nurslings and young trees from direct, scattered and reflected sun rays coming from the
southern side. The support is removed after 5-6 years.
Nurslings planting. The best time for this is in September, the beginning of autumn.
Nurslings in this case take roots before frosts, especially if they have a closed root system
(container-grown). Nurslings with leaves (the latter are not picked) are planted into the soil mulched
with a film suppressing weeds and maintaining high moisture content of soil. The soil‘s upper part
is opened by way of rolling two upper mulching film blades to the slopes, and a hole is dug in the
centre to the size of roots, where the nursling root system is lowed and then covered with soil. A
support is driven in from the southern side to the depth of 40-50 cm. Once the nursling is planted
and support is secured, the upper blades of mulching film are rolled back to their normal place on
the soil, burdens are put on their laps (bags with soil or sand which are elastic, do not damage the
film and are well fixing the blades jointing).
Temporary autumn deep heeling- in of nurslings is not recommended as it is conductive to
injuring of boles in their middle part owing to the moisture ingress under the influence of the
temperature gradient and its freezing at the soil level. Annular bark injury is formed, and further the
middle part of the nursling bole dies off.
However, one support from the southern side does not offer complete protection of nurslings
and young trees from frosts and winter SSs. Nevertheless, support allows to apply protection
against severe frosts of the beginning and middle of winter, especially for planted one-year
nurslings. Protection is achieved by wrapping a nursling ―together with support‖ with foil-plastic
represents straps of expanded polyethylene with closed pores and glued aluminium foil on one side.
In the current conditions, foil- plastic is the best heat- insulating material due to both low thermal
conductivity of expanded polyethylene and protection against losses of heat through radiation on
account of the aluminium foil on its surface. Specific feature of foil-plastic application on trees is
that wrapping should be hermetic to prevent accumulation of moisture condensate; wrapping from
above on the northern side of nurslings should be half-open.
Comparative study of the temperature regime of young apple-trees with various winter
protection, performed at APhI MES with remote automatic recording of temperature in the
beginning of March in the winter of 1975/76, showed the following plant tissues temperature,
maximal by day and minimal by night:
open boles, diameter of 2.3-2.7 cm, +10…+14°C by day, temperature by night amounted to
-22°C;
BC-511 white-washing, the same bole diameter, +4…+5°C by day, the same -22°C by night;
foil-plastic wrapping together with support, 5 mm in thickness, the same bole diameter,
-1…+1°C by day, -15°C by night.
It follows from the presented data that foil-plastic wrapping of boles is characterised by
complex protection from solar heating by day and severe frosts by night in the early spring period.
Wrapping is removed from nurslings when the minimal air temperature by night does not fall below
-10°C.
The first vegetation period and nurslings shaping. During the whole vegetation period,
nurslings are growing freely behind the support, made of white-washed picket boards. They are
shaped in order to have high boles up to 1.2-1.4 m and to bring the most frost-sensitive crotches of
scaffold branches higher from the near-snow area where severe night frosts are observed in winter.
We can judge about what they are like and how they affect fruit-tree tissues at different heights by
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the data of ―Nikolaevskoe‖ meteorological station in the Leningrad region for a number of severe
winters (Table 18).
Table 18
Minimal air temperature (°C) at the height of 2 m and on the snow cover surface,
“Nikolaevskoe” meteorological station in Luzhskiy district of the Leningrad region
Years and dates
Winter of 1939/ 40:
16.01.40
19.01.40
08.02.40
Winter of 1955/ 56:
06.02.56
08.02.56
Winter of 1978/ 79:
30.12.78
31.12.78
15.02.79

Air at the height of 2 m

Snow surface

Difference of
temperatures

-39.9
-31.3
-24.2

-45.0
-38.2
-33.6

5.1
6.9
9.4

-37.4
-37.5

-43.5
-43.9

6.1
6.4

-40.5
-38.0
-34.3

-46.6
-43.0
-42.0

6.1
5.0
7.7

According to the long standing meteorological data, approximately the same difference
between the temperatures of air and snow cover surface is observed in central Russia (the Ryazan
Region), in the Middle Volga region (the Samara Region) and in the Far East (the Khabarovsk
Region).
According to the literature on horticulture, the recommended height of fruit-tree boles makes
up 0.4-0.5 m, and crotches of scaffold branches are located there too. As such, it‘s the height of the
snow cover surface, on which the most severe winter frosts are observed, as follows from the table.
Both thermal and light winter SSs appear near the snow cover surface.
After the severe and snowy winter of 1939/40, many horticulture scientists formed an opinion,
which later passed into recommendations and manuals, that low-bole crowns of fruit-trees are the
most winter-resistant (Aleksandrov, 1946). Indeed, the snow cover height in the stated abo ve winter
reached 1-1.5 m, and crotches of scaffold branches of low-boled threes were thermo-insulated with
snow against the most severe frosts, while crotches of high-bole trees were above the snow cover
and were heavily injured by frosts. Most often, severe winters are observed when the snow cover
height is normal, and trees in this case die of injuries of crotches of scaffold branches at the snow
level of 0.4-0.5 m. In modern conditions, when foil-plastic, an excellent thermo-insulating material,
is available, there is no need to fear high boles.
In order to have a high bole, side branches are cut off the planted nursling in spring, side buds
are plucked on the main shoot, and two well developed buds are left on its top, shoots are growing
vertically from them. The weaker one is cut in June, and one shoot grows by autumn, usually not
increasing the support‘s height. In November, the nursling together with support is covered with
foil-plastic, save the gap in the upper part of wrapping and on the northern side, left for moisture
condensate liquidation.
During the second vegetation period, formation of a high bole of a fruit-tree continues. With
this purpose, all side off- shoots on a nursling bole are cut to speed up its height growth. When the
top of support is reached, and 15-20 cm away, the extension shoot is again cut in order to get the
first tier of scaffold branches (Fig. 38).
The formation of crown above the support passes through the usual system with the formation
of five scaffold branches (three in the first and two in the second tier), or use a different type of
crown formation, for example ―French axis‖.
It is possible to create a non- freezing-out crown of a fruit-tree on a high bole. First, a bole is
grown of frost-resistant parent stock, for example a seedling of ―Purple Rennet‖ variety. An insert
from a small- stature parent stock 0.2 m long is grafted on a two-year seedling at the height of 1.2 m;
a cultivated variety is grafted to this insert (it is the height of 1.4 m), and a crown is shaped along
the lines of ―French axis‖. Naturally, a bole of such a tree will not require any additional protection
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from frosts and winter SSs; and a compound, protecting from sun scalds, is applied on the variety
crown above 1.4 m.
Fruit-trees on a garden plot should be aesthetically attractive. A fruit-tree classic appearance is
a strait high bole with exiting crown forming scaffold branches. It is important at what height the
first scaffold branch is exiting the bole. In previous sections we stated that tissues are less frostresistant in crotches of scaffold branches, the closer they are to the snow surface in winter, the more
dangerous their injuries are for the fruit-trees. Therefore, in Russia and in any other climatic regions
where winter frosts exceed frost-resistance of fruit-cultures tissues, high boles are preferable.
Mature fruit-trees, which had endured a number of severe and scalding winters in old manor
orchards in ―Chabaevka‖ and ―Skreblovo‖, had high boles protected with reed and fir branches
wrapping for the winter. In modern conditions, foil-plastic wrapping is the best.
Physical properties of fruit-trees and their solar heating
The influence of tree parts massiveness on the value of their solar heating is completely
enough reflected in the set forth above. Therefore, we shall not dwell upon this question as already
known and will go over to the influence of solar radiation on the temperature of different parts of
fruit-trees depending on their physical properties and some environment conditions.
Calculations in the computer program are given for the climatic conditions of Saint-Petersburg
region as of the 1st of March for vertical apple-tree boles 1 and 10 cm in diameter, with wind
velocity of 1 m/s and at the air temperature of 0°C (to avoid the influence of heat liberation and
absorption during phase transition of water into ice and, the other way round, of ice into water).
1. The influence of the soil surface‘s reflecting capacity (its albedo), which is varying from
80% given the snow cover to 20% on the open soil, on solar radiation of boles of different
diameters:
soil cover surface albedo, %

80

60

40

20

temperature on boles sunny side, °C:
1 cm in d iameter
10 cm in diameter

9.9
32.7

9.3
30.7

8.7
28.5

8.0
26.5

The presented dependency shows that considerable solar heating of boles, especially of mature
trees, is observed when the soil cover albedo is high. Thus, decrease of the snow cover albedo from
80% to 20% reduced solar heating of a bole 10 cm in diameter by 6.2°C. However, the method of
artificial blacking the snow in front of fruit-trees is not sufficiently effective compared to the other
methods considered below.
2. The influence of shading tree boles from the sun with opaque support. Environment
meteorological conditions remain the same:
influ x of direct sun rays, %

50

20

0

8.7
30.0

6.7
22.3

1.2
4.6

boles temperature, °C:
1 cm in d iameter
10 cm in diameter

You can see from the presented data that a support, proof to direct sun, considerably reduces
the heating of boles by day. But some heating of boles is observed even behind completely opaque
supports as they are narrow and are installed at some distance from a tree. Only thin nurslings
behind a picket boards support (2.5 cm thick and 5 cm wide) are not irradiated by direct sun rays.
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3. The influence of wind velocity on solar radiation of boles of different diameters in the same
environment conditions as above:
wind velocity, m/s

0.5

1.0

2.0

3.0

5.0

7.0

boles temperature, °C:
1 cm in d iameter
10 cm in diameter

11.6
35.9

9.4
26.8

7.1
19.3

5.3
15.7

4.6
12.0

3.3
10.0

We see that most unfavorable conditions for solar heating of fruit-tree boles and formation of
winter SSs on them are created within areas well protected against the wind from all sides. Besides,
we should add that the most severe frosts in winter and late and early frosts in spring and autumn
develop within areas tightly protected from wind. Such areas should not be created as they are
dangerous.
4. The influence of thermal conductivity of fruit-trees bole tissues determining the heat flow
from the sunny heated side to the shady cold side:
thermal conductivity of boles in cross direction, W/(m·K)

0.25

0.35

0.45

0.55

11.2
35.0

9.7
32.7

8.9
32.1

8.0
31.0

boles temperature, °C:
1 cm in d iameter
10 cm in diameter

Thermal conductivity of tree trunks tissues depends on their moisture content. Drying at the
end of winter due to cuticular transpiration is conductive to some increase in heating on the sunny
side of trees owing to reduction of tissues thermal conductivity.
5. The influence of the value of fruit-tree bark‘s albedo (reflecting capacity) in relation to
solar radiation. Tree bark albedo is changed by way of white-washing. Environment conditions are
the same as in the listed above examples: let us remind that the ambient air temperature was taken
as equal to 0°C. By way of calculations in our computer program we shall assess the influence of
white-washing ―whiteness‖ on solar heating of fruit-tree boles:
albedo of the tree bark surface, unit fract ions
temperature of the sunny side of a bole, °C:
1 cm in d iameter
10 cm in diameter

0.2 (without
white-washing)

0.4 (clay
smearing)

0.6 (o ld BC-511
white-washing)

0.8 (new BC-511
white-washing)

9.8
32.7

7.2
24.0

4.3
14.5

1.5
5.0

The following conclusions appear from the presented above data:
1. Supporting fixtures for nurslings and young fruit-trees in the form of standard picket boards
(with section of 2.5x5 cm) are the most effective means of protecting young trees from all types of
SSs.
2. Increasing reflecting capacity of the bark surface, or its albedo, is the most effective means
of protecting fruit-trees from solar heating, specifically boles of mature trees; boles of young trees
are not very much heated with solar radiation and their white-washing is less important.
With a view to the above conclusions, let us consider fruit-trees white-washing in more detail.
White-washing
White-washing is an old method mentioned by H. Geppert as early as 1830, as a well known
method of protecting fruit-trees against SSs. It may be presumed that prototype of fruit-trees whitewashing were white trunks of birches which are never injured with SSs. As is already mentioned
above, birches are immune to injuries not because their trunks are white, but because this culture is
absolutely frost-resistant. Nevertheless, we may put equality sign between white trunks of birchtrees and white-washed fruit-trees.
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I was one of the first who used polyvinylacetate (ПВА) dispersion (earlier emulsion) in whitewashing compounds in order to get durable white coatings on fruit-trees. The point is that water
polyvinylacetate dispersion (ПВА), once dried, forms a coating which becomes insoluble in water
in the result of polymerization. White coating on trees, applied and dried in autumn, lasts for the
whole winter till summer despite thaws and winter-spring rains. When I told Professor
N.G. Zhuchkov about my experiment, he called me by my name and said: ―Gardeners will always
remember you for this‖.
The data from my first publication on this issue (Kotovich, 1964) are set forth in Table 19.
Table 19
Temperature of apple-tree trunks (10-11 cm in diameter) on clear days of winter-spring
period at various types of solar heating (“Ruchyi” state-farm of the Leningrad region, 1961)
Protection option
Control, without protection
Whitewashing: chalk + 50% of clay + 10% of semi-liquid manure
Whitewashing: chalk + 10% of d ispersion ПВА
Air temperature, °C

Temperature o f bark surface on the southern
side, °C
25.03
03.04
11.04
14:00
16:00
15:00
10.1
6.8
3.0
-0.6

18.0
12.2
7.1
1.4

23.6
17.3
12.6
1.5

The white-washing samples presented in the table, applied on apple-tree boles in the middle of
March, 1961, show that after 2 weeks, standard white-washing with chalk, lime and semi- liquid
manure additive grew dim and wore away to a large degree; its protective effectiveness against
solar heating of tree tissues considerably decreased. White-washing based on dispersion ПВА
retained its high reflective capacity as to the radiant solar heating of fruit-trees. Thus, on
25.03.1961, control apple-tree boles without white-washing were heated by the sun up to 10.1°C;
boles with standard white-washing – up to 6.8°C; boles with dispersion ПВА white-washing – only
up to 3.0°C; the air temperature was negative -0.6°C.
In the result of co-researches, Agro-Physical Scientific-Research Institute and the USSR State
Scientific-Research and Design Institute of Paint and Coating Industry developed a special brand of
BC-511 water-dispersion paint for protection against winter and summer SSs, and obtained a USSR
Certificate of Authorship for its composition # 290741 of 18.10.1970, authors: I.N. Kotovich,
Z.I. Effel and M.D. Gordonov. This work was considered and approved by the State Commission
on chemical agents and by the Scientific and Technical Council of the Ministry of Agriculture of
the USSR on 02.10.1973, ―Application Instruction for orchard-protecting BC-511 water-based
paint‖, Moscow, 1974. Industrial production of BC-511 paint was carried out in Leningrad by
―Lakokraska‖ Association. It manufactured more than 3 thousand ton of BC-511 paint which was
sent to different fruit producing areas of the USSR in accordance with apportionment of the Main
Department of Horticulture of the Ministry of Agriculture. Fig. 39 is showing an orchard of ―Novyy
Mir‖ farm in the Leningrad Region, white-washed with BC-511 paint.
Nowadays, water-dispersion paint for protection of fruit-trees against SSs is manufactured by
a number of small productions. The labels on paint pots contain information on its application. In
order to attract consumers, the labels are listing nearly all diseases of all types of fruit-trees in all
fruit producing areas of the world. Horticulturists should know that boles white-washing can in no
way be good for protection against leaf diseases of fruit-trees during summer period. Whitewashing protects trees from solar heating only.
It should be also noted that strength and durability of water-dispersion paint, white-washing,
depend to great extent on the temperature at which it dries and polymerizes. The most favourable
temperature for these processes is from +10°C to +15°C. In amateur gardening, white-washing of
trees with water-dispersion paint should be performed already in September and not later than in
October on dry sunny days, in this case, paint coating will remain on trees for long.
Due to the fact that winter SSs are formed only on the south, south-west and south-east sides,
prof. Zhuchkov (1954) recomends to wash not all around the bole, but only the above mentioned
part. The result is protection from winter SSs, but this significantly reduces the complexity of wash
(it is carried out with an approach to the tree from the south side), and reduces paint consumption.
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Moreover, our studies showed that white-washing boles of fruit trees around harmful, reduces the
thickening of the bole and moves the fruits. To protect against SSs it is enough to wash only the
southern side of the line west to the east line.
Winter light SSs, protection with blue compound
White-washing with BC-511 and other white water-dispersion paints considerably reduces
solar heating of mature parts of fruit-trees covered with a crust with low monotone reflection
making up 18%, curve 2. At the same time, young trees (curve 1) and crown parts have clear
spectral reflection, as can be seen from the diagram on Fig. 40. In the region of infrared solar
radiation, surfacial bark tissues of young parts of fruit-trees reflect up to 70% of incoming rays in
the range of 700-1300 nm. Therefore, white-washing is lowly affecting reduction of solar heating of
thin young trees. They should be protected another way against light SSs caused by intensive sun
rays when tissues temperatures are negative and low positive, which is discussed below.
Prevailing conditions for winter thermal and light SSs can be most objectively clarified
subject to various climatic conditions by way of calculating solar heating and illuminating of fruittrees in our computer program (Table 20).
Table 20
The surface temperature of different in age apple-tree boles in some geographical locations as
of 15th of a month at the height of 0.5 m without white-was hing (bark albedo of 0.15) and with
BC-511 paint white-was hing (bark albedo of 0.8).*
Indices
Saint-Petersburg, in 60° north
Air temperature, °C
Solar radiat ion, W/m2
Wind velocity, m/s
Boles temperature, °C:
10 cm in diameter, control/paint
1 cm in d iameter, control/paint
Night temperature, °C
Khabarovsk, in 49° north
Air temperature, °C
Solar radiat ion, W/m2
Wind velocity, m/s
Boles temperature, °C:
10 cm in diameter, control/paint
1 cm in d iameter, control/paint
Night temperature, °C
Tashkent, in 41° north
Air temperature, °C
Solar radiat ion, W/m2
Wind velocity, m/s
Boles temperature, °C:
10 cm in diameter, control/paint
1 cm in d iameter, control/paint
Night temperature, °C

December

January

February

March

-15.6
468
1.5

-17.6
598
1.5

-14.9
905
1.5

-8.0
1035
1.6

-9.1/-15.0
-15.2/-15.5
-21

-8.7/-16.7
-15.6/-17.4
-24

0.3/-12.8
-11.6/-14.6
-23

8.5/-5.6
-4.2/-7.5
-18

-23.9
1043
2.0

-26.5
1021
1.7

-21.9
1081
1.8

-14.2
1032
2.0

-9.9/-21.7
-21.0/-23.4
-31

-10.3/-23.8
-22.8/-25.9
-34

-4.8/-18.7
-17.7/-20.9
-31

1.2/-11.7
-10.5/-13.6
-24

-0.6
1051
1.0

-4.9
1064
1.0

-0.3
1025
1.2

6.0
935
1.5

24.2/2.8
3.8/-0.1
-12

20.0/-1.4
-0.3/-4.3
-16

21.5/2.8
4.0/0.4
-12

25.8/7.9
9.8/6.5
-7

*Calculat ions were made on the base of long standing meteorological data fro m ―The Reference Book of the Climate of
the USSR‖, Leningrad, Gid ro meteoizdat, 1966. In bold figures: the temperature above 0°C.
The air temperature by day is given by months as a difference between the average minimu m of the air temperature
by night and the average range of the air temperature in clear weather.
Total solar radiat ion is given for a vertical surface.
The min imal air temperature by night means an average of the absolute minimu ms for this location.
The min imal air temperature by night means an average of the absolute min i mu ms for this location.

Basing on the table data the following conclusions can be made:
1. Tissues on the southern side of control (without white-washing) fruit-tree boles, sufficiently
massive with the diameter of 10 cm, covered with light-proof crust, on clear days of the winter
period are subjected to solar heating up to positive temperatures from 50 north to Tashkent.
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2. White-washing with BC-511 is protecting boles of mature fruit-trees against winter thermal
SSs connected with multiple day thawing under the influence of solar radiation by day and
subsequent multiple night freezing in all locations specified in the table, in Tasshkent only in
Januaru.
3. It can be considered that, thin nurslings and young trees 1 cm in diameter covered with thin
translucent cork tissue, which is as good as film, both with and without white-washing, on clear
days under the influence of the sun rays are not thawing in all considered geographical regions, in
Tashkent only in January; this is due to small massiveness of thin tree parts, which was explained in
detail in previous sections. But owing to high translucence of thin cork tissues, these parts of fruittrees are irradiated by intensive sun light for a protracted period of time at negative and low positive
day temperatures of phelloderm tissue containing chlorophyll. Winter light SSs appear first of all in
Far East,Volga Region and Nord-West Region, the less in far south and Tashkent.
High concentration of anthocyans in bark positively affects frost-resistance of fruit-cultures,
as was discovered by D.F. Protsenko (1958). M.A. Solovyova and H.N. Pochinok (1981) suggested
a fast and reliable method for determining frost-resistance of apple-culture and to predict the degree
of trees readiness for winter by the content of anthocyans in bark. With this purpose, a test charge of
shoots bark (0.2 g) is grinded, 10 ml of 0.1 N hydrochloric acid solution are added to it, and kept for
2 hours. Intensity of solution colouring is determined by ФЭК-56 (photoelectric colorimeter) with
wave- length of 490 nm and dish breadth of 0.5 cm according to the formulas attached to the
specified photoelectric colorimeter.
Thus, in our researches, optical density of extracts made up in arbitrary units:
apple-tree, ―Papirovka‖ variety: natural bark – 45; white BC-511 painting – 7; blue compound
painting – 65;
apple-tree, ―Autumn striped‖ variety: natural bark – 77; white BC-511 painting – 9; blue
compound painting – 90.
Thus, it follows from the presented data that painting with blue compound increased synthesis
of anthocyans in fruit-tree bark compared both to white compound (BC-511 paint) and to natural
bark. Blue paints are composed on the base of ultramarine pigment (blue) on ПВА glue. Autumn
irradiation of apple-tree shoots with ДРЛ lamps also increased synthesis of anthocyans in fruit-tree
bark by 20%.
Fig. 41 on apple trees in the wild in the garden shows the effect of studs of the annual shoots
colored polyethylene film on the formation of anthocyanins by strapping blue film, allowing the
transmission of violet-blue light and not allowing the transmission of the yellow-red anthocyanins
were formed, under the strapping of the orange film, on the contrary, delaying violet-blue emission
and transmitting yellow-red radiation, anthocyanins are not formed.
Fig. 42 verifies that under the offered blue compound for protection against light SSs on
nurslings and young trees, natural protective agents, anthocyans, appeared. There are no anthocyans
under BC-511 white paint; accidental damages of the white coating on nurslings and young trees
cause formation of heavy winter light SSs. BC-511 paint should be used for protection of mature
fruit-trees at the age of 5 years and older; blue paint should be applied to nurslings and young trees
up to the age of 5 years. In the first case on mature fruit-trees – for protection against winter thermal
SSs; in the second case, on nurslings and young trees – for protection against winter light SSs.
Foil-plastic as a most perspectiving material for winter wrapping of young trees’ boles
Earlier, we more than once mentioned this material. Now we shall speak about its properties
in more detail.
Foil-plastic is a coiled material 1 m in width and 3-5 m in thickness. It is based on expanded
polyethylene, and which is particularly important, with closed micro-pores as due to this fact it is
neither absorbing nor accumulating moisture. Aluminium foil is glued on one side of the expanded
polyethylene. As a result, first of all, the material becomes non-transparent to solar radiation;
secondly, it acquires high reflecting capacity and keeps heat from radiant cooling. When used for
wrapping fruit-trees, foil-plastic is employed from November till March, while during warm months
it should be kept indoors in a dark place; then, it can be used during 4-5 years.
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Wrapping should be bole-high. The upper part of foil-plastic should not be tightly fixed to the
bole as there should be vertical air exchange. Foil-plastic is protecting against winter SSs, if its strip
is tied to a mature tree from the south; there should be a gap of 5-7 cm in the foil-plastic wrapping
on the northern side.
The best time for wrapping fruit-tree boles with foil-plastic is November, but it can also be
done in December-January. In doing so, it is necessary to be guided by the weather forecast, and if
severe frosts are anticipated, boles should be wrapped with foil-plastic before frosts come.
The influence of foil-plastic wrapping on the temperature of apple-tree bole tissues is shown
in Table 21.
Table 21
Minimal tempe rature of apple-tree boles 7 cm in diameter during winter wrapping with foilplastic
Date
25.01.2000
01.01.2002
20.01.2002
02.02.2002

Temperature o f an open bole at
the snow surface, °C

Temperature o f a similar bole at the snow
surface with fo il-plastic wrapping, °C

Protection effect Δ,
°C

-31.0
-29.0
-34.0
-30.5

-24.6
-24.0
-27.8
-25.0

6.4
5.0
6.2
5.5

It follows from the table that in the most vulnerable place, at the snow surface level, the
temperature of young trees‘ boles is considerab ly higher (by 5-7°C) under the wrapping with foilplastic compared to open boles. It can be explained by the fact that foil-plastic is considerably
reducing bole‘s radiation heat- losses by night. Heat-protective efficiency of this method is very
high.
The said refers to the North-Eastern climatic region. Farther south, in colder regions, in the
Far East for example, foil-plastic wrapping of fruit-tree boles should be performed not later than in
October.
When removing the wrapping, do not try to unstuck the fixing scotch from the foil as the latter
may get torn. Should aluminium surface get damaged somewhere, it should be repaired with scotch
based on aluminium foil.
Removal of foil-plastic from trees should not be belated; foil-plastic should be removed while
snow is melting or immediately after.
Protection against winter bark cracks or against simple scalds
Bark cracks appearing on boles and little boles of fruit-trees regardless of orientation towards
cardinal directions, in the result of open tissues becoming fulvous (oxidation with aerial oxygen)
soon turn into injuries very similar to winter SSs. All of the said afforded grounds to P.I. Lavrik
(1951) to call them just scalds, without the adjective ―sun‖.
The simulation performed by us showed that natural bark cracks appear when a strength
tension towards the front of subzero temperature in plant tissues, where water is freezing, appears in
air-pits and capillaries, which in its turn induces ingress of new portions of water into the freezing
area. As a result, a lot of ice is freezing in the area of subzero temperature, which forms longitudinal
cracks and bark bursting injury. The latter can be of two types: a) tearing-away of all bark tissues
from wood along cambia line, and mature boles may have no external cracks; b) cracks only in bark
- tearing-away of external protective tissue together with phelloderm from bast along the loose
paerenchyma tissue line. S. Pieniazek (1954) is suggesting to rap boles of mature fruit-trees with a
wooden hammer after the snow melting: if a dull sound is heard, it testifies that there is an internal
frost crack separating bark (phloem) from wood. It is suggested to liquidate the hollow by punching
in tacks galvanized for protection from corrosion. In this case, bark grow back to wood, the tacks
will also grow over.
It is obvious that use of tacks is necessary also when curing open cracks with bark unfolding
outwardly on scaffold parts of fruit-trees. The earlier they are noticed on trees, the more effective is
their treatment. The point is that in cases of frost cracks and bursting injuries along cambia line,
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highly frost-resistant mother phloem cells. Therefore, when bent outwardly bark parts are held
down to each other with tacks, and the remaining part of the wound is covered with garden options,
this creates favourable conditions for phloem cells division and for bark growing back to wood.
Gardener himself can dangerously injure bark if he uses metal or plastic scraper for scraping
away dead bark on mature fruit-trees‘ boles. It is recommended to carry out this work in autumn
and early spring, really it presents no danger to trees only in a warm period of year.
Cleaning boles from dead heat- insulating bark layer in autumn is equal to ―stripping‖ them
before beginning of winter. Besides, and this is the most important, scraping away heat- insulating
layer in autumn period when the temperatureis low, leads to inevitable injuries of bark live tissues,
which facilitates their oxidation with aerial oxygen and start of winter SSs development, because
heat-insulating bark layer appears first of all from the southern part of the boles and scaffold
branches.
Cleaning bark of fruit-tree boles should be done in summer when the temperature facilitates
rapid wounds curing, if they are covered with grafting clay. We have to mention that our remarks
on the danger of the specified above operation, if done on the eve of winter, were published in
―Horticulture‖ magazine #12 for 1965. Unfortunately, at that time, amateur fruit- growing was illdeveloped, and our paragraph went unnoticed.
Due to wind swirling around boles between crown and the snow surface, the latter is blowingout. To maintain protection against frosts, it is necessary to add snow to boles‘ foot regularly during
winter, or to form the crown higher.
The most important preventive method against cracks formation is the so-called bark slitting
which is done during vegetation period starting with yearlings in a nursery and to young trees in an
orchard. It means shallow longitudinal cuts in surface cork tissue and partially phelloderm.
Performance of this operation is rather difficult without necessary tools. Indeed, it is hard to do it
with existing garden budding and grafting knives: on thin shoots the blade is slipping, on mature
parts it goes too deeply into bark tissues.
Most suitable for this purpose are modern knives, like stationery knife for cardboard cutting
with wedge-shaped blades extending for a certain length (Fig. 43). The blade length of 0.3-0.5 mm
is good for slitting the thinnest yearlings. Fig. 44 is showing a crack on an apple-tree one-year
shoot, which appeared under the influence of a bud‘s wedging action. That is how yearlings should
be slit, above and below buds, within the period from the middle till the end of July; such nurslings
are most valuable for gardeners. When planting yearlings with slit bark in autumn, the next such
operation should be carried out next year, within the specified above time-terms.
Application of BC-511 durable paint (Fig. 45) showed that thickening of a bole and scaffold
branches of sufficiently mature trees starting from 7 years and older, occurs owing to formation of
growth cracks. Naturally, internal tissues remain open for some time; they can become inhabited
with pathogenic fungi and microbes. A fruit-tree should be helped to safely go through thickening
by way of preliminarily slitting bark near branch crotches and on a bole. It can be well seen on the
given picture, where cracks appear – that is where slitting should be done with further disinfection.
Such surgical operations should be performed on fruit-trees starting from the age of 1 year and till
20-25-year age.
Thermal and light SSs in summe r season
Provision of good water supply is basic in protection of fruit-cultures from all types of
summer SSs. The value of the influence of the cooling transpiration water flow on solar heating of
fruit-tree boles during vegetation period in some geographical locations is shown in Table 22 made
in accordance with the results of our computer program calculations.
The following conclusions may be drawn from the table regarding protection from SSs during
vegetation period of fruit-trees:
1. Due to transpiration by leaves, the water flow along the conducting system of considerably
massive boles from the colder soil is the basic mechanism of preventing dangerous solar heating of
boles and other scaffold parts of fruit-tree crowns, and naturally of other wood plants. Therefore,
the main concern of horticulturists for protection from summer thermal SSs is, on one hand,
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maintaining soil in moist and friable state, and on the other hand, maintaining foliage in healthy
condition facilitating intensive transpiration.
2. In the far south, specifically in Tashkent, formation of light SSs on young trees boles is
possible despite transpiration. Therefore, in the southern regions apart from maintaining soil in
moist and friable state, it is necessary to additionally blue the surface of young tree boles in summer
and autumn months in order not to prevent formation of natural protective agents – anthocyans;
besides, boles of mature trees should be white-washed from July to September, because of the
danger of thermal SSs formation.
Table 22
Maximum te mperature of the bark surface on the side of solar radiation of diffe rent in age
apple-tree boles in some geographical locations from the 15th of June till the 15th of September
with and without transpiration.*
Indices
Saint-Petersburg, in 60° north
Air temperature by day, °C
Solar radiat ion, W/m2
Wind velocity, m/s
Soil temperature, °C
Boles temperature, °C:
1 cm in d iameter, with/without transpiration
10 cm in diameter, with/without transpiration
Khabarovsk, in 49° north
Air temperature by day, °C
Solar radiat ion, W/m2
Wind velocity, m/s
Soil temperature, °C
Boles temperature, °C:
1 cm in d iameter, with/without transpiration
10 cm in diameter, with/without transpiration
Tashkent, in 41° north
Air temperature by day, °C
Solar radiat ion, W/m2
Wind velocity, m/s
Soil temperature, °C
Boles temperature, °C:
1 cm in d iameter, with/without transpiration
10 cm in diameter, with/without transpiration

June

July

August

September

27
906(16)
1.6
13.3

28
906(16)
1.4
17.1

27
906(16)
1.6
13.3

27
906(16)
1.6
13.3

30/ 31
29/47

31/ 32
31/49

30/ 31
29/47

30/ 31
29/47

30
900(16)
1.7
15.9

31
915(16)
1.5
20.6

30
900(16)
1.7
15.9

30
900(16)
1.7
15.9

33/ 34
31/49

34/ 35
35/52

33/ 34
31/49

33/ 34
31/49

38
905(16)
0.9
27.9

40
905(16)
0.8
31.7

39
942(16)
0.7
30.2

35
974(16)
0.8
24.5

38/ 39
41/59

44/45
45/66

43/44
45/67

42/43
42/ 43

* Calculations were made on the base of long standing meteorological data from ―The Reference Book of the Climate
of the USSR‖, Len ingrad, Gidro meteoizdat, 1966. In bold figures: for the mature tree s boles 1 cm in diameter,
temperature fro m 47°C and higher causing thermal SSs in tissues showing the signs of frost injuries of the last winter,
and for young trees boles 1 cm in diameter, temperature fro m 40°C and higher, causing light SSs.
The air tempe rature by day is given by months as an average of its maximal values for many years.
Intensity of total solar radiation is calculated for a vert ical surface, hours of the maximu m influ x of total solar
radiation after noon is stated in brackets.
Wind velocity is calculated for the height of 0.5 m fro m the soil surface.
Soil temperature is an average value for many years, measured at meteorological stations with soil thermo meters
at the depth of 20 cm.

3. In all places shown in the table, in different geographical regions the maximal influx of
total solar radiation to a vertical surface is observed in summer months after noon, at 15:00-16:00
local time. Besides, if mature trees are injured by frost, their boles should be white-washed from
June till August.
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CONCLUSION
Our years- long researches in different regions of temperate climate showed that after all
winter frost injuries are the basis of all types of SSs of fruit-trees. And SSs do not appear owing to a
one-time rapid freezing or rapid thawing. As a rule, fruit-trees get injured by slow frosts in the
beginning of winter when their tissues are not yet hardened enough, and early frosts exceed by
severity the resistance of tissues to low temperatures in this period.
In the subsequent period, owing to the increase of the solar radiation influx, the partial frost
injuries received earlier, in the beginning or middle of winter, are intensifying up to complete death
of tissues owing to multiple thawing- freezing in the second half of the winter period, which ca uses
formation of SSs on the southern and south-western sides of boles and scaffold branches of mature
fruit-trees. And the time lag between injuring of tissues in the beginning of winter and formation of
SSs in the end of it can reach 1-1.5 months in the northern regions of fruit- growing; in the southern
regions, this time lag makes up only some weeks. According to our classification, the said winterspring injuries are thermal SSs and appear on mature massive parts of fruit-trees. In the southern
hemisphere of the globe, in Argentina for example, these types of SSs form on the northern side of
fruit-trees.
What is the difference between fruit-trees, which are often injured by winter thermal SSs, and
forest-trees, which are never injured by them? Forest leaf- losing trees, such as birch-tree, willow,
lime-tree (Tilia L) (in the Far East), finally the Siberian dwarf apple-tree, have absolute frostresistance withstanding the temperature of liquid nitrogen (-196°C) and helium (-269°C). Therefore,
no frosts observed in the natural environment can cause injuries of these species in all periods of
late autumn, winter and early spring.
In winter and summer time, there is also a natural damaging factor of SSs, it‘s the sun light at
a low temperature of tissues in winter and high temperature in summer. Our researches showed that
a SS is caused by the violet and blue regions, not by the whole solar spectrum. Under the influence
of this portion of the solar spectrum, winter and summer SSs appear on one-year shoots and 2-3year branches of fruit-cultures partially injured by frost in the beginning of winter. According to our
classification, winter and summer light SSs are formed. We shall mention that light SSs in the
southern hemisphere are forming on the northern side of young parts of fruit-trees.
In conditions of light and moderate frosts in the beginning of winter when fruit-trees have no
injuries and are in a healthy state, winter and later summer thermal SSs are not forming on massive
parts of mature trees, as well as winter and summer light SSs are not forming on nurslings and
young trees.
We developed a number of technical means protecting fruit-trees at a young and mature age
from winter and summer light and thermal SSs. Detailed explanation of their application yo u can
find in the book, here we shall confine ourselves to a simple enumeration: stable white and blue
painting compounds, thermal insulating wrapping, and film mulching of the soil.
The world- famous Polish scientist in the field of horticulture, professor S. Penyonzhek, sent
us his testimonial to my researches on the study of the mechanism of fruit-trees SSs formation:
Dr. I.N. Kotowicz
Skierniewice, dnia November, 21, 1983
Agrophysical Institute
Grazdanskij Pr. 14
Leningrad, USSR
Dear Doctor Kotowicz,
I wish to thank you for sending me a very interesting set of articles on biophysics and their
relation to agricultural crops. I read your article on the temperature relations in the fruit tree crown
and frost injuries.
Sincerely yours,
Prof. Dr. S.A. Pieniazek
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It is necessary to note that my basic article about SSs on young parts of fruit-trees was
published in the collection ―Reports of Russian scientists for the XIX International Congress on
Horticulture‖, 1974.

© I.N. Kotovich, Doctor of Science (Agro – and Biophysics).
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Fig. 1. White-washing the orchard on skis. “Skreblovo” fruit-nursery, March, 1956.

а)

б)
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Fig. 2. Measuring temperature of fruit-trees tissues: a – MT-57 with a holding down device, fullscale; b – installation of MT-57 on an apple-tree; owing to the hoar-frost during photographing,
the thin leads are clearly visible.
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Fig. 3. Heating and lighting unit made of small incandescent lamps for generating a radiant flux
of homogeneous intensity per unit-area.
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Fig. 4. Lighting and heating lamps are placed outside the cooling chamber: 1 – accessory lamps;
2 – complex filter with running water; 3 – freezing chamber; 4 – experimental samples of
branches; 5 - fan.
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Fig. 5. Influx of direct solar radiation to vertical tree boles in case of cross-exposure.
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Fig. 6. Influx of total radiation depending on the solar altitude: 1 – to a horizontal surface; 2 – to
a vertical surface when soil is bare; 3 – when soil is covered with snow.
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Fig. 7. The influence of thawing rapidity on middle-Russian apple-tree varieties (March, 1960): 1
– freezing to -35°C and thawing to +20°C within 20 hours (thawing speed of 2.7 °C/h); 2 –
freezing to -35°C and thawing to +20°C within 1 hour (thawing speed of 55 °C/h)
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Fig. 8. Night cooling of some tissues of mature apple-tree boles after solar heating by day: 1 –
air; 2 – cambium, 0.4 cm; 3 – sapwood, 2 cm.
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Fig. 9. Apple-tree shoots temperature variation in rapid freezing experiments, °C: 1 – to -15; 2 –
to -20; 3 – to -25; 4 – to -30.
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Fig. 10. “Autumn striped” apple-tree variety (see the text for explanations).
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Fig. 11. Laboratory simulation: 1 – air temperature; 2 – yearlings temperature, diameter of
0.6 cm; 3 – two-year branches, diameter of 1.8 cm; 4 – five-year branches, diameter of 5.0 cm
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Fig. 12. Influence of early frost injuries on withdrawal from quiescence and germination of
apple-tree buds (for explanations see the text).
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Fig. 13. Bole injury: below – winter termal SS; above – injury of tissues in crotches of scaffold
branches.
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Fig. 14. Injury and occlusion of wood on the northern side of an apple-tree scaffold part.
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Fig. 15. Formation of periderm : 1 – phellem; 2 – phellogen ; 3 – phelloderm, the main bark
chlorenchima; 4 – bark parenchyma.
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Fig. 16. “Exfoliation” of surface layers of cover cork tissue after winter a light SS on young
apple-tree branches.
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Fig. 17. Cross sections of a cherry-tree scaffold branches injured by surface winter SSs 6 years
ago.
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Fig. 18. Reproduction of winter light SSs on a pear-tree by way of shadowing and lighting (see
the text for details) “СВЕТ” – “light”, “ТЕНЬ” – “shadow”.
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Fig. 19. Reproduction of winter light SSs on a pear-tree shoot with the help of paste-up opaque
letters forming the English word “dark”.
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Fig. 20. External protective tissues are stripped off the apple-tree branch in April. Exposed bark
tissues under the polyethylene film protecting from drying became violet in colour owing to
forming anthocyans.
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Fig. 21. Light transmittance spectrum: 1 – blue film; 2 – orange film
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Fig. 22. The influence of blue (a) and orange (b) films, used as a filter, on formation of
anthocyans in bark phelloderm of apple-tree shoots.
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Fig. 23. The word “ТЕНЬ” – “shadow” is “printed” under the letters painted in the autumn of
the previous year with black nitrocellulose enamel; the bark surface between the letters died of
winter light SSs.
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Fig.24. Light winter SSs 1962/63 winter season. “Lesnoye” orchard Saint-Petersburg suburb.
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Fig. 25. Light scald on an apple-tree. APhI MES, 1968/69.
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Fig. 26. Scheme of experiments on moisture transfer to freezing tissues inside shoots: 1 – appletree shoots; 2 – soft foam plastic partition; 3 – vessels with water; 4 – wrapping of shoots lower
part; 5 – bark cracks.
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Fig. 27. Hawthorn shoots are in the state of growth, ice crystals are bursting the bark along
cambium.
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Fig. 28. Bursting injury of bark under the influence of ice druses: a –only bark cracks; b –the
dead phloem parenchyma can be seen after oxidation of cork in the crack area.
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Fig.29. Along crack on the shoot at the height of 50-60 cm from soil surface.
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Fig. 30. Cracks on shoots during late frosts in June at the height of 50 cm.
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Fig. 31. When dried separately, discs split along one and the same line as if they had not been
separated.
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Fig. 32. Oxidizing (becoming fulvous) of exposed bark tissues along the frost crack on an appletree bole in 1998.
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Fig. 33. Influx of total solar radiation to a vertical surface on June 22 depending on geographical
latitude; the soil surface albedo equals to 0.2.
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Fig. 34. SSs on an apple-tree in “Skreblovo” fruit-nursery, the summer of 1957.
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Fig. 35. Summer light SSs: above– the word “ТЕНЬ” – “shadow” is “printed” under the paste-up
letters in green colour which conforms to the healthy phelloderm tissue; the brown background
is made of phelloderm that died in the light; below – the word “СВЕТ” – “light” is “printed” in
fulvous colour in the letters stenciled in black paper, tissues died; green background conforms
to the healthy phelloderm.
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Fig. 36. Summer light SSs on a pear-tree. The shoots temperature on the illuminated side (from
left to right): 40°C, 43°C and 46°C.
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Fig. 37. Abundant moisture condensate under the film mulch is forming heat-insulating rime in
the beginning of winter before snow falls.
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Fig. 38. A two-year nursling on a hill mulched with silver film.
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Fig. 39. A garden of an orchard “Novyy Mir” (1971)
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Fig. 40. Reflection of apple-tree bark in the main range of solar radiation: 1 – 2-year bole bark; 2
– 18-year bole bark, “Papirovka” apple-tree variety.
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Рис. 41. There is a bark under the colour film: left – under the orange, right – under the
blue
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Fig. 42. Spectral transmissive property of paints protecting from SSs: to the left– anthocyans
actively formed under the blue protective paint, the shoots are protected from winter light SSs;
to the right – anthocyans did not form under BC-511 white protective paint, if the white paint
accidental comes off, the shoots are not protected from winter light SSs
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Fig. 43. Stationery knife applicable for scoring fruit-trees bark.
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Fig. 44. A bark crack appeared under the bud owing to its wedging effect during freezing of the
shoot.
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Fig. 45. Growth cracks with thickening of a bole and scaffold branches of a fruit-tree; they often
are the begining of winter and summer SSs appearence.

